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Well-being of Children and Youth in Families and Communities
Judith Fischer, Texas Tech University, Program Chair

How do family professionals understand the well-being of family members who are children and adolescents? For the 2013 conference, I would like to bring together all of us (researchers, practitioners and program evaluators, policy makers, community members, etc.) to examine the well-being of child and adolescent family members. The multidimensional concept of well-being is associated with individual characteristics, family and social contexts, political and historical contexts, and their interactions. The conference should empower and inform participants to take the next steps to better understand and enhance the well-being of children and adolescents, and, in turn, their families and communities. Confirmed speakers include a children’s civil rights attorney, a physician and community activist/organizer, a researcher on LGBT and minority youth. A confirmed special session explores a community-based residential program for at-risk children in Honduras.

MAJOR SESSIONS
The following speakers are confirmed.
Deanna Pollard Sacks, J.D., L.L.M. Professor of Law, Texas Southern University (plenary)
America Bracho, M.D., M.P.H., Executive Director, Latino Health Access, Santa Ana, California (plenary)
Stephen T. Russell, Professor and Interim Director, Norton School of Family and Consumer Sciences, University of Arizona (plenary)
Kristin Moore, Ph.D., Senior Scholar, Child Trends (plenary)
Dudley Chancey, Professor of Youth and Family Ministry, Oklahoma Christian University (special session)
Their presentations are in planning; watch for titles and details early in 2013.

Submit a proposal...
Information about the 2013 Call for Proposals will be available on the NCFR website approximately November 10, 2012. All submissions will be submitted electronically.
Deadline for submission is March 1, 2013.
Welcome to the 2012 NCFR Conference

Objectives of the NCFR Annual Conference
• To provide a forum to disseminate family research
• To share effective and evidence-based practice applications for direct family service
• To promote the CFLE credential and its educational and preventive approach to working with families
• To discuss policy implications of family research and how to inform decision-makers
• To promote the professional development of its membership, through participation in NCFR governance and by offering opportunities for continuing education units (CEUs) for credentialing

The NCFR Mission
To provide an educational forum for family researchers, educators, and practitioners to share in the development and dissemination of knowledge about families and family relationships, establish professional standards, and work to promote family well-being.

2012 Conference Theme:
“Families and Health”
Program Chair:
Leigh Leslie, Ph.D.,
University of Maryland

The World Health Organization defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being.” As a discipline, we have long been focused on the mental and social foundations of health. The theme of the 2012 conference encourages us to also explore the multitude of ways in which the physical aspects of health are relevant to our understanding of well-being for children, families, and communities.

At the substantive level, the conference will address critical questions such as what is “family health” and how do we promote it through our research, interventions, and policy? At the discipline level, we will engage the question of how do we, as family scientists, interface with the health disciplines.

About this program booklet . . .
The conference program booklet is divided into the following sections:
• Program at a Glance – program schedule in chronological order
• Subject Index – listing of presentations by subject
• Abbreviations, see page 7
• Educational Sessions – complete list of all plenary, special sessions, papers, workshops, symposia, posters, round tables
• Special Events – receptions and other non-educational sessions in chronological order
• Business Meetings – NCFR Board, committees, Sections, focus groups, and other group- or member-initiated meetings
• Conference general information
• NCFR Board, Conference Committee, journal editors, Affiliate Councils, staff
• Index of Program Participants
• Your Personal Scheduler – center pull-out section
• Map of the Hyatt Regency Hotel – center pull-out section

NCFR thanks the following sponsors for their contributions to the 2012 Annual Conference
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing (President’s Reception) University of Georgia (plenary sponsor)
University of Illinois (plenary sponsor) University of Maryland (plenary sponsor)
University of Minnesota (plenary sponsor) NorthCentral University (Cyber Cafe)
Journal of Family Theory & Review (TCRM) WisdomForParents.com (CFLE Reception)
American Public University (SNP sessions; Gathering Place, Friday Night Extravaganza)
Johnson Printing (program booklet)
One of the strengths of the NCFR Annual Conference is the concurrent sessions sponsored by the sections. Proposals are blind-reviewed by three or more peer reviewers from the section to which the proposal was submitted. The reviewers’ role is key to ensuring that conference presentations are of the highest quality for a rich, rewarding, and stimulating conference experience.
Conference at a glance

Tuesday, October 30
10am-12pm  NCFR Audit Committee
12-7pm  NCFR Board of Directors
2:30-9:30pm  CFLE Advisory Board
6-8pm  Affiliate Councils Executive Board
6:30-9:30pm  Pre-conference Workshop: Legal Immigration Simulation: Would You Be In or Out?
7:30-9pm  Section Chairs Meeting

Wednesday, October 31
7:30-10am  Inclusion and Diversity Report
8:9:30am  Poster Session 1
8am-1pm  Affiliate Councils Leadership Training Workshop
8:30-10am  Special Session-Religion and Well-being: Individual, Marital, and Family Connections
8:30-10am  Concurrent Sessions 1
8:30-11:30am  CFLE Exam
10:15-11:45am  Special Session-Womb to Womb: The Persisting Influence of Health Disparities across the Lifecourse
10:15-11:45am  Concurrent Sessions 2
10:15-11:45am  SNP Workshop-Navigating the Publication Process
10:45-11:45am  Journal of Marriage and Family Deputy Editors
11:45am-1:15pm  Fellows Committee Meeting
12-1:15pm  Special Workshop: How to Prepare Manuscripts for NCJF Journals
12-1:15pm  Special Session Fireside Chat: Womb to Womb
12-1:15pm  Special Session: Medical Family Therapy-Bridging Medical and Relational Discourses
12-1:15pm  Memorial Service for NCJF Leaders Who Have Passed Away
12-1:15pm  Section Member Meetings/Focus Groups
12-1:15pm  Poster Session 2
12-1:15pm  Roundtables
1:30-3:15pm  Opening Plenary Session-Interaction of Physical and Mental Health Responses to Family Violence: A Lifespan Approach
3:30-5pm  Conversation Hour with Jacquelyn Campbell
3:30-5pm  Concurrent Sessions 3
5-6pm  Visit the Exhibits
3:30-4:30pm  Journal Board Committee Meeting
4:45-5:45pm  Meeting of Publisher Representatives, Editors, Staff
4:45-5:45pm  Section Award Task Force Meeting
5:15-6:30pm  Special Session: The Family Education Diabetes Series: Improving Health in an Urban-dwelling American Indian Community
5:15-6:30pm  Concurrent Sessions 4
5:15-6:30pm  SNP Workshop-How to Get Into Graduate School
5:15-6:30pm  Faculty Mentoring Session
6:45-8pm  President’s Welcoming Reception
6:45-8pm  Poster Session 3
8-9:15pm  SNP Speed Mentoring Session
8:9:30pm  Section Member Meetings/Focus Groups
8:15-9:45pm  CFLE Reception
9:30-10:30pm  Student Mixer Session

Thursday, November 1
7:8:15am  NCFR Inclusion and Diversity Review Session
7:8:15am  Focus Groups
7:10-7:40am  Meditation Time
7:30-9:30am  CFLE Academic Program Review Committee
7:30-9:30am  2013 Program Committee Meeting
8-9:30am  Poster Session 4
8:30-9:45am  Special Session: Burgess Award Address
8:30-9:45am  Concurrent Sessions 5
9am-4pm  Visit the Exhibits
10-11:30am  Special Session-Immigrant Health
10-11:30am  Concurrent Sessions 6
10-11:30am  Meeting of Editorial Assistants for CFLE Journals and CFLE Staff
10-11am  Focus Group Task Force Meeting
11:45am-1pm  CFLE Academic Programs Networking Session
11:45am-1pm  Poster Session 5
11:45am-1pm  Focus Groups
11:45am-1pm  Journal of Marriage and Family Editorial Board
12-1pm  Newcomers Reception
1:15-3pm  Plenary Session-Childhood Obesity: From the Family Dinner Table to Public Policy
3:15-4:45pm  Conversation Hour with Barbara Fiese
3:15-4:45pm  Concurrent Sessions 7
3:15-4:45pm  SNP Workshop: Navigating Graduate School
3:15-6:15pm  TCRM/RT Workshop: Meta-analysis
5-6:15pm  TCRM Workshop Session 1
5-6:15pm  TCRM Workshop Session 2
6-8pm  Section Member Meetings/Focus Groups
6:30-9:30pm  TCRM Workshop: Co-parenting Measurement
6:30-8pm  TCRM Workshop Session 2
8:15-9:30pm  TCRM Workshop Session 3
8:15-9:45pm  Section Member Meetings/Focus Groups

Friday, November 2
7-8:15am  Focus Groups
7:10-7:40am  Meditation Time
7:15-8:15am  Teaching Family Science/Family Science Association Meeting
7:30-9am  2013 Program Committee Meeting
7:30-10am  Student Affiliate Leadership Breakfast
8-9:30am  Journal of Family Theory & Review Editorial Board
8-9:30am  Poster Session 6
8-9:30am  TCRM Workshop Session 4
8-9:30am  FLE Committee
8am-2pm  Visit the Exhibits
8:30-9:30am  Special Session-Marie Peters Award Address
8:30-9:45am  Concurrent Sessions 8
8:30-9:45am  Q&A Session for Schools Interested in Getting Their Programs Approved for CFLE
8:30-9:30am  Elections Council Meeting
9-9:45am  Committee to Strengthen the Submissions and Reviewing Process
10-11:45am  Plenary Session-Building Stronger Communities for Better Health: Moving From Science to Policy and Practice
12-1:15pm  Special Session-How to Get into Graduate School
12-1:15pm  TCRM Workshop: How to Get into Graduate School
12-1:15pm  Concurrent Sessions 9
12-1:15pm  Focus Groups
12-1:15pm  Family Relations Associate Editors
12-1:15pm  Fellows Roundtables
12-3pm  Affiliate Councils Executive Board
1:15-4pm  TCRM/RT Special Session-Children’s Obesity Risk: Theoretical and Methodological Issues
1:30-3pm  Concurrent Sessions 9
1:30-3pm  TCRM Workshop: Work-life Balance Issues of Graduate Student Parents
3-4:30pm  Meeting of NCFR 75th Anniversary Committee
3:15-4:45pm  Special Session-Family Science and Public Health: Our Shared Future
3:15-4:45pm  Concurrent Sessions 10
3:15-4:45pm  Workshop-Crafting Scholarship: Reviewing Feminist Theory Discussion
3:15-4:45pm  SNP Workshop: Grant Writing
5-6:30pm  Section Member Meetings/Focus Groups
6:45-8:15pm  Section Member Meetings/Focus Groups
7-8:15pm  University/Allied Association Receptions
9-10:30pm  Friday Night Extravaganza Dessert Party

Saturday, November 3
7-9am  Walk to Phoenix 5K Fun Walk/Run
9-10:30am  Poster Session 8
9:15-10:30am  Special Session-Transgender Youth
9:15-10:30am  Concurrent Sessions 11
10-10:45pm  Concurrent Sessions 12
10-10:45pm  SNP Workshop-Online Identities/Technological Tips
10:45am-12pm  Poster Session 9
10-12:15pm  Plenary Session-Challenges of Aging Families and Health
12-12:15pm  Plenary Session-Challenges of Aging Families and Health
5pm  Fun in Phoenix
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1=Wed; 2=Thurs; 3=Fri; 4=Sat. See session listings by day for titles. Two-letter abbreviation indicates Section; see page 7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adolescence**
- 109-03 EE; 110-04 EM; 137-02 EE; 137-03 EE; 229-02 EM; 311-04 IN; 333-02 FH; 401-04 FH; 401-05 EM; 401-06 EM; 401-07 FH; 401-08 FH; 401-09 FP; 401-10 FS; 401-11 FT; 401-12 FT; 401-13 IN; 401-14 IN; 401-15 RT; 401-16 RT; 401-17 RT; 410-01 FH; 410-02 FH

**Adolescent Social Competence**
- 321-11

**Adoption**
- 303-22 EM; 303-23 FP; 401-18A FP

**Adulthood/Adult Socialization**
- 222-14 FH

**Aging Families and Caregiving**
- 417-Plenary Session

**Aging/Gerontology**
- 145-14 FH; 145-15 RF; 145-16 RT; 216-04 FH; 309-04 - Families and Chronic Illness FH; 332-02 EM; 100-01 - 100-04 FS; 245 (TC3A-1); 245 (TC3A-2)

**Building Stronger Communities for Better Health**
- 313 Plenary Session; 314 Special Session

**Bullying and Cyberbullying**
- 416-18 IN

**Child Care**
- 318-02 FP

**Child Development**
- 207-01 FH; 401-19 FH; 401-21 RT; 401-22 RT; 401-23 RT; 413-01

**Child Maltreatment, Substance Abuse**
- 416-08 FH

**Child Socialization**
- 113-02 RT; 332-03 EM; 401-24 EE; 404-02 EM

**Childhood/Adolescent Obesity**
- 103 FH; 226 Plenary Session; 227 Special Session; 125-04 FH; 407-01 FS

**Childhood/Children**
- 401-25 FH; 401-26 FF

**Chronic Illness**
- 130 FH; 141-01 FT; 145-09 FH; 309-01 FH; 309-02 FH; 309-03 FH; 405-01 FH; 406-01 FH

**Cohabitation**
- 114-01 RT; 114-02 RT; 114-04 RT

**Communication**
- 124-07 FH; 231-02 FT

**Community and Families**
- 104-03 FH; 318-05 EM

**Community-based Participatory Research**
- 208 FP

**Co-parenting**
- 235 (TC1A-1); 235(TC1A-2); 242 TCRM

**Couple and Behaviors**
- 246 (TC3B-1); 246 (TC3B-2)

**Cross-cultural Issues**
- 311-01 IN; 318-07 FS; 318-08 IN; 318-09 IN

**Curriculum**
- 100-09 FS; 140-01 FS

**Cyber Therapy Research**
- 217-03 FT

**Death and Dying**
- 145-18 RT; 145-19 FH

**Disabilities**
- 145-13 EE; 323-01 FH; 323-02 FH; 323-04 FH

**Diversity**
- 318-10 IN; 337 RT

**Division of Labor**
- 328-01 FF

**Divorce and Separation**
- 134-01 RT; 134-02 RT; 134-03 RT; 203-21 FT; 203-22 RT; 401-28 RT

**Domestic and Family Violence**
- 132-04 IN; 145-20 EM; 145-21 FH; 145-22 FS; 145-23 FS; 145-24 FT; 145-25 FT; 145-27 IN; 205-03 EE; 218-01 FF; 218-02 FF; 218-03 FF; 324-04 FH; 329-03 RT; 324-01 FH; 324-02 FH

**Emerging Adulthood**
- 145-08 RF

**Emotion Regulation**
- 407-02 FS

**Ethics and Values**
- 222-13 RF

**Ethnic Families**
- 236 (TC1B-1); 236 (TC1B-2)

**Ethnicity and Families**
- 113-01 RT; 206-02 EM; 206-03 EM; 229-03 EM; 303-01 EM; 303-03 EM; 303 Special Session; 318-30 EM

**Ethnicity and Intergenerational Issues**
- 318-18 EM

**Evaluation (Programs, Methods)**
- 128-03 EE; 140-05 FS; 207-02 FH

**Evidence-based Family Policy**
- 321-03

**Evidence-based Practice**
- 105-01 FT; 137-01 EE; 140-03 FS; 310 FP

**Families and Social Capital**
- 244 (TC2B-1); 244 (TC2B-2)

**Families of Children With Disabilities**
- 304 (TC4A-1); 304 (TC4A-2)

**Family Life Education**
- 100-05 EE; 100-06 EE; 100-07 EE; 100-08 EE; 109-01 EE; 125-01 EE; 321-05; 321-09; 321-10

**Family Policy**
- 124-05 FP; 318-03 FP; 416-02 FP

**Family Process**
- 124-21 FH; 207-04 FH; 222-07 IN; 318-04 RT

**Family Relationships**
- 135-03 RT; 138 EM; 222-08 FH; 222-09 EE; 222-10 FH; 222-11 IN; 222-12 RT; 326-02 FS; 329-04 RT

**Family Research**
- 100-10 FT; 411-03 FH

**Family Resiliency**
- 104-01 FH

**Family Resource Management/Economics**
- 124-04 FP; 124-14 EE

**Family Science**
- 112 FS; 124-22 FS; 125-06 FS; 209 FS; 321-06; 331 Special Session

**Family Stress/Coping**
- 113-04 FF; 203-01 - 203-03 FH; 216-01 FH; 231-01 FT; 303-04 EM; 303-05 FH; 303-06 FS; 303-07 IN; 303-08 RT; 303-09 RT; 323-03 FH; 338 RT; 404-01 EM; 407-03 FS

**Family Structure**
- 222-24 RT

**Fatherhood**
- 145-30 RT; 303-10 FH; 303-11 RT; 303-27A FS; 303-27B FS

**Feminism and Families**
- 321-01

**Foster Care**
- 124-06A FP; 303-19 RT; 334 FP

**Fragile Families**
- 303-20 FH; 303-21 FT; 401-29 AC

**Gender Roles**
- 222-05 EE; 222-06 IN; 324-03

**GLBT Issues**
- 124-15 RT; 124-16 FT; 124-17 EE; 124-18 FT; 124-19 FF; 124-20 FF; 217-01 FT; 335-01 FT; 335-03 FT; 402 Special Session; 412-01 FF; 412-02 FF; 412-03 FF; 412-04 FF

**Graduate Students**
- 416-23 SN

**Grandparents**
- 109-02 EE; 303-24 FH; 303-25 FH; 332-01 EM

**Health Disparities**
- 108 Special Session; 117

**Health Policy**
- 124-06 IN

**Illness**
- 129-01 FH; 145-10 FT

**Immigrant Health**
- 213 Special Session
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Immigration/Migration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incarceration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical and Mental Health Responses to Family Violence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intergenerational Issues</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interventions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Males in Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Adjustment/Quality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Relations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Therapy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marriage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marriage/Gay and Lesbian</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marriage/Intermarriage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mate Selection and Dating</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media and Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical Family Therapy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medicine and the Community</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meta-analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Midlife Issues</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mother/Father Absence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mother/Mother-in-Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motherhood</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple Roles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parent Education/Educators</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parenting Issues</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poverty/Welfare</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Premarital Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional Development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Policy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantitative Research; Health Outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/Ethnicity and Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refugees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Religion and Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Religion and Well-being</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remarriage/Stepfamilies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research/Theory/Methods</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resiliency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexuality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Siblings</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Singlehood</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-parent Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Networks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Work</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistical Analyses in Family Science Research</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student/New Professional</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substance Abuse/Addictions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suicide</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching Methods</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology/Internet/Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Therapy/Counseling</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transgender Youth</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transitioning to Adulthood</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trauma and Recovery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unmarried Parents</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban Families</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vulnerabilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wellness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work and Families</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The leader in video-based parenting education since 1983


Active Parenting provides 4 easy-to-implement formats to help you reach more families. FREE preview with code SD13NR.

4 Formats

- Class program kit
- Online learning
- Video library
- Lunch & learn

www.ActiveParenting.com • 800-825-0060
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Abbreviations, symbols

Numbering
Sessions are numbered. Wednesday sessions begin with “1,” Thursday with “2,” Friday with “3,” and Saturday with “4.”

Authors, presiders, discussants
Authors’ names are listed in bold after the title of the presentation. Presiders, discussants, and other session leaders are listed at the end of the session titles/topics.

Sections, Affiliate Councils, Student/New Professional (S/NP), Certified Family Life Educator (CFLE) sessions
Sessions may be sponsored by Sections, by the Affiliate Councils group, by the Student/New Professional group, or the CFLE program. Sessions are marked as to sponsorship or in some cases area of interest. See section logos below. For Poster Sessions, the Section is indicated by the two-letter section abbreviation.

Session formats
PA - Paper: 3 or 4 presentations around a common theme
SY - Symposium: 3 or 4 presenters addressing the same topic
WK - Workshop: presentation of best practices, methods
PO - Poster: Detailed displays that summarize research or practice; grouped by topic
RT - Roundtable: Speaker presents topic and leads discussion
PS - Poster Symposium: 3 or 4 presenters with commonly themed posters; includes group discussion

Emphasis
Presentations and posters are designated as (R) for “Research” and/or (P) for “Practice.”

Section logos . . . new for 2012
(also includes SNP, CFLE, Affiliates, TCRM)

Education/Enrichment (EE)
Ethnic Minorities (EM)
Family and Health (FH)
Family Policy (FP)
Family Science (FS)
Family Therapy (FT)
Feminism & Family Studies (FF)
International (IN)
Religion & Family Life (RF)
Research and Theory (RT)
Affiliate Councils (AC)
Students/New Professionals
CFLE
TCRM
Conference Services/Early Meetings
Conference Registration
7am-5pm, 1st Floor-Regency Ballroom

Cyber Café
7am-10pm, Remington A
In addition to the computers in the Cyber Cafe, there is complimentary WiFi throughout the meeting rooms. Here is the network name and passphrase to connect:
SSID: Roomnet Meeting Solutions. Passphrase: families

The Gathering Place
8am-Midnight, Cowboy Artist
Relax with your colleagues. Open to all conference participants, 8 am to midnight.
Sponsored by Students/New Professionals and American Public University

Special Events Today:
10am-Coffee Break
11-11:50am-Roundtable Discussion: How to Write an Article for NCFR Report, Nancy Gonzalez
Noon-12:50pm-Roundtable Discussion: Job Interviewing, Andrew Behnke

#010-2 Inclusion and Diversity Committee Meeting
7:30-10am, Boardroom
Presiders: Maresa Murray, Donna Sollie, IDC Co-chairs

Educational Sessions/Additional Meetings

#100 POSTER SESSION 1
8-9:30am, Atrium

Family Life and Parent Education Courses and Methods
100-05 EE (R) Providing Relationship Education for Low Income and Diverse Populations, J. Mitch Vaterlaus, Kay Bradford, Linda Skogrand, Brian J. Higginbotham
100-06 EE (R) Mothers Living in Dual-career Families: Family Life Education Implications, Andrea Marable, Priscilla Blanton
100-07 EE (R) Developing Community Coalitions to Promote Healthy Relationships, Jane Riffe, Angela Faulkner, Terrill Peck, Cheryl Kaczor
100-08 EE (P) Fostering Parent-child Connection in Early Adolescence: A Content Analysis, Carmen Irving, Rhonda Richardson
100-09 FS (P) Using Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Framework to Structure an Intro Family Course, Lawrence Shelton
100-10 FT (R) Latino Migrants’ Experience in Two Culturally Adapted Parenting Programs, Ana-Rocio Escobar-Chew, Ruben-Jose Parra-Cardona
100-11 EE (P) Building Parental Resilience Through Parent Education, Mindfulness, and Yoga, Jennifer Crawford
100-12 EE (R) Parent-child Relationships in Twilight: Implications for FLE, Karen Myers-Bowman, Joan Jurich, Tonya Ricklefs
100-13 FS (P) Bring Families Into the Classroom: Use of Novels in Family Studies Courses, Tonya Ricklefs, Karen Myers-Bowman, Joan Jurich
100-14 EE (P) Parenting Needs Assessment in Southern Nevada, Yaebin Kim
100-15 EE (P) Online Education: Teaching Empathy and Personal Growth Online, Kevin Doll, Julie Zaloudek, Robin Muza, Nathan Hough
100-16 EE (P) No Special Accommodations Needed: Universal Design for Online Learning, Bridget Brinckman, Julie Zaloudek
100-17 FS (P) Community Service for Families: An Example of Service-learning in an Undergraduate Family Science Program, Linda Oravecz
100-18 FS (P) Digital Storytelling as a Way to Teach Lifespan Development, Debra Berke
100-19 FS (P) Better Work, Better Grading: Improving Student Writing, Research and Discussion, Jacqueline Schwab, Tom Reinsfelder, Elaine Barry, Kami Merrifield
100-20 FS (P) Creating Online Classes: Ways to Encourage Hesitant Faculty to Take a Leap, Pamela B. Payne, James E. Hunt, Shannon A. Corkery
100-21 FS (P) Instructing Online: Opportunity and Experience for Graduate Students, Shannon A. Corkery, Pamela B. Payne, James E. Hunt
100-22 FS (P) Creating Student Centered Learning in the Virtual Classroom, James E. Hunt, Shannon A. Corkery, Pamela B. Payne
100-23 FS (P) Reel to Reel: Popular Films for Teaching Family Studies, Brenda Seery, Tammy Harpel, Theresa Russo
100-24 FS MOVED TO WEDNESDAY, 6:45 PM, NO. 145 FS. Media Use in the Classroom: Instructors’ Responsibilities and Resource, Jacki Fitzpatrick, Erin Kostina-Ritchey
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#102 SPECIAL SESSION
8:30-10am, Regency Ballroom B
Religion and Well-being: Individual, Marital, and Family Connections
Presenters: Loren Marks, Ph.D., Louisiana State Univ.; Annette Mahoney, Ph.D., Bowling Green State Univ.; Frank Fincham, Ph.D., Florida State Univ.; Nicholas H. Wollfinger, Ph.D., Univ. of Utah
Presider: Loren Marks

Religious participation produces better relationships. Using national data from the Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing study, we show how the effects of regular church attendance on relationship satisfaction varies by sex and marital status. Additional analysis seeks to explain the association between religious participation and relationship satisfaction on the basis of several factors: pro-marriage attitudes, a lifestyle characterized by temperance and employment, and supportive behaviors within the relationship. Finally, individuals in unmarried relationships who attend church frequently are significantly more likely to get married. The goals of this presentation are threefold. The first is to identify a religious behavior, prayer, with potential implications for health. Second, the presenter’s research program on the impact of colloquial, intercessory prayer on individual and marital well-being will be summarized. Third, valuable future research directions that might explain how prayer impacts health will be offered.

RF FH (R and P)


A Meta-analytic Study of Marital Outcomes

Professional Development
100-27 SN (P) Speed Mentoring: Lessons Learned, Alicia Gaede, Sterling Wall, Cuiting Li
100-28 SN (P) How to Build a Research Team of Undergraduate Students for Graduate Student Research: Guidelines for Graduate Students and Newly Hired Faculty, Adrienne Edwards, Cheryl Fortner-Wood, April Few-Demo, Angela Palmer, Gabriele Ford, Kristin Jessop, Kayla Dugger
100-29 SN (R) Undergraduate Attendance of NCFR Annual Conference: Faculty Perceptions, Amber Hartbank, Allison Shipley, Ryan Peterson

CONCURRENT SESSIONS I
8:30-10am

#103 A Family Systems Approach to Researching Childhood and Adolescent Obesity
Phoenix West
103-01 Risk and Protective Factors of Adolescent Obesity in the Family Home Environment: A Direct Observational Approach, Jerica M. Berge, Dianne Neumark-Sztainer

10:15–10:45 Breakout 1
Room 312-Transitioning Affiliate Officers, Joyce Buck
Room 314-Recruitment, Jamie Keyser, Chris Ellis
Room 316-Starting a New Affiliate, Nate Cottle

10:50–11:20am Breakout 2
Room 312-Networking Between Affiliates, To be Announced
Room 314-Program and Conference Ideas, To be Announced
Room 316-Connecting Student Affiliates With State Affiliates, Glee Bertram

11:30am–noon President’s Comments and Business Meeting, Minnell Tralle
Presentation of Meritorious Service Awards
Noon–1pm Lunch and Informal Networking
Presider: Minnell Tralle, ACB President

Visit the Affiliate Councils displays at the Exhibits on Thursday, 11am-5pm.

#101 AFFILIATE COUNCILS LEADERSHIP TRAINING WORKSHOP: “PURPOSE OF AFFILIATES”
8am-1pm, Regency Ballroom C
All affiliate council presidents, officers, and members are encouraged to attend. Registration required.
8–8:10am NCFR Welcome and Introductions, Minnell Tralle, President, and Rose Allen, President-elect, Affiliate Councils Board
8:10–8:40am Spotlights on Affiliates
Student Affiliate: To be announced
State Affiliate: To be announced
8:40–9:10am ACB Policies/Guidance (Affiliate Manual Scavenger Hunt), Rose Allen, Minnell Tralle
9:10–9:40am Enhancing Member Communications (Social Media and Technology), Allison Wickler, Jason Samuels, Charles Cheesebrough, Amanda Williams
9:40–10:15am Networking Break/Prepare for Break-Out Sessions
#106 Addressing the Balance of Care in Intimate Relationships: A Clinical Model
Russell A/B
Workshop Leaders: Carmen Knudson-Martin, Douglas Huenergardt, Kirstee Williams, Aimee Galick
FT WK (P)

#107 Predictors of Health Outcomes and Health Risk Behavior of African American Emerging Adults
Phoenix East
107-01 Predicting Delayed Fertility Among African-American Emerging Adults: A Prospective Analysis Based on Life History Theory, Junhan Cho, Kimberly A. Allen, Steven M. Kogan, Christina M. Grange
107-03 Romantic Relationships and Health Among African-American Emerging Adults: Linking Patterns of Relationship Quality Over Time to Changes in Physical and Mental Health, Elizabeth Culatta, Ashley Barr
107-04 Discrimination as a Predictor of Multiple Sexual Partnerships of African-American Men, Kimberly A. Allen, Alexandra M. Pocock, Steven M. Kogan, Christina M. Grange, Junhan Cho, Gene Brody
Discussant: Leslie Gordon Simons
Chair: Antoinette M. Landor
RT SY (R)

#108 SPECIAL SESSION
10:15-11:45am, Regency Ballroom B
Womb to Womb: The Persisting Influence of Health Disparities Across the Lifecourse
The Intersection of Health Disparities and Infant Mortality
Glenna Barnes, Ph.D., North Carolina A & T Univ.
Health Disparities in Children With Special Needs
Deborah Coehlo, Ph.D., Juniper Ridge Clinic
A myriad of factors have been found to impact the health outcomes of African Americans adults. Past research has documented the association between factors such as racial discrimination, romantic relationship quality, and parenting and health outcomes (Wickrama, Lorenz, & Conger, 1997). Little, however, is known about the effects of such predictors on African American emerging adult health outcomes and health risk behavior. Guided by developmental and life course perspectives, the four papers in this session explore various predictors on health outcomes and health risk behavior of African American emerging adults.
Discussant: Anne F. Farrell, Ph.D., University of Connecticut
FP, FH, EM, IN, Inclusion and Diversity Committee (R)
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103-02 The Impact of Maternal Parenting and Stress on Late Adolescent Obesity: Does Grandma Matter? Brenda J. Lohman, Allison Flittner, Meghan T. Gillette
103-03 Influence of Parenting Style and Child Emotion Regulation on the Development, Emotional and External Eating, Glade L. Topham, Amanda W. Harrist, Laura Hubbs-Tait, Melanie Page, Lenka Shriver
103-04 Paha Sapa Play it Forward: A Community-based Participatory Research Approach to Prevent Childhood Obesity, Carrie Hanson, Jerica M. Berge, William J. Doherty
Chair: Jerica M. Berge
FH SY (R)

#104 Health Intervention/Models of Care
Remington B/C
104-01 Focusing on Family Health: Developing the Family Resilience Assessment, Crystal Duncan Lane, Peggy Meszaros, Jyoti Savla
104-02 Coming All the Way Home: Integrative Community Care for Those Who Serve, Emily Cook, Joseph Bobrow, Carrie Knowles, Cassandra Vieten
104-03 Building a Rural CBPR Model for Preventing Adolescent Substance Use, Peggy Meszaros, Monica Kimbrell, Pam Kulbok, Donna Bond
104-04 Family Planning and Sexual Risk Among Mexican Immigrant Men by Fatherhood Status, Doris Cancel-Tirado
Presider: Deborah Coehlo
FH PA (R AND P)

#105 Relationship Education for Young Parents: What do We Know? What More Do We Need to Know?
Cassidy
105-01 A Review of Relationship Education Research of the Past Decade, Galena K. Rhoades, Howard J. Markman
105-02 Supporting Father Involvement: A Couples Group Approach to Enhancing Family Well-being, Philip A. Cowan, Carolyn Pape Cowan, Marsha Kline Pruett, Kyle Pruett
105-03 Early Impacts of the SHM Program: Implications for Adult and Child Health, JoAnn Hsuch, Erika Lundquist, Desiree Alderson, Charles Michalopoulos, Virginia Knox, Daniel Gubits, David Fein
105-04 The Effects of Building Strong Families: A Health Marriage and Relationship Skills Education Program for Unmarried Parents, Robert G. Wood, Quinn Moore, Alexandra Killewald, Andrew Clarkwest, Shannon Monahan
Discussant: Alan Hawkins
Chair: Galena Rhoades
FP SY (R)
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#107-1 CFLE Exam
Suite 327
Pre-registration required. Exam Administrator: Dawn Cassidy, NCFR Education Director. Proctor: Cindy Winter

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 2
10:15-11:45am

#109 FLE With Underserved or Challenging Audiences
Remington B/C
109-01 FLE With Unmarried Parents: The Relationships and Parenting Support (RAPS) Program, Patricia Williams, Linda Oravecz
109-02 Providing Family Education for Grandparent Caregivers: Lessons From the GRandS Program, Kate Fogarty, Larry Forthun, Maisielin Ross, Shelby Rudd, Peggy Dorvil, Sue Bartolomeo
109-03 Purdue’s Pregnancy and Parenting Education of Adolescents Through Extension Initiative (PPEATE), Dreama Love
Presider: Alicia Hardman
EE PA (P)

#110 Youth and Young Adults: Surviving the Violence Within and Without
Cassidy
110-01 Child Maltreatment, Exposure to Violence, and Adolescent Delinquency Across Race, Sharde McNeil, Thomas Pavkov, Allison Tracy
110-02 Latina Teen Suicide and Bullying, Andrea Romero, Celina Valencia, Christine Bracamonte-Wiggs, Sheri Baumann
110-03 Recognizing Trauma Responses to Peer Homicide Among Young Black Men, Jocelyn Smith
110-04 Bringing Youth Programs to Remote Alaskan Native Villages, Linda Skogrand, Deb Jones, Clarissa Findlay
Presider: To be announced
EM PA (R)

#111 What’s New in Relationship Education for Teens and Young Adults?
Phoenix West
111-01 “Relationship Smart” Youths: A Statewide Study of Relationship Education for High School Students, Jennifer Kerperial
111-02 The Case for Relationship Education in Adolescence and Emerging Adulthood and Initial Data on Effectiveness, Frank Fincham
111-03 Relationship Education for At-risk Youth: A Randomized Controlled Trial of the Love Notes Curriculum, Becky Antle
111-04 Relationship Ed for Young People: Where We Are and Where We Need to Go, Kay Reed
Chair: Jennifer Kerperial
FH SY (P)

#112 “Famology” [Dead], “Family Science” [Life Support]: How is “Family Studies” Doing?
Phoenix East
112-01 All Politics is Local: Family Studies in the Academy and the Research Arena, Anisa M. Zvonkovic
112-02 It is (Finally) our Time! Ronald M. Sabatelli
112-03 Randy’s Rant, Randal Day
112-04 The Need for Clarity, Unity, Mission, Stephan M. Wilson
112-05 Yes, We Are Middle Age, But We Are Still Searching for Our Identity, Velma McBride Murry
112-06 From Accidental to Intentional: Future Leadership in the Family Field, Stephen M. Gavazzi
Chair: Lawrence Ganong
FS SY (R)

#113 Parenting and Child Outcomes
Russell A/B
113-02 Parenting Predictors of Gains in Effortful Control in Toddlers, Robert Larzelere, Sada Knowles
113-03 Gender Differences in Filipino Parental Involvement, Sampson Blair
113-04 Dinner With Dad: Family Routines, Parenting Stress, and Child Outcomes, Yesel Yoon, Katherine Newkirk, Maureen Perry-Jenkins
Presider: Scott Tobias
RT/FF PA (R)

#114 Cohabitation
Suite 318
114-01 Links Between Reasons for Cohabitation and Relational Outcomes, Ari Bond, BreeAnne Madsen, Brian Willoughby
114-02 Attachment and Relational Quality for Unmarried, Pregnant Cohabitors, Alicia Ernsky, Shannon Corkery, Melissa Curran
114-03 Searching for Stability: Cohabitation and Coparenting in Unmarried Couples, Tyler Jamison, Lawrence Ganong, Christine Proulx
114-04 “Stayover Couples”: Are They a Unique Couple Type? BreeAnne Madsen, Ari Bond, Brian Willoughby, Jason Carroll, Dean Busby
Presider: Chelsea Garneau
RT PA (R)
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#115 STUDENTS/NEW PROFESSIONALS WORKSHOP
10:15-11:45am, Borein A/B
Navigating the Publication Process: Observations From Two Editorial Assistants
Presenters: Lindsay L. Edwards, Sara K. Johnson SN (R)

#115-1 Journal of Marriage and Family Deputy Editors
10:45-11:45am, Boardroom
Presider: David Demo, JMF Editor

115-2 Fellows Committee Meeting
11:45 am-1:15pm, Boardroom
Presider: Shirley Hanson, Fellows Committee Chair

#116 SPECIAL SESSION
Noon-1:15pm, Borein A/B
How to Prepare Manuscripts for NCFR Journals
Presenters:
Kelly Raley, Incoming Editor, Journal of Marriage and Family
Ronald Sabatelli, Editor, Family Relations
Robert Milardo, Editor, Journal of Family Theory & Review

#118 SPECIAL SESSION
Noon-1:15pm, Regency Ballroom D
Medical Family Therapy-Bridging Medical and Relational Discourses
Making Room for Women: A Feminist Qualitative Meta-Analysis of Women’s Experiences of Heart Disease. Aimee Galick, Loma Linda University
Feminist Medical Family Therapy in Primary and Tertiary Care Settings/ Elizabeth Patrick, Loma Linda University
Supporting a Feminist Agenda for Female Physicians: The Other Side of Medical Family Therapy. Barbara Hernandez, Loma Linda University

Facilitator: Carmen Knudson-Martin
FT, FF (R and P)

#119 Memorial Service
Noon-1pm, Cassidy
We will be paying tribute to the following NCFR leaders and fellows who have passed away this past year: Jean Warner Bauer, Alexis J. Walker, Carl Williams. We will also remember all NCFR members who passed away this year: Virginia Norris Anderson, Margaret Jacobson Bubolz, Larissa Frias, Vivian Gedaly-Duff, Lillian Kratz, Judith Wallerstein.

SECTION MEMBER MEETINGS
Noon-1:15pm
All attendees are welcome to attend the annual meetings of Sections. This is an opportunity for you to become more involved in NCFR and the Sections that match your areas of interest.

#120 Education and Enrichment
Phoenix West. Presider: Susan K. Walker, Section Chair

#121 Research and Theory
Remington B/C. Presider: Thomas Holman, Section Chair

FOCUS GROUPS
Noon-1:15 pm
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#122 Issues in Aging
SESSION MOVED TO FRIDAY, 7 AM
Presider: Jeremy Yorgason, Focus Group Chair

#123 Eastern European Families
Russell A/B. Presider: Mihaela Robila, Focus Group Chair. IN
#124 POSTER SESSION 2
Noon-1:15pm, Atrium

Poster Symposium: Beyond Stress: Custodial Grandparent Health, Resourcefulness and Resiliency
Note: The posters for this Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. For these posters, a discussion session will take place at 12:45 in the Curtis A Room.
124-01 RT (R) Longitudinal Relationships Between Resourcefulness, Family Strain, and Depressive Symptoms in Grandmother Caregivers, Carol Musil, Alexandra Jeanblanc, Jaelene Zauszniewski, Christopher Burant, Camille Warner
124-02 RT (R) Health and Grandparent-grandchild Well-being: One Year Longitudinal Findings for Custodial Grandfamilies, Bert Hayslip Jr.
124-03 RT (R) Rural Native American and White Custodial Grandparents: Correlates of Health and Resilience, Mara K. Vannatta, Bethany L. Letiecq, Sandra J. Bailey
Facilitators: Sandra Bailey, Amy Goyer

Poster Symposium: Employment and Finances
Note: The posters for this Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. A discussion of these posters will take place at 12:45 in the Curtis B Room.
124-04 FP (R) The Role of Attachment Pattern on the Financial Literacy of Emerging Adults, John Schweichler, Bryce Jorgensen
124-05 FP (R) Experience of Un- or Underemployed and Home Foreclosure for Mature Adults, Erica Tobe, Amanda Guinot-Talbot, Barbara Ames
Facilitator: Clinton Gudmunson

Health Policy
124-06 IN (R) Perceptions and Knowledge of HIV/AIDS in Kolkata, India, Satabdi Samtani, Miriam Muslow
124-06A FP (R) Comparing Health Outcomes of Former Foster Youth and Non-foster Adults, Morgan Cooley, Sarah Woods, Jacob Priest, Jessica Fish, Wayne Denton

Military Families
124-07 FH (R) Communication Methods During Deployment for Military Couples, Nicole Tolhurst, Stacy Hawkins, Lynne Borden
124-08 EE (R) PTSD Among Veterans, Jenica Hughes, Jessica Troilo
124-09 FS (R) Deployment and Family Functioning: A Literature Review of United States Operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, Gabriel Schlomer, Stacy Hawkins, Christine Bracemonte Wiggs, Leslie Bosch, Debra Casper, Noel Card, Lynne Borden
124-10 FS (P) Military Families Internship: Serving Families, Preparing Professionals, Zainab Okolo, Sally Koblinsky, Emily Cook
124-11 RT (R) Relationship Dissolution Among Veterans of the First Persian Gulf War, Walter Schumm, Rudabeh Roudi Nazarinia Roy

Work and Families
124-12 IN (R) Work-family Interface and Patterns of Family Leisure Activities Between Korean and American Married Women, NaYeon Lee, Young In Kwon, Sook Hyun Lee, In Jee Kim, Kwang Man Ko, Woo Sang Hwang, Hye Rim Shin, Se In Lee
124-13 RT (R) Work-family Spillover: Parent and Adolescent Mental Health Outcomes, Edward Chia, Cheryl Buehler, Bridget Weymouth
124-14 EE (P) Needs of Un- or Underemployed Mature Adults: Financial Education Implications, Barbara Ames, Erica Tobe, Amanda Guinot-Talbot

GLBT Issues
124-16 FT (R) Parental Perceptions of Raising a Gender Nonconforming Child: Therapy Implications, Susan Johnson, Kristen Benson
124-17 EE (P) Are We Queer Yet?: Training Away the Anti-Gay, Nicole Thomte, Markie Blumer, Mary Green, Parris M. Green
124-18 FT (R) Understanding Substance Use Among “Healthy” Sexual Minority Youth, Erika Grafsky
124-19 FF (R) Gay and Lesbian Parents’ Perspectives on Their Child’s Preschool Environment, Valerie Glass, Lara Willox, Katie Barrow, Sarah Jones
124-20 FF (R) Lesbian and Gay Parenting: A Mixed Methods Approach to a Family Needs Assessment, Joshua Kellison, Benjamin Blackenship, Emma Lauer, Thai Ong, Jamie Elliott
124-21 FH (R) Same-sex Parent Families and Children’s Psychological Well-being, Daniel Potter, Emma Potter

Family Science
124-22 FS (R) Where Are They Now? The Results of an HDFS Alumni Survey, Ashley C. Williams, Kathleen Walker, Maureen Blankemeyer

Media and Families
124-23 RF (R) Porn Use, Relationship Quality, Aggression, and Instability in Marriage, Randal Day, Justin Dyer, Stephanie Blickfeldt
124-24 RT (R) “Shut it off…NOW!”: Parenting Factors and Pathological Video Game Use in Adolescents, Sarah Coyne, Laura Padilla-Walker, Randal Day, Nathan Smith

How Age Differences Affect Marital Quality
124-25 RT (R) Age Differences in Marital Quality: Exploring Marital Quality in Husband-older, Wife-older, and Same-age Marriages, Brandon Wheeler

Technology/Internet and Families
124-26 RT (R) Family Communication Patterns and Adolescent-parent Communication, Jessica Connell, Jodi Dworkin
#126 OPENING PLENARY SESSION/ OFFICIAL CONFERENCE OPENING
1:30-3:15pm, Regency Ballroom A/B
Plenary Sponsor: University of Maryland, Department of Family Science, Elaine A. Anderson, Ph.D., Chair

Interaction of Physical and Mental Health Responses to Family Violence: A Lifespan Approach
Jacquelyn Campbell, Ph.D., Anna D. Wolf Chair and Professor in the Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing, has conducted research in the areas of family violence and health disparities related to trauma since 1980. She has received 10 major NIH, National Institute of Justice or Centers for Disease Control and Prevention research grants and published more than 150 articles and seven books on violence against women. She is an elected member of the Institute of Medicine and the American Academy of Nursing and was a member of the congressionally appointed U.S. Department of Defense Task Force on Domestic Violence.

124-29 SN (R) Application of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs to College Student Cell Phone Use, Marquitta Swann, Deborah Bailey, Maureen Harke

#125 ROUNDTABLES
Noon-1:15pm, Ellis East
Roundtables are limited to 10 people including the presenter. After 40 minutes attendees will go to another roundtable for the remainder of the session. Presenters will share resources.

125-01 EE (P) The Spirit of Mothering: Reflecting on the Past to Inform and Change the Future, Vicki Thrasher Cronin
125-02 IN (R) Cell Phones, Internet, and Maternal Contact in 24 Countries, Zoya Gubernskaya, Judith Treas
125-03 RT (R) Pathways to Relationship Initiation: An Exploratory Study, Heather Hyman, Brian Ogolsky
125-04 FH (R) How Child Care Provider Beliefs About Children’s Physical Activity Influence Practice, Jane Lanigan
125-05 EE (P) Redefining Healthy Infant Sleep, Wendy Middlemiss, Robin Yzure, Errorn Huey, Laura Nathans
125-06 FS (R) Ensuring Healthy Job Prospects for Family Science Undergraduates, Suzanne Smith, Raean Hamon

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 3
3:30-5pm

#128 Program Effectiveness
Suite 312
128-01 Creating Effective Health Education Messages, Bonnie Braun, Elisabeth Maring, Linda Aldoory, Mili Duggal
128-02 Effectiveness of Age-paced Parenting Newsletters With Low-income Parents, Dina Izenstark, Aaron Ebata, Judee Richardson
Presider: Jackie Kirby-Wilkins
EE PA (R and P)

#129 Family of Origin Contexts and Young Adults’ Health: Gender and Race Moderation
Phoenix West
129-01 Family of Origin Contexts and Young Adults’ Physical Health, K.A.S. Wickrama, Catherine Walker O’Neal, Tae Kyoung Lee, Josephine Kwon
129-02 Family of Origin Contexts and Young Adults’ Relational Well-being, Catherine Walker O’Neal, K.A.S. Wickrama, Leslie Gordon Simons
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129-03 Family of Origin Contexts and Young Adults’ Mental Health, Tae Kyoung Lee, K.A.S. Wickrama, Catherine Walker O’Neal
Discussant: Jay Mancini
FH SY (R)

#130 Spouses, Partners and Family as Caregivers in Chronic Illnesses: Implications for Health Care Reform
Remington B/C
130-01 Couples’ Adaptation to Chronic Illness: The Importance of Effective Communication, Laura Porter
130-02 Diet-related Interactions of Patients With Diabetes and Their Spouses, Melissa M. Franks
130-03 Couples and Chronic Illness: Relationship Matters as a Model Relationship Enrichment Program, Kimberly Koch
130-04 Spouses, Partners and Other Family Caregivers on Persons With Chronic Illness: What are the Issues? Bonnie Danowski
Discussant/Chair: Theodora Ooms
FP SY (P)

#131 Teaching Intersectionality in Undergraduate Classes: Lessons Learned in the Field
Russell A/B
131-01 Co-constructing Knowledge: Teaching Sex and Gender From a Postmodern Feminist Perspective, Katherine Barrow
131-02 Ethics: What Therapy Can Bring to Teaching Undergraduate Courses With Sensitive Topics, Laura Sudano
131-03 Using Reflexivity in Online Human Sexuality Courses, Justin Austin
131-04 Queering Pedagogy: Best Practices for Teaching LGBTQ Issues, Natasha Cox
Discussant/Chair: April Few-Demo
FS/FF SY (P)

#132 Couples and Families Coping With Continuous Security Threat
Borein A/B
Leaders: Rachel Dekel, Orit Nuttman-Shwartz, Michal Shamai
132-01 Couples’ Dynamics in a Continuous Threat
132-02 Implications of Being Both a Parent and a Professional Caregiver at the Same Exposed Area
132-03 “Ambiguous Loss” in Coping With PTSD in One of the Spouses Who Has Returned From War
132-04 Foreign Brides in Korea Talk About Intimate Terrorism and Situational Couple Violence, Grace Chung
IN SY (R)

#133 The Influence of Religion on Marital Quality
Cassidy
133-01 Religion and Transformative Processes in Marriage: A Qualitative Study, Michael Goodman, David Dollahite, Loren Marks, Emily Layton
133-02 Relations Among Risk, Religiosity, and Marital Commitment, Jonathan Olson, H. Wallace Goddard, James Marshall
133-03 The Impact of Well-being and Religion on Women’s Relationship Satisfaction, Nichole Huff, Joanna Lianekhammy, Martha Perry
133-04 Actions Speak Louder than Beliefs: Religion, Compassion, and Marriage, Allen Sabey, Amy Rauer
Presider: Marianne Miller
RF PA (R)

#134 Divorce, Co-parenting, and Repartnering
Suite 318
134-01 Divorced Mothers’ Co-parental Boundary Maintenance After Parents Re-partner, Richard Feistman, Lawrence Ganong, Marilyn Coleman, Tyler Jamison
134-03 Implications for Children of Parenting by New Partners After Divorce, Jessica Dominguez, Edward Anderson, Shannon Greene
Presider: Sheena Young
RT PA (R)

#135 Work Issues and Family Life
Phoenix East
135-01 Temporal Structure of Work-family Experiences: An Ecological Examination, Joseph Grzywacz, A. Lauren Crain, Brian Martinson, Sara Quandt
135-02 Creating Relationships: Parents and Center-based Child Care Providers, Katherine Speirs
Presider: Hans Saint-Eloi Cadely
RT PA (R)

#135-1 VISIT THE EXHIBITS
Grand Opening
5-8pm, Atrium
Exhibits offer an array of new materials and services to enhance your work, career, and professional development. Visit with representatives at all the booths. Register for prizes; drawings will be held on Friday. You need not be present to win, but prizes must be picked up by 2pm on Friday. Be sure to check out the Affiliate Councils displays.
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#135-2 Journal Board Committee Meeting
3:30-4:30pm, Boardroom
Presider: Maureen Perry-Jenkins, Board Liaison

#135-3 Meeting of Publisher Representatives, Editors and Staff
4:45-5:45pm, Boardroom
Presider: Diane Cushman, NCFR Executive Director

#135-4 Section Award Task Force Meeting
4:45-5:45pm, Russell C
Presider: Jeanne Strand, Manager of Governance and Operations

#136 SPECIAL SESSION
5:15-6:30 pm, Regency Ballroom B
The Family Education Diabetes Series: Improving Health in an Urban-dwelling American Indian Community Through Community-based Participatory Research
Presenters: Tai Mendenhall, Ph.D., LMFT, University of Minnesota, and Betty GreenCrow, MSW, Council of American Indian Elders

The Family Education Diabetes Series (FEDS) is an innovative program that was created through the collaborative efforts of Minnesota’s American Indian community and local healthcare professionals to improve the lives of Native people. Presenters will describe the FEDS’ growth and evolution, alongside the dynamic range of educational and community-based work that it encompasses. They will share formal evaluative data across physiological-, knowledge-, behavior-al-foci, and outline lessons-learned and next-steps for participants as they endeavor to extend the scope and application of this work to (and with) other urban-dwelling groups who are struggling with health disparities.

Presider: Susan K. Walker
EE, EM, FH (R and P)

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 4
5:15-6:30pm

#137 Addressing Barriers to Academic Achievement
Remington B/C
137-01 Early Prevention Education and Intervention Efforts to Address Non-academic Concerns, Jacqueline Kirby-Wilkins
137-02 Is All Parental Non Involvement Equal? Barriers to Parental Involvement and Their Relationship to Latino Academic Achievement, Jamie Dowdy, Ronald Cox, Martha Zapata Roblyer, Andrew Behnek
137-03 Helping Middle School Youth Stay in School Using Multiple Intervention Strategies, Michelle Krehbiel, Maria de Guzman, Yan Xia

137-04 Parental Involvement and Parent-Teacher Associations: A Hierarchical Linear Modeling, Melissa Gordon, Preston Brown
Presider: Carolyn Grasse-Bachman
EE PA (R and P)

#138 Parenting Stress Predictors and Implications in Mexican American Families
Russell A/B
138-01 The Role of Family Relationships in Reducing Parenting Stress and Negative Parenting Behaviors in Mexican American Mothers of Toddlers, Jennifer Mortensen, Melissa A. Barnett, Jessica Calcagni
138-02 Coparenting, Parenting Stress, and Children’s Emotional Well-being in Mexican American Families With Romantic Partner Social Fathers, Henry Gonzalez, Melissa A. Barnett
138-03 An Analysis of Parenting Stress and Positive Parenting Behaviors in At-risk Mothers: A Parent-Mediated Intervention, Katherine Paschall, Ann M. Mastergeorge
Discussant: Keith Crnic
Session Organizers/Chairs: Melissa A. Barnett, Ann Mastergeorge
EM SY (R)

#139 Enhancing Family Life When Autism Spectrum Disorder is Present
Phoenix West
Leaders: Joseph Gentry, Deborah Gentry, Sarah Gentry
FH WK (P)

#140 Creating Meaningful Undergraduate Student Experiences
Suite 318
140-01 Portfolios as Profitable Student Experiences in Family Science, Yolanda T. Mitchell, Jaimee L. Hartenstein, Melinda Stafford Markham, Donte L. Bernard
140-02 Students’ Reflections on Intergenerational Service-learning, Hilary Kalisch, DeAnna Coughlin, Sharon Ballard, Angela Lamson
140-03 Family Science as a Pathway to Higher Education Access and Success for Rural, Latina/o Students, Angela Taylor, Aryca Marron, Pamela Payne
140-04 Globalizing Family Life Education College Courses: A Systematic Approach, Maureen Blankemeyer, Ashley C. Williams, Kathleen Walker, Eron Memaj, Carrie Circosta
140-05 Traditional and Digital Portfolios: Evaluating Program Objectives, Leslie Koepke
Discussant/Presider: Nikki DiGregorio
FS PA (R and P)
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#141 Relational Intervention With Gendered Health Issues
Phoenix East
141-01 Breast Cancer, the Family, and the Therapist: A Look at Theory, Research, and Practice, Alison Wong, Stephanie Trudeau-Hern
141-02 Weighty Issues of Obesity: Emotional and Physical Impacts in the Relational Dyad, Heather Hoshiko, Stephen Fife
141-03 Decade of Change: New Interdisciplinary Needs of People With Infertility, Constance Shapiro

FT/FF SY (P)

#142 Issues in Asian Families
Cassidy
142-01 Direct and Indirect Effect of Maternal Variables on Japanese Child Outcomes, Shizuka Shimabukuro, Richard Wampler
142-02 Family Change in East Asia, Jui-Chung Allen Li, Yen-Chun Cheryl Chen
142-03 Gender Role, Parenting Attitude, Couple Relationships, and Satisfaction With Household Work Division of Married Men and Women in Korea, Jeong-Yun Park, Young-Eun Chang, Hye-Rim Song, Jinhee Kim, Woohul Park, Hye-Eun Chung
142-04 Marital Management, Satisfaction and Stressful Events in Taiwanese Couples, Pei-Fen Li, Kandauda Wickrama

IN PA (R)

#143 STUDENTS/NEW PROFESSIONALS WORKSHOP
5:15-6:30pm, Borein A/B
How to Get Into Graduate School--Panel Discussion
Panel: Scott Plunkett, Carolyn Henry
Session Chair: Scott Plunkett
SN (P)

#143-1 Faculty Mentoring Session
5:15-6:30pm, Suite 316

Why I attend the annual conference
NCFR has enriched me in many ways...it’s an avenue for letting people know who we are in family science...and it’s provided me with an avenue for learning more and learning more broadly about topics related to family and children.

B. Jan McCulloch, Ph.D., University of Minnesota

#144 PRESIDENT’S WELCOMING RECEPTION
6:45-8pm, Ellis East/West and Atrium
Presider: Elaine A. Anderson, NCFR President
• Welcome
• Recognition of Fellows
• Induction of 2011 NCFR Fellows
• International attendees welcome
• Refreshments and socializing

All attendees are welcome. The program will be in the Ellis East/West Room. Following the program, refreshments will be served in Ellis East/West Rooms and Atrium. Sponsored by Wiley-Blackwell Publishing

#145 POSTER SESSION 3
6:45-8pm, Atrium

Spirituality, Religion and Families
145-01 RF (R) “Daddy Issues” and God as Father: A Case Study, Julie Zaloudek
145-02 EM (R) Spirituality and Personal Strength in Older African Americans, Lover Chanler, Farrell Webb, Kariga Pratt
145-03 RF (R) Attitudes Toward Marriage, Other Intimate Relationships, and Religion in Young Adults, Brandon Burr, Tara Newman, Daniel Hubler, Brandt Gardner, Kelly Roberts
145-04 RF (R) A Qualitative Search for Common Faith Factors in Three Generation Families, Dudley Chancey, Ron Bruner
145-05 RF (R) The Role of Chinese Christian Church in Chinese Immigrant Families, Yaxin Lu, Loren Marks, Loredana Apavaloaie, Zahrah Alghaffi
145-06 RF (R) Army Spouses’ Use of Religion to Cope With Military Deployment of a Spouse, Janet Crow
145-08 RF (R) Explorations of a Religious Typology: Early Emerging Adulthood and Beyond, Anthony B. Walker

Health Issues
145-09 FH (R) Criticism is Associated With Breathlessness and Quality of Life in Lung Disease, Kristen Holm, Dee Ford, Sandy Sandhaus, Charlie Strange, Frederick Wamboldt
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145-10 FT (P) Cystic Fibrosis: Resources for Families and Clinicians, Carey Christensen, Stephen Fife
145-11 FH (R) Partner Influence and Health Beliefs Predict Daily Fluctuations in Exercise, Jane Skoyen, Elaine Blank, Shannon Corkery, Emily Butler
145-12 FH (R) A Review on Correlates of Physical Activity in Children and Adolescents, Jin Zhao, Barbara Settles
145-13 EE (R) A Stress Model for Parents of Children With Autism: The Role of Mindfulness, Rhett Billen, Karen Bluth, Juli Sams, Patricia Roberson

Aging, Gerontology, and Caregiving
145-15 RF (R) Religious Activity, Social Support, and Subjective Well-being Among Older Adults, Joe D. Wilmoth, Carolyn E. Adams-Price, Josh Turner, Christine Johnston
145-16 RT (R) A Neo-functionalist Theoretical Framework Explaining Family Caregiver Burden, Mona Fraki, B. Jan McCulloch
145-17 FH (R) Caregivers’ Family and Non-Family Role Trajectories and Health Outcomes, Amanda Barnett

Death and Dying
145-18 RT (R) Attitudes Toward Posthumous Sperm Harvesting and Reproduction, Erin Powell, Jason Hans, Jacqueline Norman
145-19 FH (R) Making Babies . . . With a Deceased Partner’s Cryopreserved Gametes, Brigitte Dooley, Jason Hans, Laura Frey

Domestic and Family Violence
145-20 EM (R) Using Attachment Theory to Explain a Woman’s Decision to Stay in a Violent Relationship, Milicia Tedder
145-23 FS (P) A Qualitative Study of Clinical Records From an IPV Trauma-Response Program, Kate Behan, Christopher Blodgett
145-24 FT (R) Gender Differences in Experiences With Couples Treatment for IPV, Sandra Stith, Kyle Horst, Marcos Mendez, Maria Dominguez, Marcie Lechtenberg, James Minner
145-25 FT (P) Gender Differences in Perceptions of the Causes of Partner Aggression Among Situationally Violent Couples, Marcos Mendez, Simone Dorsey, Sandra Stith, James Minner, Kyle Horst, Marcie Lechtenberg
145-26 FF (CANCELLED) Conditioned Consequences: Women, Men, and Intimate Partner Violence, Kristin Anderson, Mick Cunningham

145-27 IN (R) Domestic Violence in Moldova: A Strengths Perspective, Sylvia Asay, Valentina Bodrug-Lungu, Mihaela Robila

Curriculum Building
145-28 EE (P) Building a Healthy Wealthy Future Youth Curriculum, Jennifer Hunter, Nichole Huff

Useful Family Life Resources
145-29 FS (P) Media Use in the Classroom: Instructors’ Responsibilities and Resource, Jacki Fitzpatrick, Erin Kostina-Ritchey
145-30 RT (R) An Analysis of Transnational Adoptive Father Portrayals in Children’s Books, Jacki Fitzpatrick, Erin Kostina-Ritchey

#146 Students/New Professionals Session
8-9:15pm, Phoenix East
Speed Dating Style Mentoring Session
Leaders: Melanie Wolff, Stephanie Alwin, Sterling Wall, Cuiting Li
SN (P)

SECTION MEMBER MEETINGS
8-9:30pm
All attendees are welcome to attend the annual meetings of Sections. This is an opportunity for you to become more involved in NCFR and the Sections that match your areas of interest.

147 Family Policy
Russell A/B. Presider: Tammy Henderson, Section Chair

#148 International
Cassidy. Presider: Angela Wiley, Section Chair-elect

FOCUS GROUPS
8-9:30pm
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#149 GLBTSA
Phoenix West. Presider: Ramona Faith Oswald, Focus Group Chair. FF

#150 Men in Families
Remington B/C. Presider: Jeffrey Hill, Alan Taylor, Focus Group Co-chairs. RT
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#151 CFLE Reception
8:15-9:45pm, Regency Ballroom D
Presider: Susan Marsh, CFLE Advisory Board Chair
By invitation. Open to current Certified Family Life Educators.

Platinum Sponsor
WisdomForParents.com

Gold Sponsors
Central Council on Family Relations - University of Central Oklahoma
Miami University - Department of Family Studies & Social Work

Silver Sponsors
North Dakota State University - Human Development and Family Science
Ouida Westney
Stephen F. Austin State University – School of Human Sciences
Weber State University – Child and Family Studies

Bronze Sponsors
Maureen Blankemeyer
Wm. Michael Fleming
Dana McDermott
Parenting Partnerships, Inc.
Laura Smart

#152 Mixer Session for Undergraduate and Graduate Students
9:30-10:30pm, Phoenix East
Make new acquaintances early in the week and learn how to get the most from the conference.
When you’re ready to further develop your top teachers

When you’re ready to invest in your school’s future

You are ready for American Public University

American Public University is ready to help you move your career forward. We offer respected degrees in Online Teaching and Learning, Instructional Leadership, Administration & Supervision, and more — completely online. And people are taking notice. We’ve been nationally recognized by the Sloan Consortium for effective practices in online education, and 99% of employers surveyed would hire one of our graduates again.*

When you’re ready, visit StudyatAPU.com/education

*APUS Alumni Employer Survey, January 2011-December 2011
We want you to make an informed decision about the university that’s right for you. For more about the graduation rate and median debt of students who completed each program, as well as other important information—visit www.APUS.edu/disclosure.
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Conference Services/Early Meetings
Conference Registration
7am-5pm, 1st Floor-Regency Ballroom

Cyber Café
7am-10pm, Remington A
In addition to the computers in the Cyber Cafe, there is complimentary WiFi throughout the meeting rooms. Here is the network name and passcode to connect:
SSID: Roomnet Meeting Solutions. Passphrase: families

#200 Continental Breakfast and Active Conversation on Diversity and Inclusion
Sponsored by the NCFR Inclusion and Diversity Committee
7-8:15am, Cassidy

FOCUS GROUPS
7-8:15am
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#200-1 Sexuality
Russell A/B. Presider: Kate Kuvalanka, Kristen Benson, Focus Group Co-chairs
(NOTE: THIS SESSION WAS ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED ON FRIDAY, 5-6:30pm, Session #343) EE

#201 Qualitative Family Research Network
Remington B/C. Presiders: Todd Goodsell, Seongeun Kim, Focus Group Co-chairs. RT

#202 Meditation Time
7:10-7:40am, Russell C
Sponsored by Religion and Families Section. Leader: Gary Laumann

#202-1 CFLE Academic Program Review Committee
7:30-9:30am, Terrace Café
Presider: Deb Gentry, Academic Program Liaison

#202-2 2013 Program Committee Meeting
7:30-9:30am, Borein B
Presider: Judith Fischer, 2013 Program Chair

The Gathering Place
8am-Midnight, Cowboy Artist
Relax with your colleagues. Open to all conference participants, 8 am to midnight.
Sponsored by Students/New Professionals and American Public University

Special Events Today:
10am-Coffee Break
11-11:50am-Roundtable Discussion: How to Make a Good Poster Presentation, Alisha Hardman
Noon-12:50pm-Roundtable Discussion: How to Run a Student-Led Conference, Sterling Wall

Educational Sessions/Additional Meetings

#203 POSTER SESSION 1
8-9:30am, Atrium

Poster Symposium: Economic Pressure and Well-being in Majority and Minority Families
Note: The posters for the Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. For these posters, a discussion session will take place at 9 in the Curtis A Room.
203-01 FH (R) The Effects of Economic Pressure on Family and Child Outcomes, Tricia Neppl
203-02 FH (R) Economic Pressure and Romantic Relationship Quality: The Moderating Role of Problem Solving, April S. Masarik, Monica J. Martin, and Emilio Ferrer
203-03 FH (R) Response to the Great Recession: Resilience and Vulnerability Among Mexican Origin Families and Children in California, Rand D. Conger, Gary Stockdale, Emilio Ferrer, Richard Robins, Keith Widaman
Facilitators: K.A.S. Wickrama, April Masarik

Research, Theory and Methods
203-04 FF (R) Choosing Childlessness: Research on the Decision Not to Parent, Amy Blackstone
203-05 RT (R) New Evidence on the Validity of the Arnett Caregiver Interaction Scale: Results for Preschoolers in the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study-Birth Cohort, Nicole Colwell, Rachel Gordon, Ken Fujimoto, Robert Kaestner, Sanders Korenman
203-06 RT (R) Examination of Electrical Brain Activation in Three Different Video Game Experiences, Joann Lianekhammy, Ronald Werner-Wilson
203-07 RT (R) Using YouTube to Assess Adults’ Responses to Children’s Misbehavior, Erica Jordan, Donal Harrison, Rodney Guttmann, Ronald Belter

Marriage: Adjustment, Relations
203-08 FT (R) The Relationship of Adult Attachment and Neuroticism to Relationship “Work”, Garret Roundy, Jeffry Larson
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203-09 FT (R) Relational Ethics and Couple Satisfaction of Individuals Contemplating Marriage, Tatiana Glebova, Rachel Tambling, Melissa Byrd, Gwennyth Poggi

203-10 FT (R) Gender Differences in Marital Satisfaction: A Meta-analytic Study, Jeffrey B. Jackson, Richard B. Miller, Megan Oka

203-11 EE (P) Validating the Relationship Knowledge Questionnaire, Kay Bradford, Wade Stewart, Brian Higginbotham, Linda Skogrand, Clint Broadbent

203-12 FT (R) Exploring the Impact of Attachment on the Perception of Couples, Nathan Wood, Ronald Werner-Wilson, Martha Perry, Trent Parker

203-13 FT (R) Observed Attachment and Self-reported Affect, Jenna Bolzenius, Brandt Gardner, Andrea McBryde

203-14 FT (R) Is Shared Leisure Time and Marital Satisfaction More Important for Marriages Without a Sexual Relationship? Matthew Brinkley, Clinton Gudmunson

203-15 EM (R) Links Between Marital Quality and Co-parenting Satisfaction as Moderated by Familism Attitudes Among Mexican Immigrant Couples, Yuliana Rodriguez, Natalie Hengstebeck, Heather Helms, Yoon Hae Joo


203-17 EE (P) Flexibility, Relational Focus, and Stability Among Long-term Couples: Implications for Enrichment and Practice, Alicia Nicoleau, Young Joo Kang, Sophorn Choau

Marital Therapy

203-18 FT (R) Between-Partner Agreement on Intimacy and Relationship Satisfaction, Hana Yoo, Suzanne Bartle-Haring

203-19 FT (R) Becoming Socio-culturally Attuned: A Participatory Action Research Study, Mayuri Pandit, Young Joo

203-20 RT (R) Couples in Therapy: Looking Under the Skin for the Changes Within, Kim Gregson, Margaret Keiley, Stephen Erath, Scott Ktering, Yesenia Perez, Rebecca Goodman

Divorce and Separation

203-21 FT (P) Understanding Parenting Coordination for High-conflict Post-divorce Couples, Eric Johnson

203-22 RT (R) Children’s Undermining of Their Mothers’ New Relationships After Divorce, Brooke Thoede, Edward Anderson, Shannon Greene

Remarriage, Blended Families

203-23 IN (R) Youths’ Quality of Life in Biological and Steppfamilies in Colombia: The Contribution of Maternal and Paternal Figures, Milton Bermudez, Sonia Carrillo, Victoria Cabrera, Carolina Botero


203-25 RT (R) A Comparison of Self-identifying and Non-self-identifying Steppfamilies, Kristin Hadfield, Elizabeth Nixon

203-26 RT (R) No Longer Newlyweds: Difficulties Experienced by Remarried Couples Over Time, Katie Beck, Brian Higginbotham

Sexuality

203-27 FH (R) Contraceptive Behavioral Intention in College Freshmen, Casey Bellows, Ani Yazedjian, Megan Bailey, Edith Jones, Michelle Toews

203-28 FH (R) Predictors of Hooking Up Among College Sophomores, Ani Yazedjian, Michelle Toews

203-29 FF (R) Do Feminists Hook Up More? Examining Pro-feminism Attitude in the Context of Hooking-up, I. Joyce Chang, Rebecca Ward, Deborah Coehlo, Michael F. Smith

203-30 FF (R) Mexican Immigrant Mothers’ Needs to Prepare Daughters to Handle U.S. Sexual Practices, Kali Van Campen

203-31 RT (R) The Impact of Sexual Desire Discrepancy on Marital Relationships, Adam Farero, Brian Willoughby, Dean Busby, Jason Carroll

#204 SPECIAL SESSION
8:30-10am, Regency Ballroom B
Burgess Award Address
Presented by Rand D. Conger, Ph.D., University of California-Davis, 2012 Burgess Award Winner
Presider: Joyce Arditti, Research and Theory Section Chair-elect, and Chair of the Award Committee

RT (R)

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 5
8:30-9:45am

#205 Adolescent/Young Adult Prevention/Education
Remington B/C

205-01 Ending Psychologically Aggressive Relationships: Does College-based Relationship Education Work? Sesen Negash, Preston Brown, Frank Fincham

205-02 Variations in the Impact of Youth-focused Relationship Education, Tara Sutton, Ted Futris

205-03 Engaging Early Adolescents and School Staff in Dating Violence Prevention, Jodie Hertzog, Cassandra LeBrun, Rebecca Rodriguez, Trent Smith

205-04 Online Program Development: Engaging Older Adolescents in Online Outreach Efforts, Jill Bowers, Aaron Ebata, Mikki Meadows, Jeremy Kanter

Presider: Joan Jurich

EE PA (R and P)

#206 Identity and Balance: Searching, Sorting, and Sustaining
Phoenix West

206-01 Sorting it Out: African-American Students’ Perception of Their Racial and Educational Identity Development, Shuntay McCoy
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206-02 Racial Socialization, Gender, and Racial Identity in Black Adolescents, BreAnna Davis, Mia Smith-Bynum, Devin English
206-03 Latino and African American College Students’ Search for Balance, Pearl Stewart, Katia Paz Goldfarb, Jose Rodas
206-04 African American Marital Functioning—the Early Years: The Honeymoon’s Over, Barlynda Bryant, Chalandra Bryant, Kandauda A.S. Wickrama
Presider: TBA
EM PA(R)

#207 Obesity and Health
Ellis West
207-01 Parenting and Childhood Obesity: Connections Through Self-regulation, Carolyn Sutter, Lenna Ontai, Mical Shilts, Larissa Leavens, Christine Davidson, Jessica Shijo, Marilyn Townsend
207-02 Text2BHealthy: Text-based Obesity Intervention Program, Lauren Messina, Katherine Speirs, Stephanie Grutzmacher
207-03 “Can I Do This?” Losing Weight After Menopause, Catherine C. Coccia, Carol A. Darling
207-04 Parenting, Psychosocial Development, and Dietary Restraint Among Emerging Adults, Larry Forthun, David Diehl, Judith Fischer, McKenzie Wilkes, Boyd Pidcock, Duane Dowd
Facilitator: Jerica Mohlman-Berge
FH PA (R)

#208 Community-based Participatory Research With Health Disparate Communities: Implications for Health, Policy, and Justice
Ellis East
208-01 Physical Activity Habits of Immigrant Latino Children in Farmworker Families: The Necessity of CBPR, Quirina M. Vallejos, Sara A. Quandt, Thomas A. Arcury, Joseph G. Grzywacz
208-02 Mexican Families on the Migration Frontier: Utilizing CBPR to Organize Community, Promote Well-being, and Advocate for Migrant Justice, Bethany Letiecq, Katie Gray, Yanet Eudave
208-03 The Family Listening Program: An Intergenerational Family Prevention Program Utilizing a Community Based Participatory Approach to Research, Lorenda Belone, Greg Tafoya, Rebecca Rae, Nina Wallerstein
208-04 Family Connectedness Through Chronic Illness and End-of-Life Care: Experiences in an American Indian Nation, Gary M. Brown, Yoshiko Yamashita Coleclough
Discussant/Chair: Bethany Letiecq
FP SY (R and P)

#209 Function and Value of Advisory Boards for Academic Programs
Russell A/B
209-01 Types and Functions of Advisory Boards, John McElroy, Linda Dove
209-02 Creating and Maintaining a Family Studies Advisory Board, Bryce Dickey
209-03 The Role of Advisory Boards in Assessment, Karen Blaisure
209-04 Benefits of Advisory Boards for Students, Faculty and Board Members, Linda Dove
Discussant/Chair: Bryce Dickey
FS SY (P)

#210 Development of Parenthood Within Socio-cultural Contexts of Korea
Phoenix East
210-01 The Effect of Fathers’ Job Stress and Work Hours and Wives’ Employment on Paternal Involvement: Focusing on the Mediating Effect of Work-family Conflict, Kwang Man Ko, Se In Lee
210-02 Exploration of Mother’s Disciplining Experiences: The Discrepancy Between Ideals and Reality, In Jee Kim, Sook Hyun Lee, Hye Rim Shin
210-03 Changing Fatherhood in Korea: Comparison of Fathers in Two Different Cohorts, Young In Kwon
210-04 Maternal Nonstandard Work Schedules, Family-friendly Workplace Culture and Daily Parenting Stress in Korea, Woo Sang Hwang, Na Yeon Lee
IN SY (R)

#211 Students/New Professionals Service Project
Canceled

#212 VISIT THE EXHIBITS
9am-4pm, Atrium
Exhibits offer an array of new materials and services to enhance your work, career, and professional development. Visit with representatives at all the booths. Register for prizes; drawings will be held on Friday. You need not be present to win, but prizes must be picked up by 2pm on Friday.

#213 SPECIAL SESSION
10-11:30am, Regency Ballroom B

Immigrant Health
Presenter: Alex Ortega, Ph.D., is Professor of Public Health, Professor of Psychiatry and Bio-behavioral Sciences, UCLA School of Public Health, Department of Health Services
Presider: Leigh A. Leslie
FF (R and P)
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS 6
10-11:30am

#214 Strategic Marketing to the Military Community for Service Providers
Ellis East
Leaders: Kami A. Merrifield, Elizabeth Ann Carroll, Catherine Smith, Dennis K. Orthner
Presider: Kami Merrifield
EE WK (P)

#215 Mental Health and Illness
Phoenix East
215-01 Partner Support and Postpartum Depression: A Review of the Literature, Katharine Wickel
215-02 Adolescent Family Relations and Depression in the Transition to Adulthood, Maggie Ledwell
215-03 Religiosity, Depression and Family Functioning of Mothers of Children With Disabilities, Franklin Poulsen, Susanne Olsen Roper, Elaine Marshall
215-04 Depression, Nutrition/Physical Activity Routines and Obesity in Poor, Rural America, Jacy Downey, Kimberly Greder
Facilitator: James Bates
FH PA (R)

#216 Physical Illness and Decision Making
Phoenix West
216-01 Health-related Family Quality of Life Perceptions: Breast Cancer Survivors, Paige Murtagh, Antoinette Lentz, Elise Radina, Anjana Jagpal, Marilyn Rush-Ossenbeck, Erica Strong, Mallory Waters
216-02 Mothers’ HPV Vaccination Decisions for Their Daughters, Amanda Ginter, Edmond Shenassa
216-03 The Role of Spirituality for Women Coping With Breast Cancer, Daniel Zomerlei, Sahil Gambhir, Adrian Blow, Janet Osuch, Pam Haan, Bruno Giordani, Michael Boivin
216-04 Heart Attack Symptoms and Decision Making: The Case of Older Rural Women, Melanie Jackson, B. Jan McCulloch
Facilitator: Melissa Franks
FH PA (R)

#217 Family Therapy Attitudes, Beliefs, and Practice
Russell A/B
217-01 Therapists’ Religious Practices and Comfort With Lesbian and Gay Clients, Alexandra Schmidt, Mary Sue Green
217-02 Permanent Change in Therapist Habitual Patterns, Margaret Keiley, Ali Zaremba-Morgan, Kim Gregson, Ashley Anders-Jackson

217-03 Family Therapists’ Considerations of Web-based Technologies in Clinical Practice, Katherine Hertlein, Markie Blumer, Justin Smith
FT/FF PA (R and P)

#218 Domestic Violence
Ellis West
218-01 Understanding Variation Within Situational Couple Violence, Samantha Nielsen, Jennifer Hardesty, Marcela Raffaelli
218-02 Classifying the Types of Intimate Partner Violence in Johnson’s Typology, Kimberly Crossman, Jennifer Hardesty, Marcela Raffaelli, Hannah Habeeb
218-03 Domestic Violence in Affluent Families and Communities, Megan Haselschwerdt, Jennifer Hardesty
Discussant: Sally Lloyd
Presider: Lisa Taylor
Recorder: Laura Lucas
FF PA (R)

#219 Marital Well-being in Diverse Contexts
Remington B/C
219-01 Longitudinal Associations Between Marital Quality and Depressive Symptoms Among Mexican American Couples, Lorey A. Wheeler, Kimberly A. Updegraff, Adriana Umaña-Taylor
219-02 Implications of African American Couples’ Gendered Family Roles for Changes in Marital Love: A Longitudinal Study, Christine E. Stanik, Susan M. McHale
219-03 Linking Work Stress and Sexual Satisfaction Among African American Newlywed Couples, Chalandra M. Bryant, Allen W. Barton, Emily L. Smith
Discussant: Daniel Perlman
Chair: Heather M. Helms
Presider: Yuliana Rodriguez
RT SY (R)

#220 Exploring Sibling Relationships in Context
Suite 318
220-01 The Social Contexts of Siblings’ Shared Activities, Anna R. Solmeyer, Susan M. McHale
220-02 Sibling Similarities in Substance Use: The Role of Proximal and Distal Influence Processes, Shawn D. Whiteman, Alexander C. Jensen
Organizer: Sue A. Rodriguez
Presider: Kimberly Updegraff
RT SY (R)
#220-1 Meeting of Editorial Assistants for NCFR Journals and NCFR Staff
10-11:30am, Borein B
Presider: Diane Cushman, NCFR Executive Director

#220-2 Focus Group Task Force Meeting
10-11am, Russell C
Presider: Jeanne Strand, Manager of Governance and Operations

#221 NCFR CFLE Academic Programs Networking Session
11:45am-1pm, Borein A
Presider: Deb Gentry, Academic Programs Liaison

#222 POSTER SESSION 5
11:45am-1pm, Atrium

Poster Symposium: Social Support and Resources Influences on Familial Issues
Note: The posters for the Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. For these posters, a discussion session will take place at 12:30pm in the Curtis A Room.

222-01 FP (R) Can Parental Social Support Decrease a Victim of Bullying’s Suicidal Ideations? Lisa M. Ryherd, Clinton G. Gudmunson
222-02 FP (R) Family Resilience in Public Housing Communities: The Indirect Effect on Successfully Accessing Supportive Resources, Brian Distelberg, Sherria Taylor
222-03 FP (R) Social Support: Identifying Families At-risk for Homelessness, Casey Fisch, Amy Claridge
Facilitator: Kevin Zimmerman

Mate Selection, Dating, Gender/Roles
222-04 FP (R) Attitudes Toward Age at First Marriage in Oklahoma, Kelly Roberts, Dan Hubler, Kate Kirk
222-05 EE (R) How Changes in Gender Role Attitudes Predict Couple Quality in Relationship Education, Mallory Lucier-Greer, Francesca Adler-Baeder
222-06 IN (R) Across the Pond: Comparing French and American Students’ Perception of Gender, Katherine Hickey, Joyce Chang
222-07 IN (R) An Examination of Parental Behaviors and Family Dynamics Impacting Social Competence Among School-aged Children in Ecuador, Paul Schvaneveldt

Relationships
222-08 FH (R) Role of Parental and Baby Support in Teenage Mothers’ Adjustment, Brandyn-Dior McKinley, Eunju Jung, Edna Brown, Cleopatra Caldwell
222-09 EE (P) Family Vacation-Where We’ve Been, Where We Are, Where We Need To Go, Debbie Farr
222-10 FH (R) Mother-daughter Relationships as Daughters Transition to College, Angela Hauger, Lindsay Kujawa, Breanna Larson

222-12 RT (R) Letters of Gratitude Improves Perception of Family Relations, Steven Toepfer, Kelly Cichy
222-13 RF (R) Intergenerational Value Transmission: Wisdom Messages, Julianne Shoup, Larry Forthun
222-14 FH (R) Associations Between Shyness, Family of Origin, the Self and Relationships, Stephanie Luster, Larry Nelson
222-15 FH (R) The Association of Parent Drinking and Family Roles With Intimacy in Emerging Adulthood, Rachel Engler, Judith Fischer, Helyne Frederick
222-16 IN (R) Family Functioning and Attachment Influences on Chinese Young Adult Relationships, Sharon Luu, Jared Anderson, Nathan Hardy, Rachel Lindstrom, Matthew Johnson, Wenli Liu

222-17 FS (R) The Correlation of Relational and Personal Well-being Explained Through the Process of Differentiation, Eugene Holowacz, Suzanne Bartle-Haring
222-18 RT (R) Technology and Long-distance Dating Relationships Among College Students, Loni Dansie, David Schramm
222-19 FF (R) Relational Sacrifices and Commitment: A Daily Diary Study, Casey J. Totenhagen, Melissa Curran, Valerie Young
222-20 RT (R) Daily Sacrifices, Satisfaction and Commitment for Pregnant, Unmarried Cohabitators, Shannon A. Corkery, Melissa Curran
222-21 RT (R) Knowing When You are “In a Relationship”: A Qualitative Examination, Angela Palomer, Shannon Corkery, Sienna Van Gelder, Kimberly Badt, Samantha Contreras, Melissa Curran
222-22 RT (R) Sacrifices Related to Commitment in Mixed-orientation Relationships, Kevin Zimmerman
222-23 FH (R) Emotion Regulation and Patterns of Physiological Linkage in Couples, Rebeccia G. Reed, Emily A. Butler
222-24 RT (R) Family Structure and Instability: Evaluating Their Influence on Psychological Health, Lena Hsin-Yao Chiu, Dean M. Busby, Richard B. Miller, Thomas B. Holman

Intergenerational Issues
222-26 FH (R) Intergenerational Transfers in Indonesian Families: Implications for Health and Well-being, Duhita Mahatmya, Flora F. Surjadi
222-27 IN (R) Intergenerational Exchange Between Adult Children and Their Parents / Parents-in-law in Taiwan: Are Married Daughters Still Spilled Water? Ju-Ping Lin
222-28 IN (R) Intergenerational Financial Transfers Between Middle-aged Parents and Their Adult Children in South Korea, Saeeun Choi, Jinhee Kim
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222-29 RT (R) The Intergenerational Transmission of Violence: Examining the Mediating Roles of Attachment and Destructive Disagreement Beliefs, Tara Sutton, Leslie Gordon Simons

Resiliency
222-30 FH (R) Influences of Parental Alcoholism on Socio Emotional Outcomes of Emerging Adults, Sarah Bickelhaupt, Brenda J. Lohman
222-31 FT (R) Building Resilience Opens the Door to Family Self-sufficiency in HUD Programs, Wendy Wray, Brian Distelberg

FOCUS GROUPS
11:45am-1pm
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#223 Co-parenting and Divorce Education
Remington B/C. Presidents: Denise Brandon, Lawrence Shelton, Focus Group Co-chairs. EE

#224 Latino(a) Research
Curtis B. Presider: Robert Reyes, Katia Goldfarb, Focus Group Co-chairs. EM

#224-1 Journal of Marriage and Family Editorial Board
11:45am-1pm, Sundance
Presider: David Demo, JMF Editor

#225 Newcomers Reception
Noon-1pm, Regency Ballroom D
All who are attending an NCFR Conference for their first or second time are invited to attend. This is a time to get acquainted with NCFR leaders and other colleagues and learn more about NCFR. Complimentary light refreshments. Prizes!
Presider: Paul Amato, NCFR President-elect

Sponsored by the NCFR Board of Directors, Sections, and Program Committee, and American Public University

Presentation of the Ruth Hathaway Jewson Award to Katie Lowe. Presenter: Bethany Letiecq, Ruth Hathaway Jewson Award Committee Member
Presentation of the Ernest W. Burgess Award to Rand Conger. Presenter: Joyce Arditti, Research and Theory Section Chair-elect and Award Committee Chair
Presentation of the NCFR Student Award to Mallory Lucier-Greer. Presenters: Andrew Behnke, Students/New Professionals Board Representative and Award Committee Chair, and Cassandra Dorius, Students/New Professionals Program Committee Representative
Presentation of the NCFR Student Award to Amanda Williams. Presenter: Cassandra Dorius, Students/New Professionals Program Representative
Presiding: Leigh A. Leslie, 2012 Program Chair (R and P)

#226 PLENARY SESSION
1:30-3:15pm, Regency Ballroom A/B
Plenary Sponsor: University of Illinois, Department of Human & Community Development, Robert Hughes, Jr., Ph.D., Chair

Childhood Obesity: From the Family Dinner Table to Public Policy
Barbara Fiese, Ph.D., is Professor of Human Development and Family Studies at University of Illinois Urbana/Champaign and Director of the Family Resiliency Center. Her research focuses on family-level factors that promote health and well-being in children. Under her leadership the Family Resiliency Center is engaged in numerous initiatives related to families, food, and child health, including Strong Kids, a cross-disciplinary project to examine how genetic, family, community, child care provider, cultural, and media factors contribute to the development of childhood obesity, health behaviors, and health beliefs, and Shared Family Meals, a project designed to understand the economic, cultural, environmental and family-level factors that can lead to increasing the frequency and quality of family mealtimes.

Greetings from the Session Sponsor: Robert Hughes, Jr., Chair, Department of Human and Community Development, University of Illinois

Presentation of the Ruth Hathaway Jewson Award to Katie Lowe. Presenter: Bethany Letiecq, Ruth Hathaway Jewson Award Committee Member
Presentation of the Ernest W. Burgess Award to Rand Conger. Presenter: Joyce Arditti, Research and Theory Section Chair-elect and Award Committee Chair
Presentation of the NCFR Student Award to Mallory Lucier-Greer. Presenters: Andrew Behnke, Students/New Professionals Board Representative and Award Committee Chair, and Cassandra Dorius, Students/New Professionals Program Committee Representative
Presentation of the NCFR Student Award to Amanda Williams. Presenter: Cassandra Dorius, Students/New Professionals Program Representative
Presiding: Leigh A. Leslie, 2012 Program Chair (R and P)

#227 Conversation Hour with Barbara Fiese
3:15-4:45pm, Regency Ballroom A/B
This is a follow-up to the plenary session by Barbara Fiese where the audience can interact in-depth with the speaker. Facilitator: TBA (R and P)

Greetings from the Session Sponsor: Robert Hughes, Jr., Chair, Department of Human and Community Development, University of Illinois

Presentation of the Ruth Hathaway Jewson Award to Katie Lowe. Presenter: Bethany Letiecq, Ruth Hathaway Jewson Award Committee Member
Presentation of the Ernest W. Burgess Award to Rand Conger. Presenter: Joyce Arditti, Research and Theory Section Chair-elect and Award Committee Chair
Presentation of the NCFR Student Award to Mallory Lucier-Greer. Presenters: Andrew Behnke, Students/New Professionals Board Representative and Award Committee Chair, and Cassandra Dorius, Students/New Professionals Program Committee Representative
Presentation of the NCFR Student Award to Amanda Williams. Presenter: Cassandra Dorius, Students/New Professionals Program Representative
Presiding: Leigh A. Leslie, 2012 Program Chair (R and P)
Thursday, November 1  •  Day 2

#225-1 TCRM Workshop Registration Begins
Noon, Gilbert Foyer

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 7
3:15-4:45pm

#228 Community Capacity Building and Health in the U.S. Military
Ellis West
228-01 The Theory of Community Action and Change: Implications for Health Promotion in the US Military, Jay A. Mancini, A. Laura Arnold, James A. Martin, Gary L. Bowen
228-02 Construct Validity of a Community Capacity Measure: Implications for Intervention Research, Danielle Swick, Gary L. Bowen, Jay A. Mancini, A. Laura Arnold
228-05 Supporting Military Families with Children who have Developmental Disabilities: Practice Application in the US Marine Corps of the Theory of Community Action and Change, Irene Nathan Zipper, Gary L. Bowen, Denise Lindley
228-06 Promoting Community Capacity Building in Support of Military Members, Veterans, and their Families: Development and Evaluation of an Online Training Program, A. Laura Arnold, Danielle Swick, Jay A. Mancini, Gary L. Bowen
Co-chairs: Gary L. Bowen, Jay A. Mancini, and James A. Martin
EE/RT SY (R and P)

#229 Contexts of Teen Parenting
Phoenix West
229-01 Family Context Promotes Teen Moms’ Parenting Knowledge and Child Outcomes, Laudan Jahromi, Amy Guimond, Adriana Umaña-Taylor, Kimberly Updegraff, Russell Toomey
229-02 Teen Pregnancy Attitudes, Co-parenting, and Teen Moms’ Depressive Symptoms, Diamond Bravo, Adriana Umaña-Taylor, Amy Guimond, Kimbery Updegraff, Lauden Jahromi
229-03 Person-Environment Fit: Co-parenting in Mexican-origin Teen Mother Families, Chelsea Derlan, Adriana Umaña-Taylor, Amy Guimond, Russell Toomey, Kimberly Updegraff, Lauden Jahromi
EM PA (R)

#230 The Well-being of Immigrant Families in the U.S.: The Role of Public Policy
Phoenix East
230-01 Barriers Preventing Latina Immigrants From Seeking Advocacy Services for Domestic Violence Victims: A Qualitative Analysis, Angelica Reina, Brenda J. Lohman
230-02 Feeding Children in Contested Species: Experiences of Latina Immigrants, Kimberly Greder, Flor Romero de Slowing
230-03 Two Sides of the Potomac: A Qualitative Exploration of Immigrant Families’ Health Care Experiences in Virginia and Washington, DC, Colleen K. Vesely, Marriam Ewaida, Katina Kearney
230-04 Linguistic Representations of Immigrants in the DREAM Act and Implications for Family Impact Analysis, Lisa Gring-Pemble, Duhita Mahatmya
Discussant: Bethany Letiecq
Chair: Colleen Vesely
FP SY (R)

#231 Couple/Partner Interaction
Curtis B
231-01 Conflict Management Across Eight Situations: Actor-partner Interdependence Model, David Thompson, Joyce Baptist, Chelsea Link, Kaleb Beyer
231-02 Sexual Self-disclosure and Communication Among Swinger Couples, Claire Kimberly, Jason Hans
231-03 The Relational Effects of Same-sex Marriage in Iowa, Parris M. Green, Mary S. Green, Markie L. C. Blumer, Megan J. Murphy
231-04 Emotional Congruence Within Couple Interaction: The Role of Attachment Avoidance, Ryan Seedall, Karen Wampler
FT PA (R)

#232 The Role of Religion in Family Dynamics
Borein B
232-01 Does Religious Motivation Influence the Conceptualization and Acceptability of Forgiveness as a Therapeutic Intervention? Ryan Seedall, Mark Butler, Jennifer Elledge
232-02 The Effects of Denomination on Religious Socialization for Jewish Youth, Anthony James, Ashlie Lester, D. Greg Brooks
232-03 Testing the Transformational Model of Religious Socialization, Ashlie Lester, David Schramm
232-04 Familial Relationship Outcomes of Coming Out Atheist, Benjamin Meyers, Jesse Smith, Kevin Simonson, Kevin Zimmerman
Presider: Julie Zaloudek
RF PA (R and P)
#233 STUDENT/NEW PROFESSIONALS WORKSHOP
Ellis East
Navigating Graduate School
What I Wish I Would Have Known When I Was a Student: Successful Navigation of Graduate School, Rebecca Ward, I. Joyce Chang, Deborah Padgett Coelho SN (P)

234 TCRM/RT SPECIAL SESSION/WORKSHOP
3:15-6:15pm, Gilbert
This research-focused Special Session/Workshop is open to all conference attendees.

Meta-analysis
Michael Borenstein, Ph.D. (with Larry Hedges, Julian Higgins, and Hannah Rothstein)
Meta-analysis is the process of synthesizing information from a series of studies. As such, it provides the information needed for evidence-based practice. This workshop will address the following topics:
• What is a meta-analysis?
• How can I perform a meta-analysis?
• Computing a summary effect
• Addressing dispersion in effects across studies
• Fixed-effect and random-effects models
• Does it make sense to combine results from studies that employed different populations or techniques (“Apples and Oranges”)?
• What are the common mistakes people make in meta-analysis? Why has meta-analysis been called “The wave of the future”? Why have meta-analysts been compared to terrorists?
• What does meta-analysis have in common with Gary Larson (The Far-Side)?

The workshop will be presented by Michael Borenstein, the author (with Larry Hedges, Julian Higgins, and Hannah Rothstein) of Introduction to Meta-Analysis which has been at the top of the Amazon list for meta-analysis since its publication in 2009.

TCRM WORKSHOP SESSION 1
5-6:15pm

#235 Co-parenting and Computer-mediated Communication: Methodological Techniques
Remington B/C
235 (TC1A-1) Measuring Co-parenting With Time Diary Methodology, Letitia E. Kotila, Sarah J. Schoppe-Sullivan, Claire M. Kamp Dush

235 (TC1A-2) Couple Observational Coding of Computer-mediated Communication, Martha S. Perry
Discussants: Melissa Curran; Anisa Zvonkovic
Presider: Rob Palkovitz
(WAS ORIGINALLY #305, FRIDAY, 8am)
TC (R)

#236 Ethnic Families and Contexts
Russell A/B
236 (TC1B-1) Mother-daughter Relationships Within a Muslim Community and the Influence on American Muslim Adolescent Daughters’ Health Behavior, Ghadir F. AlJayyousi-Khalil
236 (TC1B-2) Mexican Families With Undocumented Immigrant Members: A Stress-in-Context Model, Colleen I. Murray, J. Guillermo Villalobos
Discussants: Bahira Trask, Ronald B. Cox
Presider: Karina Shreffler
TC (R)

#237 NCFR Annual Business Meeting and Member Forum
5-6:15pm, Cassidy
Presider: Elaine Anderson, 2011-2013 NCFR President
Summary of activities; financial report; recognition of board members

#237-1 Student/New Professionals Leadership Council
6:30-8pm, Ellis East
Presider: Andrew Behnke, SNP Board Representative

SECTION MEMBER MEETINGS
6:30-8pm
All attendees are welcome to attend the annual meetings of Sections. This is an opportunity for you to become more involved in NCFR and the Sections that match your areas of interest.

#238 Ethnic Minorities
Ellis West. Presider: Yvette Perry, Section Chair

#239 Family Therapy
Phoenix East. Presider: Thomas Blume, Section Chair

FOCUS GROUPS
6:30-8pm
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#240 CFLE Forum
Borein A. Convener: Bob Keim, Forum Chair. EE

#241 Grief and Families
Russell C. Presider: Colleen Murray, Focus Group Chair. EE
**Co-parenting Measurement**

Presenter: Sarah Schoppe-Sullivan, Ph.D.

Coparenting, a reflection of the extent to which parents successfully coordinate their parenting roles and responsibilities, has become a popular subject of research in recent years because of its established links with children’s well-being and father involvement. This workshop will cover popular conceptualizations of coparenting as well as the most widely-used measures of this construct, highlighting strengths and weaknesses. The central focus will be on observational measures of coparenting: how to collect observational data, options in coding these data, and rewards and challenges of employing observational assessment of coparenting alone and in conjunction with self-reports. This is an ideal workshop for scholars who want to expand their measurement of coparenting or incorporate assessment of coparenting into other studies of couples, parents, and children.

Sarah Schoppe-Sullivan, Ph.D., teaches in the Department of Human Development & Family Studies, Ohio State University.

**TCRM WORKSHOP SESSION 2**  
6:30-8pm

**#243 Transitioning to Adulthood**  
Remington B/C

243 (TC2A-1) Emerging Adulthood in Time and Space: An Interdisciplinary Theoretical Approach, Amanda L. Williams, Michael J. Merten

243 (TC2A-2) Family Warmth in Adolescence and Personality Development in Young Adulthood, Mark J. Benson, Caitlin Faas

Discussants: Rob Palkovitz, Jennifer Kerpelman

Presider: Raymond E. Petren

TC (R)

**#244 Families and Social Capital**  
Russell A/B

244 (TC2B-1) A Bourdieuan Approach to Family and Community, Todd L. Goodsell

244 (TC2B-2) Building Positive Cascades: A Conceptual Model, Jennifer L. Doty, K. Laurel Davis

Discussants: Ronald Sabatell, Chelsea Garneau

Presider: Sean Lauer

TC (R)

**TCRM WORKSHOP SESSION 3**  
8:15-9:30pm

**#245 Theory Bridging Public Health and Family Science**  
Remington B/C

245 (TC3A-1) Integration of Family Science and Public Health Through the Life Course Framework, Kevin Roy, Marian Moser Jones


Discussants: Brenda Lohman, Joe Grzywacz

Presider: Rob Palkovitz

(WAS ORIGINALLY #235, THURSDAY, 5pm)

TC (R)

**#246 Advancing Understanding of Couple Relationships and Behaviors**  
Russell A/B

246 (TC3B-1) Understanding Couple Relationships and Money: Development of the Couples and Finances Theory, Kristy L. Archuleta

246 (TC3B-2) The Lack of New Relationship Forms, Carrie Yodanis, Sean Lauer

Discussants: Claire B. Kamp Dush, B. Kay Pasley

Presider: Cassandra Dorius

TC (R)

**SECTION MEMBER MEETINGS**  
8:15-9:45pm

All attendees are welcome to attend the annual meetings of Sections. This is an opportunity for you to become more involved in NCFR and the Sections that match your areas of interest.

**#247 Ethnic Minorities Oral History**  
Ellis West.


Presider: Yvette Perry, Section Chair

**#248 Family Science**  
Phoenix West. Presider: Tammy Harpel, Section Chair

**FOCUS GROUPS**  
8:15-9:45pm

Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

**#249 Military Families**  
Phoenix East. Presider: Lynn M. Borden, Stacy Hawkins, Focus Group Co-chairs. RT

**#250 Parent Education**  
Ellis East. Presider: David Law, Focus Group Chair. EE
The Department of Human and Community Development creates research, teaching and outreach programs that focus on positive human development, family resiliency and thriving communities. Our department addresses significant societal issues, using advanced quantitative and qualitative methods, fostering collaborative and collegial interactions, and serving scientific leadership roles.

A Focus on Significant Societal Issues. Our work is “science with a social conscience.” Faculty are interested in the most challenging scientific issues, but they always ask how they can make a difference.

Advanced Methods in Unique Laboratory Facilities. Faculty and graduate students are engaged in developing and mastering the most sophisticated quantitative and qualitative methods and practicing these skills in state-of-the-art laboratories.

Collaborative and Collegial Interactions. Professor Isabel Bevier, a pioneering scientist in 1900, noted that the wide-open Illinois prairie provided “no boundaries” and this characterized the faculty’s intellectual orientation as well. Our faculty work across disciplines, programs, methodologies, and they work with colleagues across settings, departments and institutions.

Faculty with Major Scientific Leadership Roles. Our faculty are not only excellent scholars, but they are also leaders in the scientific community through serving as officers in professional societies, giving invited lectures at major national meetings and at universities across the world, and serving as editors of major journals.

Why I attend the annual conference
I get to hear a lot of ideas that stimulate my thinking and add to what I’m working on. The most important parts of NCFR are the conference and the journals. These are the leading journals in my area, and they are the journals where we aspire to have our work published. Joe Pittman, Ph.D., Auburn University
Wiley-Blackwell is proud to publish the journals of the National Council on Family Relations

Journal of Marriage and Family
A leading research journal in the family field, JMF features original research and theory, research interpretation and reviews, and critical discussion concerning all aspects of marriage, other forms of close relationships, and families.

Family Relations:
Interdisciplinary Journal of Applied Family Studies
A premier, applied journal of family studies, FR is mandatory reading for family scholars and all professionals who work with families.

Journal of Family Theory & Review
Now in its third volume, JFTR encourages integration and growth in the multidisciplinary and international domains of inquiry that define contemporary family studies.

Wiley-Blackwell’s distinguished list of publications includes 7 titles ranked in the ISI Family Studies category. We partner with the world’s leading associations, societies, and organizations to deliver high-quality, must-have content to students, faculty, researchers, and practitioners in the field.

Please visit the Wiley-Blackwell stand to:
• Collect FREE journal sample issues
• Find out how to submit your article to the top journals in family studies
• Gain FREE online access to content

onlinelibrary.wiley.com
Conference Services/Early Meetings
Conference Registration
7am-5pm, 1st Floor-Regency Ballroom

Cyber Café
7am-10pm, Remington A
In addition to the computers in the Cyber Cafe, there is complimentary WiFi throughout the meeting rooms. Here is the network name and passcode to connect:
SSID: Roomnet Meeting Solutions. Passphrase: families

FOCUS GROUPS
7-8:15am
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#300 Adoption
Borein B. Presider: Diana Baltimore, Focus Group Chair. FP

#300A Issues in Aging
Curtis B. Presider: Jeremy Yorgason, Focus Group Chair (THIS WAS ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED AT NOON ON WEDNESDAY) FH

#301 Meditation Time
7:10-7:40am, Russell C
Leader: Joe Wilmoth. Sponsored by Religion and Family Life Section

#301-1 Teaching Family Science/Family Science Association Meeting
7:15-8:15am, Suite 312

#301-2 2013 Program Committee Meeting
7:30-9am, Borein A
Presider: Judith Fischer, 2013 Program Chair

The Gathering Place
8am-Midnight, Cowboy Artist
Relax with your colleagues. Open to all conference participants, 8 am to midnight. Refreshments available at some times. Sponsored by Students/New Professionals and American Public University

Special Events Today:
11:45am-Coffee Break
Noon-12:50pm-Roundtable Discussion: Becoming a New Professional: The Transition from School to Work, Chloe Merrill, Charles Cheesebrough
9-10:30pm-Friday Night Extravaganza Dessert Party

Educational Sessions/Additional Meetings

#302 Breakfast Meeting of Student Affiliate Presidents/Reps and Advisors
7:30-10am, Regency Ballroom C
Presentation of Outstanding Student Paper Awards

Program: Past Participation with a Student Affiliate: Benefits and Suggestions for Future Directions. Program Presenters: Janis Henderson, Shera Jackson, Katherine Lindley, Miriam Mulson
Presiders: Sterling Wall, Claire Kimberly
AC (P)

#302-1 Journal of Family Theory & Review Editorial Board
8-9:30am, Suite 314
Presider: Robert Milardo, JFTR Editor

#303 POSTER SESSION 6
8-9:30am, Atrium

#303-03 EM (P) Poster Symposium
Using a Decolonizing Framework for Therapy With American Indians, Laurelle L. Myhra, Melissa Lewis, Erica E. Hartwell
Note: The posters for the Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. For these posters, a discussion session will take place at 9am in the Curtis A Room.

Family Stress/Coping
303-04 EM (R) Spirituality and Common Dyadic Coping: Protective Factors From Psychological Aggression in Latino Immigrant Couples, Jennifer Austin, Mariana Falconier
303-05 FH (R) Father Involvement, Relationship Status, and Mothers’ Parenting Stress, Kei Nomaguchi, Susan Brown, Tanya Leyman
303-06 FS (R) Exploring Ex-offender Reentry on Families From a Family Stress Perspective, Shelia Lumar, Linda Ladd
303-07 IN (R) External and Internal Stress in Couples: Effects on Individual Physical and Psychological Well-being and Relationship Satisfaction, Mariana Falconier, Guy Bodenmann, Fridjof Nussbeck
303-08 RT (R) Observing Parent-preschooler Interactions Within the Childcare Setting, Jill Walls, Brittany Garrison
303-09 RT (R) Role Strain and the Working Mother, Angela Nievar, Dana Booker, Tyler Smith

Parenting
303-10 FH (R) Feeding Decisions: The Impact on Fathers of Young Children, Stacy Thompson
303-12 RT MOVED TO WEDNESDAY, 6:45pm, POSTER NO. 145-30 RT. An Analysis of Transnational Adoptive Father Portrayals in Children’s Books, Jacki Fitzpatrick, Erin Kostina-Ritchey

303-13 FH (R) Maternal Values and Attitudes Regarding Family Meals, Food Choice, and Food Purchasing, Kari Morgan, Mariah Ehmke, D. Enette Larson-Meyer, Christiane Schroeter, Nicole Ballenger


303-15 RT (R) Variations in Life Satisfaction Across Mother Statuses, Kayla Pritchard

303-16 EE (R) Teenage Mothers: Financial Resources, Money Management, and Spending Behavior, Barbara Allison, Lily Yong

303-17 EM (R) Co-parenting Profiles in the Context of Mexican-origin Teen Pregnancy: Links to Mother-daughter Relationship Quality and Adjustment, Norma Perez-Brena, Kimberly Updegraff, Adriana Umaña-Taylor, Amy Guimond

303-18 RT (R) Relationship Quality and Parental Engagement: The Impact on Child Behavior, Gary Cole Ratcliffe, Jared Durtschi

Special Parenting Issues

303-19 RT (R) Strengthening the Well-being of Foster Families, Melissa Hall, Nick Ogle

303-20 FH (R) Incarcerated Father Childhood Risk Factors and Contact With Their Children, Tasha Galardi

303-21 FT (R) Predictors of Supportive Co-parenting: Impact of Social Support and Abortion Consideration, Amy Claridge, Casey Fisch

303-22 EM (R) Views of the Family and Transracially Adopted Adolescent Development, Katie Hrapczynski, Leigh Leslie

303-23 FP (R) Adoption of Older Children: Factors Influencing Decision to Adopt, Sudha Sankar

303-24 FH (R) Young Adult’s Perspectives on Grandmother and Grandfather Involvement, Alan Taylor, Elizabeth Drew, Jessica King, James Bates

303-25 FH (R) Building a Model of the Determinants of Grandfathering, James Bates, Alan Taylor

303-26 FH (R) Life After Bariatric Surgery: Men’s Perspectives of Self-concept, Intimate Relationships, and Social Support, Darren Moore, April Few-Demo

303-27 RT (R) Reconsidering the Influence of the Father on Daughter’s Timing of Sexual Debut, Lailatul Ali, Brenda Lohman, Meghan Gillette

Relational Factors on Attitudes Related to Suicide

303-28 RT (R) Effect of Relational Factors on Attitudes Related to Suicide, Laura Frey, Ronald Werner-Wilson

TCRM WORKSHOP SESSION 4
8-9:30am

#304 Families of Children With Disabilities

Remington B/C

304 (TC4A-1) Down Syndrome and Fathering: An Exploration of Ambiguous Loss, Gail E. Bentley, Anisa M. Zvonkovic, Nicole Springer, Michael McCarty

304 (TC4A-2) Introducing the Family Capital Theory of Role Exchange, Cathlene H. Hansen, Kathleen R. Gilbert

Discussants: Susanne Olson Roper; Anne Farrell
Presider: Kevin Roy

TC (R)

#305 Statistical Analyses in Family Science Research: Best Practices

Russell A/B

305 (TC4B-1) What You ‘Don’t Know’ About Your Family Might Kill You, Jennifer Pearce-Morris, Seung-won Choi, Adriana Reyes, Veronica Roth, Rebekah Young

305 (TC4B-2) Does It Go Up or Down? An Investigation of College Hookup Patterns Using Survival Analysis and Logistic Regression, Patricia N.E. Roberson, Spencer B. Olmstead, Frank Fincham

Discussants: Justin Dyer; Sarah Meadows
Presider: Jay Fagan

(ORIGINALLY #245, THURSDAY, 8:15pm)

TC (R)

#305-1 FLE Committee
8-9:30am, Suite 318
Presider: Dawn Cassidy, NCFR Education Director

#306 VISIT THE EXHIBITS
8am-2pm, Atrium

Last day! Exhibits offer an array of new materials and services to enhance your work, career, and professional development. Visit with representatives at all the booths. Register for prizes; drawings will be held today. You need not be present to win, but prizes must be picked up by 2pm today.

#307 SPECIAL SESSION: MARIE PETERS AWARD ADDRESS
8:30-9:30am, Regency Ballroom B

“What We Must Do…”

William D. (Bill) Allen, Ph.D., Healing Bonds, 2011 Marie Peters Award Winner
Presider: Curtis Fox
EM (R and P)
CONCURRENT SESSIONS 8
8:30-9:45am

#308 Online Parenting Education
Ellis East
308-01 Parenting Facilitated by Technology Use: Development of a Framework, Susan Walker, Jessica Connell
308-02 Innovations in Online Parent Education and Community Building, Anne Samuelson, Rebecca Mather, Stephen Small
308-03 Technology Use Among Parents of Teens: Implications for Parent Education, Jodi Dworkin, Jessica Connell, Jennifer Doty, Susan Walker
308-04 Parents’ Motivation to Use the Internet as a Parenting Resource: A Demographic Comparison of Perceived Challenges, Young-Hoon Ham, Susan K. Walker
Presider: Carlene Fider
EE PA (R and P)

#309 Families and Chronic Illness
Curtis B
309-01 Reducing Diabetes Risks for Families in the Appalachian Region, Sharon Denham, Leslie Johnson
309-02 A Phenomenological Study of Online Mothers of Children With Autism, Jennifer Reinke, Catherine Solheim
309-03 Adolescent Children of Parents With Multiple Sclerosis: Perceptions of Family Functioning, Bill Anderson, Nicole Kelly, Erin Aiello
309-04 Concepts of Independence and Risk in the Long-term care of Aging Adults and Adults With Disabilities, Karen Doneker Mancini
Facilitator: Amber Seidel
FH PA (R and P)
See next page for additional 8:30-9:45 events

#313 PLENARY SESSION
10-11:45am, Regency Ballroom A/B
Plenary Sponsor: University of Georgia, Human Development and Family Science, Jay A. Mancini, Ph.D., Head

Building Stronger Communities for Better Health: Moving From Science to Policy and Practice
Presenter: Brian Smedley
Brian Smedley, Ph.D., is Vice President and Director of the Health Policy Institute of the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies. The Institute’s mission is to generate policy recommendations on long-standing health equity concerns. Dr. Smedley was co-founder of The Opportunity Agenda, an organization dedicated to ensuring equity in health care reform. He previously served as Senior Program Officer in the Division of Health Sciences Policy of the Institute of Medicine, where he was Study Director for the IOM reports, In the Nation’s Compelling Interest: Ensuring Diversity in the Health Care Workforce and Unequal Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care. In 2004 Dr. Smedley was honored by the Rainbow/PUSH coalition as a “Health Trailblazer”; in 2002 he was awarded the Congressional Black Caucus “Healthcare Hero” award and the Early Career Award for Distinguished Contributions to Psychology in the Public Interest by the APA.

Greetings from the Session Sponsor: Jay A. Mancini, Head, Human Development and Family Science, University of Georgia
Introducing the 2013 Annual Conference (NCFR 75th Anniversary), Judith A. Fischer, Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 2013 Program Chair
Presentation of the Jessie Bernard Outstanding Research Proposal from a Feminist Perspective to Lori Kinkler. Presenter: Libby B. Blume, Feminism and Family Studies Section Chair-elect and Award Committee Chair
Presentation of the Jessie Bernard Contribution to Feminist Scholarship Paper to Hyun-Kyung You. Presenter: Libby B. Blume, Feminism and Family Studies Section Chair-elect and Award Committee Chair
Presentation of the John L. & Harriette P. McAdoo Award to Christiana Awosan. Presenter: Curtis Fox, Ethnic Minorities Section Past Chair and Award Committee Chair
Presider: Leigh A. Leslie, 2012 Program Chair (R and P)

#314 Conversation Hour With Brian Smedley
Noon-1:15pm, Gilbert
Facilitator: TBA
#310 Improving Family Policy and Practice: Innovations in Evidence-based Family-strengthening Approaches
Ellis West
310-01 Family-centered Practice: Its Evidence Base and Consequences, Carl Dunst
310-02 Annie E. Casey Evidence2Success Program: Strengthening Families and Communities to Improve Child Outcomes, Abel Ortiz
310-03 Advancing the Family Impact Lens with Policymakers and Professionals, Karen Bogenschneider, Olivia M. Little
Discussant: Theodora Ooms
Chairs: Karen Bogenschneider, Olivia M. Little
FP SY (R and P)

#311 Well-being of Youth and Young Adults in International Families
Phoenix East
311-01 Familism, Differentiation of Self, and Depression Among Young Adults in Korea, Taiwan, and the US, Jaerim Lee, Chih-Yuan Steven Lee, Catherine A. Solheim
311-02 Effects of Culture Brokering on Immigrant Youth Well-being, Vanja Lazarevic, Marcela Raffaelli
311-03 Integration Into Host Society and Family Well-being: Refugees in South Africa, Ria Smit
IN PA (R)

#312 Question and Answer Session for Schools Interested in Getting Their Programs Approved for CFLE
8:30-9:45am, Borein B
Convener: Deb Gentry, Academic Program Liaison

#312-1 Elections Council Meeting
8:30-9:30am, Boardroom
Presiders: Sandra Bailey, Karen Wampler, Elections Council Co-chairs

#312-2 Committee to Strengthen the Submissions and Reviewing Process
9:45am, Borein A
Presider: Cindy Winter, Program Consultant

#315 Students/New Professionals Workshop
Noon-1:15pm, Ellis East
Tips for the Academic Job Market
Chair: Sarah Hayford
Extension Work, Andrew Behnke
Human Development Jobs, Kimberley Updegraff
Social Psychology Jobs, Masumi Iida
Sociology Jobs, presenter tba
SN (P)

#316 SPECIAL SESSION
Noon-1:15pm, Borein B
How to Become a CFLE
Dawn Cassidy, NCFR Education Director
Those interested in becoming a Certified Family Life Educator are invited to attend. Dawn Cassidy will review the process and present helpful tips.

#317 TCRM Reception and Business Meeting
Noon-1:15pm, Sundance
Presiders: Jay Fagan, Karina Shreffler, TCRM Co-chairs

#318 POSTER SESSION 7
Noon-1:15pm, Atrium
Poster Symposium: Mothers, Employment, and Child Care: Related Concerns
Note: The posters for the Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. For these posters, a discussion session will take place at 12:45pm in the Curtis A Room.
318-01 FP (R) Mothers’ Employment Transition and Infant Development: Mediatational Process, Jihyoung Kim, Kendura (K.A.S.) Wickrama
318-02 FP (R) Time Unoccupied as a Measure of Child Care Quality: An Exploratory Analysis, Robert Kaestner, Sanders Korenman, Rachel Gordon, Anna Colaner
318-03 FP (R) Employer-sponsored Child Care Benefits and Employee Outcomes, Casey Totenhagen, Stacy Hawkins, Wilfrido Arias, Jr., Lynne Borden
Facilitator: Diana Baltimore
Community and Families
318-04 RT (R) Child Characteristics as Influences on Maternal Friendship Facilitation, Carol Johnston, Anne Fletcher
318-05 EM (R) Community-based Project With Southeast Asian Americans: Learned From STEEP, Shuling Peng, Zha Blong Xiong, Dung Mao
Cross-cultural Issues
318-07 FS (R) The Development of Cultural Sensitivity in Students Studying Abroad, Denise Kennedy, Cindy Gaiano-Ballard
318-08 IN (R) Parental Influences on Adolescent Social Competence Among Bolivian Youth, Paul Busk, Paul Schvaneveldt

318-09 IN (R) Traumatic Experiences, Shame, and Depression Among Young Adults in China, Chih-Yuan Lee, Jared Anderson, Bonnie Klimes-Dougan

318-10 IN (P) Diversity in Teaching: Perspectives of an “Adapted” Tiger Teacher, Cuiting Li, Sterling Wall

Race/Ethnicity and Families

318-11 EE (P) Exploring Program Effectiveness With Latino and American Indian Families, Renee Overath, Jenn Crawford, Drew Betz

318-12 EM (R) First Generation College Students, Their Families, and Ambiguous Loss, Jose Rodas Riveras, Pearl Stewart, Katia Paz Goldfarb

318-13 EM (R) Cultural-ethnic Profiles Among Mexican-origin Female Adolescents, Melinda Gonzales-Backen, Mayra Bámaca-Colbert

318-14 EM (R) Examining Half-sibling Influence on Adolescent Well-being Among Diverse Youth, Kate Taylor Harcourt, Francesca Adler-Baeder, Gregory Pettit, Stephen Erath


318-16 RT (R) Mexican-origin Mothers’ Adjustment Across Daughters’ Transition to Parenthood, Kimberly Updegraff, Norma Perez-Brena, Adriana Umaña-Taylor, Elizabeth Harvey-Mendoza

318-17 EM (CANCELLED) Racial Attachment as a Predicting Variable of Birth Outcomes for African Americans in Alabama, Wanda Burton, Maria Hernandez-Reif, Bradley Lian

318-18 EM (R) The Language Barrier: Korean Immigrant Grandmothers’ Relationships With Their Grandchildren, Soo H. Kim

318-19 EM (R) Relationship Satisfaction in Interracial and Monoracial Relationships, Brittany Martin, Ming Cui

Immigration and Migration

318-20 EM (R) Beyond High Hopes: Educational Attainment Among Children of Immigrants, Sarah Feeney, Leslie Richards

318-21 EM (R) Language Use Patterns in Immigrant Mother-and-Father-child Dyads in the US, Yu-Jin Jeong

318-22 FF (R) “Standing Still”: Immigration Regulations and F-2 Wives Well-being, Samit Bordoloi

318-23 IN (R) The Role of Memorable Messages as Guide for Coping With International Relocations, Chiharu Kato

318-24 EM (P) Working With Youth From Immigrant Families: Understanding the Balancing of Two Cultures, Olena Nesteruk

318-25 IN (R) Mediators for Maternal Criticism and Behavior Problems in Japanese Children, Richard Wampler, Shizuka Shimabukuro, Christopher Belous

318-26 IN (R) Effect of Resources Provided by Family-of-Origin on the Economic Decision-making Between Husbands and Wives, Shain-May Tang, Ching-Fen Lee

318-27 IN (R) Healthy Practice or Cultural Norm? Parenting Outcomes in Eastern Asia, Stephanie Blickfeldt

318-28 IN (R) Cambodian College Students’ Psychological Problems, Perceptions, and Family Resources, Sothy Eng, Miriam Mulso

318-29 EM (P) Mothers Informing Messages to Improve Rural Latino Family Health, Angelica Reina, Flor Romero-Del-Slowing, Kimberly Greder, Yoshiro Sano

318-30 EM (R) Social Capital in Rural Hispanic Communities, Debra J. Bolton

Couple Therapy Issues

318-31 FT (R) (NOTE: THIS POSTER WAS PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY, 10:45am #416-04) Pre-therapy Expectations About Couple Treatment: A Qualitative Exploratory Study, Rachel Tambling, Alison Wong, Shayne Anderson, Nicole Scrivano, Kerry Silva

FOCUS GROUPS
Noon-1:15pm

Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#319 Asian American Families
Curtis B. Presider: Grace Chung, Kristy Shih, Focus Group Co-chairs. EM

#320 Family Economics
Phoenix East. Presider: Jeffrey Dew, Focus Group Chair. FP

#320-1 Family Relations
Noon-1:15pm, Cassidy
Presider: Ronald Sabatelli, FR Editor

#321 FELLOWS ROUNDTABLES
Noon-1:15pm, Regency Ballroom D

Roundtables are limited to ten people including the presenter. Presenters are all NCFR Fellows—the highest honor afforded in NCFR. Attendees will spend 35 minutes with one presenter and then go to another discussion for the remainder of this session.

321-01 (R and P) Feminism and Families, Katherine R. Allen
321-02 (R and P) Parental Incarceration and the Study of Marginalized Populations, Joyce A. Arditti
321-03 (R and P) Evidence-based Family Policy, Karen Bogenschneider
321-04 (R and P) Community Capacity Building and Military Families, Gary L. Bowen
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321-06 (R and P) Integrating Service Learning into Family Science Curriculum, Raean R. Hamon
321-07 (R and P) Longitudinal Study of Marriage and Families, David R. Johnson
321-08 (R and P) Causes of the Declining Marriage Rate, Gary R. Lee
321-09 (R and P) Using Models and Metaphors to Teach About Families, Judith A. Myers-Walls
321-10 (R and P) Conducting Interventions in Schools: Opportunities and Challenges, Dennis K. Orthner
321-11 (R and P) Parental Influences on Adolescent Social Competence: Cross-cultural Issues, Gary W. Peterson
321-12 (R and P) Evaluation of the Strengths, Weaknesses, and Potential of the New Family Structures Study (NFSS), Walter R. Schumm
321-14 (R and P) Family Factors and Therapy Regarding Substance Abuse, M. Duncan Stanton

#321-1 Groves Conference Board Meeting
Noon-3pm, Boardroom
NCFR is pleased to cooperate with the Groves Conference in hosting this meeting of the organization’s board of directors. Presider: Anisa Zvonkovic, Groves Conference President

#321-2 Affiliate Councils Executive Board
1:15-4pm, Russell C
Presider: Minnell Tralle, ACB President

#322 SPECIAL SESSION
1:30-3pm, Regency Ballroom B
Open to all conference attendees

Parenting Styles and Children’s Obesity Risk: Theoretical and Methodological Issues
Presenter: Thomas Power, Ph.D., Washington State University
Presider: Jay Fagan
RT TCRM (R)

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 9
1:30-3pm

#323 Family Responses to Disabilities
Curtis B
323-01 Choice and Control for Individuals With Disabilities and Their Families: Experiences, Outcomes and Effective Service Models To Promote Satisfaction, Health and Wellbeing, Caitlin Bailey, Amanda Rich, Gail Godwin, Marian Saulino
323-02 Youth With Disabilities: Parents’ Roles in Extracurricular Participation, Colleen Gibbons, Brent McBride

#324 Domestic Violence/Abuse and Health
Ellis East
324-01 Reciprocal Pathways Between Partner Aggression and Sleep in Men and Women, Amy Rauer, Mona El-Sheikh
324-02 Children as Forgotten Victims of Domestic Violence: Symptoms and Abuse, Yun Jung Yang, Jeffrey Wherry, Cassandra Huey, Libby Medford
324-03 Gender Discrimination and Sexual Abuse in Tanzania: Implications for Change in a Rural Community, Rachel Hagues
324-04 Predictors of Abuse Among Pregnant and Parenting Adolescents, Michelle Toews, Ani Yazedjian
Facilitator: Sheena Young
FH PA (R)

#325 Teaching Excellence for Policy
Ellis West
325-01 Common Methods of Teaching Family Policy to Family Studies Students, Kathleen Piercy, Katie Reck, Jason Hans, Martie Gillen
325-02 Social Security Survivor’s Benefits for Children Born After Parental Death, Jason Hans, Martie Gillen
Presider: Kathleen Piercy
FP/FH/EE SY (R)

#326 Couple Relationships in Marital and Work Contexts
Russell A/B
326-01 Latent Profiles of Time Adequacy for Work, Parenting, and Partner Roles, Soomi Lee, David Almeida, Kelly Davis
326-02 Sense of Entitlement in Couple Relationships, Noa Vilchinsky, Sivan George, Rami Tolmaz, Eshkol Rafaeli, Morris Mosseri, Khaskia Abed, Hod Hanoch
326-03 Couple Intimacy and Relationship Satisfaction in Long-term Marriages: A Longitudinal Study, Hana Yoo, Anastasia Snyder
326-04 Use of Computer Mediated Communication in Romantic Relationships and Adult Attachment, Martha Perry, Ronald Werner-Wilson
326-05 Romantic Relationships Mediated by Technology, Rakel Delevi, Robert Weisskirch
Discussant/Presider: Bahira S. Trask
FS PA (R)
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#327 Expanding the Toolbox: Using Family Assessments in Clinical Practice
Remington B/C
327-01 Current Knowledge, Use, and Training Practices of Family-based Assessments Among Mental Health Practitioners, Catherine McKeown, Scott T. Ronis
327-02 The Assessment of Family-related Emotion Socialization in the Context of Clinical Practice With Children and Adolescents, Gilbert R. Parra, Lisa Jobe-Shields, Scott T. Ronis
327-03 Collaborative Family Assessment as a Brief Therapeutic Intervention, Justin D. Smith
Discussant: Thomas Dishion
Chair: Scott T. Ronis
FT SY (P)

#328 The Division of Labor and Family Processes in Diverse Family Contexts
Phoenix West
328-01 The Division of Household Labor Among Lesbian, Gay, and Heterosexual Adoptive Couples, Rachel H. Farr, Charlotte J. Patterson
328-02 The Division of Labor and Individual Well-being Among Gay Fathers, Samantha L. Tornello, Charlotte J. Patterson
328-03 Perceived Parental Preferences Among Lesbian, Gay, and Heterosexual Adoptive Couples, Lori A. Kinkler, April M. Moyer, Abbie E. Goldberg
328-04 All Hands on Deck: The Division of Housework and Childcare in Single- and Two-parent Heterosexual Families, Katie Newkirk, Maureen Perry-Jenkins
Discussant: Charlotte J. Patterson
Chair/Organizer: Abbie E. Goldberg
FF SY (R)

#329 Issues in Emerging Adulthood
Phoenix East
329-01 First Semester College Men’s Hookups: The Role of Pre-college Risk Behavior, Spencer Olmstead, Patricia Roberson, Frank Fincham, Kay Pasley
329-02 Parenting, Self-deprecation, Stress, and Emerging Adults’ Depression, Christian Duarte, Sevim Mollova, Paige Seegar, Scott Plunkett
329-03 Intimate Partner Violence From Adolescence to Young Adulthood, Ming Cui, Melissa Gordon
329-04 The Effects of SES, Parenting, and Personality on Age at First Partnership, Jennifer Senia, Tricia Neppl
Presider: Kate Behan
RT PA (R)

#330 Students/New Professionals Workshop
1:30-3pm, Borein B
Striking a Balance and Need for Support: Work-life Balance Issues of Graduate Student Parents
Arminta Jacobson, Gladys Hildreth, Victoria Calvin

#330-1 Meeting of NCFR 75th Anniversary Committee
3-4:30pm, Borein A
Presider: Cindy Winter, Anniversary Chair

#331 SPECIAL SESSION
3:15-4:45pm, Regency Ballroom B
Family Science and Public Health: Our Shared Future
Robert Gold, Ph.D., University of Maryland; Elaine Anderson, Ph.D., University of Maryland; Alan Acock, Ph.D., Oregon State University; Kathleen Roche, Ph.D., Georgia State University
Faculty members from departments and colleges that have undergone some type of integration of the two disciplines in recent years will discuss the opportunities and challenges these moves present for us in terms of discipline identity, research, and administration.
Presider: Leigh A. Leslie
FS (P)

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 10
3:15-4:45pm

#332 Older Adults in Families: Intergenerational Well-being and Family Involvement
Remington B/C
332-01 Grandparent Involvement in Mexican-American Families With Toddlers, Melissa A. Barnett, Jennifer Mortensen, Henry Gonzalez, Elizabeth Tilley
332-02 Factors Influencing Well-being in a Comparative Sample of Older Americans, Farrell J. Webb, Vera White
332-03 Grandmothers’ Socialization of African-American Teen Males Into Fatherhood, Ebony Reddock, Cleopatra Caldwell
EM PA (R)

#333 Parents, Parenting and Health
Russell A/B
333-01 Becoming Parents: Co-parenting Quality and Salivary Cortisol, Brandon McDaniel, Lauren Philbrook, Douglas Teti
333-02 Longitudinal Outcomes for Adolescent Mothers: Randomized Evaluation Results, Sara Johnson, Beth Russell, Kimberly Carvell-Martini
333-03 Life Events and Mental Health at the Transition to Parenthood, Sara Sandberg-Thoma, Letitia Kotila
333-04 Associations of Health and Marital Satisfaction Over the Transition to Parenthood, Anivalise Ford, Alyson Shapiro, Masumi Iida
Facilitator: Bonita Manson
FH PA (R)

#334 The Intertwined Nature of Housing and Child Welfare: Research, Policy, and Practice Toward Improved Family Experiences and Outcomes
Ellis East
334-02 Supportive Housing for Families in Child Welfare: Client Characteristics and Risk, Kellie G. Randall, Preston A. Britner, Anne F. Farrell, Andrew Rose
Chair: Anne F. Farrell
Presider: Samantha Goodrich
FP SY (R)

#335 Gender and Sexuality in Family Therapy Training
Borein B
335-01 MFT Training in Sexual Minority Issues: A Core Faculty Perspective, Lindsay L. Edwards, Janet Robertson, Paula Smith, Nicole O’Brien
335-02 Establishing the Validity of the Feminist Couple Therapy Scale, Christi McGeorge, Thomas Stone Carlson, Russell Toomey
335-03 Biphobia and Affirmative Training: Exploring Family Therapy Students’ Beliefs, Liz Nova, Christi McGeorge, Thomas Stone Carlson
FT/FF PA (R)

#336 Fathers and Their Family Involvement: A Comparison of Nationwide Data in Japan and the U.S.A.
Phoenix East
336-01 Paternal Involvement and the Number of Children: A Comparison of Nationwide Data in Japan and the U.S.A., Rie Okamura, Masako Ishii-Kuntz
336-02 Effects of Paternal Identity, Marital Relationship and Men’s Participation in Child Care on Their Perception of Self-growth in Japan and the U.S.A., Takayo Sasaki, Yoko Hayashi

336-03 Father’s IT Use and Their Personal Network: A Comparison Between Japan and the U.S.A., Kayo Hashimoto, Liu Nan
336-04 The Impact of IT Use on Co-parenting and Father’s Child Care Involvement in Japan and the U.S.A., Kuniko Kato, Mari Nakagawa
Organizer and Chair: Masako Ishii-Kuntz
IN SY (R)

#337 New Approaches to Studying American Families in a Changing Society
Phoenix West
337-01 Understanding and Predicting Single Mothers’ Parental Stress Trajectories, Blake Berryhill, Jared Durtshi
337-02 Parenting in Prison, Joyce A. Arditti, Jonathon Beckmeyer, Bradley G. Trip
337-03 A New American Family, Peter Likins
337-04 Beyond Nuclear Families: Extended Family Network Support and Maternal Well-being, Melissa A. Barnett, Bruce J. Ellis, Tomas Cabeza de Baca, Ashley Jordan
Discussant: Sarah Schoppe-Sullivan
Chair: Melissa A. Curran
Session Organizers: Melissa A. Curran, Melissa A. Barnett, Bruce J. Ellis
RT SY (R)

#338 Families Coping With Financial Difficulties
Ellis West
338-01 What Protects Couples’ Marital Quality During Financial Strain? Jeffrey Dew, Mark Jackson
338-02 Cultural Patterns of Coping With Economic Stress, Suzanne Bartholomae, Jonathan J. Fox
338-03 Examining the Personal Economic Consequences of Divorce: A Mixed Methods Study, David Schramm, Adam Galovan, Greg Brooks, Graham McCaulley, Tyler Jamison
Session Chair/Organizer: Jeffrey Dew
RT SY (R)

#339 SPECIAL WORKSHOP
3:15-4:45pm, Suite 318
Crafting Scholarship: Reviewing Articles
Panel: Mark Fine, Abbie Goldberg, Sarah Schoppe-Sullivan, Anisa Zvonkovic
Panelists will give practical tips on reviewing articles for NCFR Journals.
Presider: Robert Milardo, Journal of Family Theory & Review Editor

#339-1 Feminist Theory Discussion
3:15-4:45pm, Curtis B
Facilitators: Shannon Weaver, Kristen Van Ness, Ana Lucero-Lin, Elizabeth Sharp
#340 Students/New Professionals Workshop  
5-6:30pm, Suite 318  
Grant Writing  
NSF Dissertation Grants, Cass Dorius  
K Awards, Claire Kamp Dush  
Small Grants, Daphne Hernandez  
NIH Grants, Joe Grzywacz  
Chair: Daphne Hernandez

SECTION MEMBER MEETINGS  
5-6:30pm  
All attendees are welcome to attend the annual meetings of Sections. This is an opportunity for you to become more involved in NCFR and the Sections that match your areas of interest.

#341 Family and Health  
Ellis East. Presider: Jan McCulloch, Section Chair

#342 Feminism and Family Studies  
Phoenix West. Presider: Elizabeth Sharp, Section Chair

FOCUS GROUP  
5-6:30pm  
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#343 Sexuality  
Presider: Kate Kuvalanka, Kristen Benson  
(NOTE: THIS SESSION WAS CHANGED TO THURSDAY, 7-8:15am-Session #200A)

#344 Legacy Circle Reception  
6:15-7:15pm, Sundance (by invitation)  
This reception honors those who have been NCFR members 25 or more years. Light refreshments will be served. Invitation only.
SECTIONS MEMBER MEETINGS
6:45-8:15pm
All attendees are welcome to attend the annual meetings of Sections. This is an opportunity for you to become more involved in NCFR and the Sections that match your areas of interest.

#345 Religion and Families
Ellis West. Presider: Joanne Roberts, Section Chair

#346 Live Auction Sponsored by Feminism and Family Studies Section
Phoenix West. Presider: Elizabeth Sharp, Section Chair

FOCUS GROUPS
6:45-8:15pm
Focus groups are subsets of a sponsoring Section which has a specific interest. They are open to all members.

#347 Families and Technology
Remington B/C. Presider: Susan K. Walker, Chair, EE

#348 Work and Family
Borein B. Presider: Kamala Ramadoss, Chair, FP

Why I attend the annual conference
I come to the NCFR conference because I want to know the latest research that intersects the fields of sociology, psychology, and demography on families. All my other meetings are too discipline-specific. NCFR is the only place I can go to get more information about families from multidisciplinary perspectives. Claire Kamp Dush, Ph.D, Ohio State University

#349 UNIVERSITY/ALLIED ASSOCIATION RECEPTIONS
7:15-8:45pm, Regency Ballroom C/D
Top off the day by attending receptions sponsored by several colleges, universities and allied associations. Learn about programs and meet faculty and students, greet your fellow alums. Light refreshments served. Universities/Colleges/Associations participating as of October 2:

University of North Texas
The Ohio State University
Syracuse University–Falk College
Groves Conference on Marriage & Family
University of Delaware
Iowa State University
Mississippi State University
University of Georgia
Florida State University
Arizona State University
Michigan State University
Texas Tech University
University of Arizona
University of Minnesota
The University of Tennessee
University of Nebraska
Oklahoma State University
Montclair State University
North Dakota State University
Purdue University
North Central University

#350 FRIDAY NIGHT EXTRAVAGANZA . . .
“JUST DESSERTS”
9pm, Cowboy Artists Room – The Gathering Place
Open to all attendees. Dessert sampling and more!
Sponsored by Students/New Professionals and American Public University.
Conference Services/Early Meetings
Conference Registration
6:30am-1pm, 1st Floor-Regency Ballroom

Cyber Café
7am-4pm, Remington A
In addition to the computers in the Cyber Cafe, there is complimentary WiFi throughout the meeting rooms. Here is the network name and passcode to connect:
SSID: Roomnet Meeting Solutions. Passphrase: families

Educational Sessions/Additional Meetings

#400 Walk to Phoenix 5K Fun Walk/Run
7-9am, Meet at the Hotel Front Entrance
The Saturday 5K walk/run ends a year-long competition to walk the equivalent number of steps from Orlando to Phoenix.
Sponsored by the Family and Health Section

#401 POSTER SESSION 8
9-10:30am, Atrium
Poster Symposium: Health Literacy and Families
Note: The posters for this Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. For these posters, a discussion session will take place at 10am in the Curtis A Room.
401-01 FH (R) Health Literacy and Parental Feeding Practices, Katherine E. Speirs, Stephanie K. Grutzmacher
401-02 FH (R) Health Literacy and Parent Choice of Weight Control Strategies for Children, Janet Liechty
401-03 FH (R) Improving Medical Assistance Outreach to Eligible Pregnant Women, Bonnie Braun
Facilitators: Janet Liechty, Stephanie Grutzmacher

Adolescence
401-04 FH (R) The Influence of Parenting Factors on Chinese Adolescents’ Smoking and Academic Outcomes: A Meta-analysis, Shen Qin, Anh Do, Kadie Ausherma, Ruth Xia
401-05 EM (R) Relationships of Alienation, Ethnic Identity and Delinquent Behaviors Among Youth, Eunju Jung, Stephen Anderson, Ronald Sabatelli
401-06 EM (R) Health-related Predictors to Latino Adolescents’ Academic Achievement, Melissa Delgado, Andrea Vest, Colin Pierson, Kathalene Brooks
401-07 FH (R) The Influence of Parental Control, Parental Hostility, and Parental Structure on Adolescent Health Behaviors, Josephine Kwon, K.A.S. Wickrama

401-08 FH (R) Mindfulness: Exploring a Pathway to Emotional Well-being in Adolescents, Karen Bluth
401-09 FP (R) Influence of Fathers on Male Adolescents Who Have Sexually Offended, Margaret Keiley, Ali Zarembo-Morgan, Aubrey Ryan, Cassandra Kirkland, Christiana Datubo-Brown
401-10 FS (R) Feeling Grateful For Together Time: How Family Recreation Engenders Gratitude in Adolescents and Young Adults, Nathaniel Lambert, Adrienne Fly, Preston Brown, Sarah Coyne, Laura Padilla-Walker
401-11 FT (P) Gaining a Change of Heart: A Case Study of Youth in a Residential Treatment Center, Amy Whittaker, Katie Reck, Lisa Boyce
401-12 FT (R) Family Distance Regulation and Healthy Separation During Adolescence, Sujata Ponappa, Suzanne Bartle-Haring
401-13 IN (R) Monitoring Strategies and Knowledge in European-American and African-American Mothers, Sarah Myers, Christy Buchanan, Joseph Grzywacz
401-14 IN (R) Sticks, Stones, and Caustic Words: Their Impact on Jamaican Adolescents, Delores Smith, Milicia Tedder, Kamella Carmine, Todd Moore
401-15 RT (R) Developmental Trajectories of Adolescent Dating Aggression, Hans Saint-Eloi Cadely, Joe Pittman, Gregory Pettit, Jennifer Lansford, John Bates, Kenneth Dodge, Amy Holtzworth-Munroe
401-16 RT (P) Which Comes First: Adolescent Depression or Body-image Distortion? Erin Holmes, Tiffany Larson
401-17 RT (R) Discrimination, Academic Support, and Academic Motivation in Latino Youth, Bobby Kern, Carolyn Henry, Andrew Behnke, Scott Plunkett, Sada Knowles
401-18 EM (R) Adolescent Sisters’ Conversations About Dating, Sarah Killloren, Katherine Baxter, Elizabeth Anich
401-18A FP (R and P) The Self-reported Health and Well-being of Adopted College Students, Diana Baltimore, Sedahlia Jasper Crase

Children: Development/Socialization
401-19 FH (R) Time varying Maternal Employment and Early Childhood Development, Youngjo Im
401-20 RT (R) Parental and Kin Support Contributions to Children’s Social Competence, Tomas Cabeza De Baca, Ashley Jordan, Elizabeth Tilley, Triin Anton, Melissa Barnett, Bruce Ellis
401-21 RT (R) Mother-child Coregulation Processes and Child Internalizing Behaviors, Erix C. Albrecht, Christine Kemp, Erika S. Lunkenheimer
401-22 RT (R) Interactive Repair in the Context of Maternal Depressive Symptoms, Christine Kemp, Erin Albrecht, Erika Lunkenheimer
401-23 RT (R) Co-sleeping as an Ontogenetic Adaptation: A Theoretical Perspective, Elaine Barry
401-24 EE (R) Predictors of Academic Achievement: A Social Capital Perspective of Teachers/Schools, Bethanne Shriner, Michael Shriner, Kathryn Bojczyn
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401-25 FH (R) Chaos as a Social Determinant of Child Health: Reciprocal Associations? Clare Kamp Dush, Kammi Schmeer, Miles Taylor

401-26 FF (R) Maternal Depression in Relation to Attentional Control in Children, Emma Hooper, Xin Feng

401-27 FH (R) The Friendship Study: An Examination of Weight-based Stigmatization Across the Elementary and Middle School Years, Holly Kihm

Financial and Work Stressors

401-28 RT (R) Financial and Work Stressors and Divorce Probability, Karina Shreffler, Michael Morris

Defining Family-Homeless Adults

401-29 AC (R and P) Defining Family: Perspectives of Homeless Adults in Southeast Texas, Janeal M. McCauley, 2012 Affiliate Councils Award Winner

#402 SPECIAL SESSION
9:15-10:30am, Regency Ballroom B

Transgender Youth
Presenter: Kim Pearson, Executive Director, TransYouth Family Allies
Presider: Russell Toomey
Sponsored by Feminism and Family Studies Section

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 11
9:15-10:30am

#403 Relationship Education
Remington B/C

403-02 Individual Factors Associated With Involvement in Different Types of Marriage Preparation Interventions, Stephen Duncan, Shelece McAllister, Jeffry Larson

403-03 A Content Analysis of What Couples are Saying About Relationship Education, Daniel Hubler, Brandon Burr, Lauren Stahl, Ashley Messer, Kelly Roberts, Brandt Gardner

Presider: Jacqueline Kirby-Wilkins
EE PA (R and P)

#404 Immigration and Adaptation: Methodological and Conceptual Currents-Part 1
Russell A/B
404-01 “Turning Inward”: Acculturative Stress, Immigration and Adaptation of Mexican Immigrant Families in the Midwest, Robert Reyes, Ruben Viramontez-Anguiano

404-02 A Person-centered Approach to Socialization Among Mexican-American Families, Rebecca White, Katharine Zeiders, Nancy Gonzales, Jenn Tein, Mark Roosa, George Knight

404-03 Depression of Remaining Family Members of Mexicans Migrating to the U.S., Juyoung Jang, Veronica Deenanath, Catherine Solheim

EM PA (R)

#405 Sickle Cell Disease: Improving Care for Patients and Families Through Film
Borein B
Jackie Williams Reade
FH WK (P)

#406 Everyday Life: Spouses’ Interactions With Partners With Chronic Illness
Ellis East
406-01 Spouse Involvement and Diabetes Management in Later Life Couples, Amber J. Seidel, Melissa M. Franks, Karen Rook, Mary Ann Parris Stephens


406-03 Exploring Daily Health Symptoms in Older Couples and How They Relate to Seeking Medical Help: Rural vs. Urban, Male vs. Female, and Veteran vs. Non-Veteran Comparisons, Jeremy B. Yorgason, Vaughn Call, Katie Gustafson, Wesley Godfrey, Ari Bond

406-04 A Qualitative Comparison of the Impact of Lymphedema on Sexual Experience Among Breast Cancer Survivors, M. Elise Radina, Mei Fu, Lori Horstman

Discussant: Sara Honn Qualls
Chair: Amber Seidel
FP/FH SY (R)

#407 Parenting Issues
Borein A
407-01 Parent Weight-related Conversations: Helpful or Harmful? Jerica Mohlman-Berge (WAS POSTER #416-16 FS ON Sat., 10:45am)

407-02 Parenting, Anger Regulation and Adjustment in Low-income Urban Youth, Benjamin Houlberg, Amanda Morris, Lixian Cui (WAS POSTER #416-17 FS ON Sat., 10:45am)

407-03 Transition to Parenthood: Stress, Co-parenting, and Relationship Quality, Jared A. Durtshi, Kristy L. Soloski

407-01 The Content of Father Stereotypes, Melinda Markham, Jessica Troilo, Marilyn Coleman, Larry Ganong, Ghadir Khalil (MOVED TO POSTER #303-27A ON FRI., 8am)

407-02 Defining Divorced Nonresidential Father Involvement: A Qualitative Study, Jessica Troilo, Marilyn Coleman (MOVED TO POSTER #303-27A ON FRI., 8am)

Discussant/Presider: Rob Palkovitz
FS PA (R)
### #408 Couple Relationships, Attachment, and Trust

**Ellis West**

408-01 Dimensions of Attachment and Commitment Over the Transition to Parenthood, Megan M. Ferriby, Claire M. Kamp Dush

408-02 Attachment and Marital Beliefs: Working Models of Marriage, Scott Hall

408-03 Couple Boundaries for Social Networking: Impact of Trust and Satisfaction, Aaron Norton, Joyce Baptist

**Presider:** Martha S. Perry

**RT PA (R)**

### CONCURRENT SESSIONS 12

**10:45am-Noon**

### #409 Immigration and Adaptation: Methodological and Conceptual Currents-Part 2

**Remington B/C**

409-01 Korean Immigrants’ Individual, Family and Community-level Subjective Well-being, Soyoung Lee

409-02 Dimensions of Attachment and Commitment Over the Transition to Parenthood, Megan M. Ferriby, Claire M. Kamp Dush, Sarah J. Schoppe-Sullivan

409-03 More Than Just “Not Enough”: Latino Immigrants’ Food Insecurity Experiences, TIFFANI D. STEVENSON LLOYD, Katherine E. SPEIRS, Kate C. RIERA, Ashley L. Munger, Stephanie K. Grutzmacher

**Presider:** Kristen Benson

**Recorder:** Sarah McDougall

**EM PA (R)**

### #410 Adolescent/Young Adult Sexual Health

**Russell A/B**

410-01 Predictors of Healthy Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors in Adolescence, Alyssa McElwain, Jennifer Kerpeelman, Joe Pittman, Francesca Adler-Baeder


410-03 “Hooking Up”: Health Implications for Young Adults, Deborah Coehlo, Rebecca Ward, I. Joyce Chang, Michael F. Smith

410-04 The Influence of Alcohol Use on Casual Sex, Lindsey Aaron, Courtney Watson, Markie Blumer

**Facilitator:** Ebony Reddock

**FH PA (R)**

### #411 Family Health and Health Literacy

**Borein A**

411-01 From Alpha to Omega: A Neurological Analysis of Marital Conflict, Claire Kimberly, Ron Werner-Wilson, Trent Parker, Donna Smith, Kelly Bradley

411-02 Rural Families and Health, Kimberly Doudna, Kimberly Greder


**Facilitator:** Jan McCulloch

**FH PA (R)**

### #412 Transgender Youth and Health

**Borein B**


412-02 Parents With Transgender Children Navigate the Health Care System, Katherine Kuvalanka, Judith Weiner

412-03 Health Outcomes for Lesbian/Bisexual Moms in Poverty Compared to Heterosexual Moms, Elizabeth Holman, Ramona Oswald

412-04 How Past Relationships Influence LGB Young Adult’s Relationship Quality, Joel Muraco, Stephen Russell, Melissa Curran

**Presider:** Kristen Benson

**Recorder:** Sarah McDougall

**FF PA (R)**

### #413 Parental Influences on Child Outcomes

**Ellis East**

413-01 Teen Moms’ Parenting Competence and Child Social-emotional Outcomes, Amy Guimond, Laudan Jahromi, Adriana Umaña-Taylor, Kimberly Updegraff


413-03 Child Trauma Symptoms in Single Caregiver Homes: Effects of Parental Incarceration, Joyce Arditti

**Presider:** Walter Schumm

**RT PA (R)**

### #414 Understanding Relationship Quality

**Ellis West**

414-01 Alexithymia and Marital Quality: The Mediating Role of Loneliness, Nick Frye-Cox

414-02 “I’m too Tired”: Sexual Attempts and Relational Health, Brian Willoughby, Chelom Levitt, Adam Farero

414-03 Turning Inward vs. Turning Outward: Relationship Work and Its Effects on Relationship Quality, Jakob Jensen, Amy Rauer

414-04 Positive Marital Quality of Spouse Caregivers and Its Health Benefits for the Care Recipients: Evidence From the 2004 Health and Retirement Survey, Heejeong Choi, Jeremy Yorgason, Sunwoo Kang

**Presider:** Amy Rauer

**RT PA (R)**
#415 Students/New Professionals Workshop
10:45am-Noon, Curtis B

**Online Identities and Technological Tips**
Utilizing Evolving Internet-based Technology for Academic Scholars, Rachel Engler, Katherine Gerst, Jen Doty, Anna Bohlinger

#416 POSTER SESSION 9
10:45am-Noon, Atrium

**Poster Symposium: Health Issues**
Note: The posters for the Poster Symposium will be in the Atrium. For these posters, a discussion session will take place at 11:30am in the Curtis A Room.
416-01 FP (R) SNAPing Back to Healthy: Predicting the Presences of Foods in the Household, Gloria Yim
416-02 FP (R) The Child and Adult Care Food Program and the Nutrition of Preschoolers, Sanders Korenman, Kristin S. Abner, Robert Kaestner, Rachel A. Gordon Facilitator: Kari Adamsen

**Therapy/Counseling**
416-03 (R) FT Comparing Contemporary MFT Models in the Practice of Medical Family Therapy, Alyssa Banford, Nicolle Clemmer Mayo, Jeehee Sung, Jackie Williams Reade, David Ivey
416-04 FT (NOTE: THIS POSTER IS NOW SCHEDULED FOR FRIDAY, NOON #318-31) Pre-therapy Expectations About Couple Treatment: A Qualitative Exploratory Study, Rachel Tambling, Alison Wong, Shayne Anderson, Nicole Scrivano, Kerry Silva
416-05 FT (R) The Effectiveness of Parent Alliance-building Techniques, Stephen DeLuca, Eric Johnson
416-06 FH (R) At-risk State EMS Employees and Their Families: When CISM Debriefings Are Not Enough, Peter Taillac, Ron J. Hammond

**Substance Abuse/Addictions**
416-08 FH (R) Childhood Maltreatment, Substance Abuse, and Delinquency in Incarcerated Adolescent Males, William McGuigan
416-09 EM (R) An Ecological Approach to Examining Ethnic Differences in Substance Use, Whitney Harper, Jessica Barnes
416-10 FH (R) Covariates of Discrepant and Congruent Young Adult Drinking Partnerships, Jacquelyn Wiersma, Judith Fischer
416-11 FH (R) Psychoecological Model of Alcohol Use in Mexican-American Adolescents, Esther Devall, Heejung Chun

---

**Why I attend the annual conference**
My time at the NCFR conference is time to rejuvenate, to connect and to network with friends, colleagues and mentors and really to engage in the science and the practice that is going on across the nation and the globe with excellent scholars, practitioners, and friends. Tammy Henderson, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University
#417 CLOSING PLENARY SESSION
12:15-2pm, Regency Ballroom B
Plenary Sponsor: University of Minnesota, Department of Family Social Science, B. Jan McCulloch, Ph.D., Head

“Caregiving is Just What Families Do”: Challenges of Aging Families and Health

Sara Honn Qualls, Ph.D., is Kraemer Family Professor of Psychology and Director of the Gerontology Center at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs. She is a practicing clinical psychologist who helped establish the CU Aging Center in Colorado Springs which provides mental health services for older adults. She has published six books on mental health and aging, including Aging Families and Caregiving. Her research focuses on family development and clinical interventions for later life families, innovative approaches to senior housing, and applied technology interventions to improve well-being of older adults. She is a fellow of both The Gerontological Society and The American Psychological Association and recipient of the ARC Professional Contribution Award.

Greetings from the Session Sponsor: B. Jan McCulloch, Head, Department of Family Social Science, University of Minnesota
Presentation of the Feldman Outstanding Research Proposal for Research in Family Policy. Presenter: Diana Baltimore, SNP Representative, Family Policy Section and Award Committee Chair
Presentation of the Feldman Internship Award or Feldman Travel Award. Presenter: Diana Baltimore, SNP Representative, Family Policy Section and Award Committee Chair
Session Presider: Leigh A. Leslie, 2012 Program Chair

Plenary Sponsor

The Department of Family Social Science (FSoS) provides undergraduate, masters, and doctoral-level education focused on all aspects of family life in the U.S. and around the world using a family systems approach to examine families as they interact with their environments. Our daily scholarship seeks to understand and find effective solutions to the problems families face. Departmental faculty are leaders in family research, family theory, couple and family therapy, parenting and family education, and consultation on family issues.

FSoS faculty are involved in a number of interdisciplinary ventures, including collaborations within the university and a significant number of community partnerships as well as inter-university collaborations. Examples include the Academic Health Center, the Department of Family Medicine and Community Health, University of Minnesota Extension, Psychiatry, Social Work, Curriculum and Instruction, Post-Secondary Teaching and Learning, the Minnesota Department of Human Services, the Institute on Domestic Violence, and St. Mary’s University.

Nationally, faculty collaborate with partners at the Oregon Social Learning Center and participate in multi-state research projects with scholars from more than 35 states. Internationally, faculty work with colleagues in Israel, Germany, Bolivia, Mexico, Thailand, Korea, Uganda, and Iraq. These relationships enrich FSoS scholarship across research, teaching, and engagement and students’ formal and informal learning experiences.

Dr. B. Jan McCulloch, Department Head
Career Center
Your career connection in the family research, practice, and education field
http://www.ncfr.org/career-center

Employers...NCFR is the source for candidates
• Targeted advertising to thousands of professionals in the family studies community
• Access to quality candidates
• Easy online posting, account management, and tracking reports
• Automatic emails when new job seekers enter resumes matching your criteria
• Instant notification when candidates apply

Job seekers...NCFR is your career connection
• Post your resume confidentially
• Save time and money by applying online; no charge to you
• Browse or search by employer, job location, job category or title
• Receive automatic e-mail alerts when new postings match your preferred job title
• Check it out at http://www.ncfr.org/career-center

NCFR Annual Conference Special Offer
Are you looking for a family science or family life professional?
If you have a position to post, the NCFR Career Center has a deal for you.
Special events

This section of the program lists events not related to educational sessions

**WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31**

**CFLE Exam**
8:30-11:30am, Suite 327
Candidates must be pre-registered to sit for the exam. Please be in the exam room by 8:15am to check in and receive instructions. The exam begins promptly at 8:30. Proctor: Cindy Winter

**Memorial Service**
12-1pm, Cassidy Room
We will pay tribute to the following NCFR leaders and fellows who have passed away this past year: Jean Warner Bauer, Alexis J. Walker, Carl Williams. We also remember other NCFR members who passed away this year: Virginia Norris Anderson, Margaret Jacobson Bubolz, Larissa Frias, Vivian Gedaly-Duff, Lillian Kratz, Judith Wallerstein

**Visit the Exhibits**
Grand Opening, 5-8pm, Atrium-Second Floor
Also open Thursday, 9am-4pm; Friday, 8am-2pm
Exhibits offer an array of new materials and services to enhance your work. Visit with representatives at all the booths. Register for prizes. Prizes will be awarded on Friday afternoon; need not be present to win, but items must be picked up by 2pm.

**WiFi log-in**
WiFi is provided throughout the meeting rooms and adjacent common areas.
SSID: Roomnet Meeting Solutions
Passphrase: families

**The Gathering Place**
Cowboy Artists Room
8am-12midnight, W/Th/F
Relax with friends. Open to all conference participants, all day long. WiFi access. Refreshments available (times vary). Students/New Professionals...check out special informal round table discussions on topics important to young professionals: job search, career development, mentoring, internships; see daily schedule for details.
Presented by Students/New Professionals
Sponsored by American Public University

**President’s Welcoming Reception**
6:45-8pm, Ellis Room and Atrium-Second Floor
President: Elaine Anderson, NCFR President
• Welcome
• Recognition of Fellows
• Induction of 2011 NCFR Fellows
• Refreshments and socializing
Sponsored by Wiley-Blackwell Publishing

**CFLE Reception**
8:15-9:45pm, Regency Ballroom D
Facilitator/President: Susan Marsh, CFLE Advisory Board Chair. By invitation. Open to all current CFLEs. No RSVP required.

Status of the CFLE program
Recognition of academic programs approved or renewed
Presentation of CFLE of the Year Award
Networking
Dessert buffet (Halloween theme!)

**Platinum Sponsor**
WisdomForParents.com

**Gold Sponsors**
Central Council on Family Relations - University of Central Oklahoma
Miami University - Department of Family Studies & Social Work

**Silver Sponsors**
North Dakota State University - Human Development and Family Science
Ouida Westney
Stephen F. Austin State University – School of Human Sciences
Weber State University – Child and Family Studies

**Bronze Sponsors**
Maureen Blankemeyer
Wm. Michael Fleming
Dana McDermott
Parenting Partnerships, Inc.
Laura Smart
Special events

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1

Newcomers Reception
12-1pm, Regency Ballroom D
Presider: Paul Amato, NCFR President-Elect
Sponsored by American Public University, the NCFR Board of
Directors, and Annual Conference Program Committee.

All who are attending the NCFR Conference for the first or
second time are invited. Learn about...
• Section membership, where you’re connected to other
  members with interests like yours
• Certified Family Life Educator credential
• Honors Recognition Program
• State and student affiliates
• Journals and how to submit articles
• Elections Council, Student/
  New Professional activities, and more activities and
  subgroups within NCFR
• Prize drawings, refreshments

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2

Breakfast Meeting for Student Affiliates
7:30-10am, Regency Ballroom C
Presentation of Outstanding Student Paper Awards
Program: Past Participation with a Student Affiliate: Benefits
and Suggestions for Future Directions.
Program Presenters: Janis Henderson, Shera Jackson,
Katherine Lindley, Miriam Mulsow
Presiders: Sterling Wall, Claire Kimberly

Legacy Circle (by invitation)
6:15-7:15pm, Sundance
All who have been members of NCFR for 25 or more years are invited to this special event.

University and Allied Association Receptions
7:15-8:45pm, Regency Ballroom C/D
Top off the day by attending receptions sponsored by several
colleges, universities and allied associations. Learn about
programs and meet faculty and students, greet your fellow
alums. Light refreshments served. Universities/Colleges/
Associations participating as of October 2:

University of North Texas
The Ohio State University
Syracuse University–Falk College
Groves Conference on Marriage & Family
University of Delaware
Iowa State University
Mississippi State University
University of Georgia
Florida State University
Arizona State University
Michigan State University
Texas Tech University
University of Arizona
University of Minnesota
The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Oklahoma State University
Montclair State University
North Dakota State University
Purdue University
North Central University

Friday Night Extravaganza: Just Desserts
9-10pm, The Gathering Place, Cowboy Artists Room
Open to all conference attendees. Dessert sampling and more.
Presented by Students/New Professionals and sponsored by
American Public University

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3

Walk to Phoenix 5K Fun Walk/Run
7-9am, Meet at the Hotel Front Entrance
The Saturday 5K walk/run ends a year-long competition
to walk the equivalent number of steps from Orlando to Phoenix.

It’s not too late to participate. Sign up at the Registration Desk!
Sponsored by the Family and Health Section

Taste of Arizona
5pm, Hotel Lobby
If you are staying in Phoenix on Saturday night, end your confer-
ence experience on a great note by joining your colleagues and
relaxing in a no-host evening at a local restaurant. Sign-up sheet
available in the Gathering Place, Cowboy Artists Room. Meet in
lobby.

Why I attend the annual conference
One of the best parts of being affiliated
with NCFR is the opportunity to get to
know students, faculty, and practitioners
who are interested in cutting edge ideas
related to family life. At the conference
there are opportunities to have lunch with
the leaders in our field, attend networking
sessions, and listen to excellent
presentations that get you excited about
your own work. In addition, the Student/
New Professional sessions have been critical in preparing
me for the transition from student to faculty. I think that
NCFR is the most practical and effective conference I attend.
Cassandra Dorius, Ph.D., S/NP Program Representative
**QUICK-GLANCE ALPHABETIC LISTING**
Check day-by-day schedule for details and location.

**For section and focus group meetings, see next listing.**

2013 Program Committee, Thurs., Nov. 1, 7:30-9:30am
2013 Program Committee, Fri., Nov. 2, 7:30-9am
Affiliate Councils Executive Board Tuesday, Oct. 30, 6-8pm
Affiliate Councils Executive Board, Fri., Nov.2, 9-1:15-4pm
Affiliate Council Leadership Training, Wed., Oct. 31, 8am-1pm
Audit Committee Tuesday, Oct. 30, 10am-12pm
Board of Directors Tuesday, Oct. 30, 12-7pm
CFLE Academic Program Review Committee, Thurs., Nov. 1, 7:30-9:30am
CFLE Advisory Board Tuesday, Oct. 30 2:30-9:30 pm
Committee to Strengthen the Submission and Reviewing Process, Fri., Nov. 2, 9-9:45am
Diversity and Inclusion Committee, Wed., Oct. 31, 8-9:30am
Elections Council, Fri., Nov. 2, 8:30-9:30am
Family Relations Associate Editors, Fri., Nov. 2, 12-1:15 pm
Faculty Mentoring Session, Wed., Oct. 31, 5:15-6:30 pm
Fellows Committee, Wed., Oct. 31, 11:45am-1:15 pm
FLE Committee, Fri., Nov. 2, 8-9:30am
Focus Group Task Force, Thurs., Nov. 1, 10-11am
Groves Conference Board Meeting, Fri., Nov. 2, 12-3pm
Inclusion and Diversity Committee, Wed., Oct. 31, 7:30-10am
Journal Board Committee, Wed., Oct. 31, 3:30-4:30 pm
Journal of Family Theory & Review Editorial Board, Fri., Nov. 2, 8-9:30am
Journal of Marriage and Family Deputy Editors, Wed., Oct. 31, 10:45-11:45am
Journal of Marriage and Family Editorial Board, Thurs., Nov. 1, 11:45am-1pm
Legacy Circle, Fri., Nov. 2, 6:15-7:15 pm
Meeting of Editorial Assistants for NCFR Journals and NCFR Staff, Thurs., Nov. 1, 10-11:30am
Meeting of Publisher Representatives, Editors and Staff, Wed., Oct. 31, 4:45-5:45 pm
Meeting of the 75th Anniversary Committee, Fri., Nov. 2, 3-4:30 pm
Memorial Service for NCFR Leaders Who Have Passed Away, Wed., Oct. 31, Noon-1pm
NCFR Annual Business Meeting and Member Forum, Thurs., Nov. 1, 5-6:15 pm
Newcomers Reception, Thurs., Nov. 1, 12-1pm
President’s Welcoming Reception and Induction of 2011 NCFR Fellows, Wed., Oct. 31, 6:45-8pm
Section Awards Task Force Meeting, Wed., Oct. 31, 4:45-5:45 pm
Section Chairs Meeting Tuesday, Oct. 30 7:30-9pm
Student Affiliate Presidents/Reps and Advisors, Fri., Nov. 2, 7:30-10am
Student/New Professional Leadership Council, Thurs., Nov. 1, 6:30-8pm
TCRM Business Meeting, Fri., Nov. 2, 12-1:15 pm
University/Allied Association Reception, Fri., Nov. 2, 7:15-8:45 pm

**DAY-BY-DAY LISTING**

**WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2012**
Inclusion and Diversity Committee Meeting
7:30-10am, Boardroom

Affiliate Councils Leadership Training Workshop
8am-1pm, Regency Ballroom C

Journal of Marriage and Family Deputy Editors
10:45-11:45am, Boardroom

Fellows Committee Meeting
11:45am-1:15pm, Boardroom

Education and Enrichment Section Meeting
12-1:15pm, Phoenix West

Research and Theory Section Meeting
12-1:15pm, Remington B/C

Eastern European Families Focus Group
12-1:15pm, Russell A/B

Journal Board Committee Meeting
3:30-4:30pm, Boardroom

Meeting of Publisher Representatives, Editors and Staff
4:45-5:45pm, Boardroom

Section Award Task Force Meeting
4:45-5:45pm, Russell C

Faculty Mentoring Session
5:15-6:30pm, Suite 316

Family Policy Section Meeting
8-9:30pm, Russell A/B

International Section Meeting
8-9:30pm, Cassidy

GLBTSA Focus Group
8-9:30pm, Phoenix West

Men in Families Focus Group
8-9:30pm, Remington B/C

**THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2012**
Qualitative Family Research Network Focus Group
7-8:15am, Remington B/C

Sexuality Focus Group
7-8:15am, Russell A/B

CFLE Academic Program Review Committee
7:30-9:30am, Terrace Cafe

2013 Program Committee Meeting
7:30-9:30am, Borein B

Focus Group Task Force Meeting
10-11am, Russell C
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2012

Issues in Aging Focus Group
7-8:15am, Curtis B

Adoption Focus Group
7-8:15am, Borein B

2013 Conference Program Committee Meeting,
7:30-9am, Borein A

Student Affiliate Presidents/Reps and Advisors
7:30-10am, Regency Ballroom C

Journal of Family Theory & Review Editorial Board
8-9:30am, Suite 314

FLE Committee
8-9:30am, Suite 318

Elections Council Meeting
8:30-9:30am, Boardroom
Don’t miss the exhibits!
• Atrium–Second Floor
• See the latest in books, products, and services
• Talk with representatives
• Register to win cool prizes

Exhibit dates and times
• Wednesday, October 31, 5-8pm
• Thursday, November 1, 9am-4pm
• Friday, November 18, 8am-2pm

Prize drawings Friday noon; need not be present to win but all items must be picked up by 2pm on Friday.

EXHIBITORS
American Public University, Booth #18
Cengage, Booth #4
Center for Family Life Education, Booth #16
Center for Human Resource Research, Ohio State University
Groves Conference on Marriage & Family, Booth #14
Kappa Omicron Nu, Booth #13
Latina(o) Graduate Student Alliance, Booth #3
National Council on Family Relations, Booth #7
National Responsible Fatherhood Clearinghouse, Booth #20
Northcentral University, Booth #8
Penn State Clearinghouse for Military Family Readiness, Booth #17
Psychology Press, Booth #5
Sage, Booth #9
Silver Dreams, Booth #2
Springer, Booth #11
Strengthening Families Program: For Parents and Youth 10-14, Booth #12
Syracuse University Falk College, Booth #10
The Dibble Institute, Booth #1
The German Family Panel-Pairfam, Booth #15
Veronica Lane Media, Booth #19
Wiley Blackwell, Booth #6

SPONSORS
Wiley-Blackwell
Publishers of NCFR journals and sponsors of the President’s Reception

University of Maryland
Opening Plenary Sponsor: Wednesday, Jacquelyn Campbell

University of Illinois
Plenary Sponsor: Thursday, Barbara Fiese

University of Georgia
Plenary Sponsor: Friday, Brian Smedley

University of Minnesota
Plenary Sponsor: Saturday, Sara Honn Qualls

Journal of Family Theory & Review
TCRM Reception

American Public University
Student/New Professional Workshops
The Gathering Place
Friday Night Extravaganza

NorthCentral University
Cyber Cafe

WisdomForParents.com
CFLE Reception
Welcome to the 74th NCFR Annual Conference. The theme “Families and Health” is the focus of a stimulating and relevant program that fits perfectly with the social and political issues so prevalent today.

This year’s offerings of plenaries, special sessions, research and practitioner updates are outstanding. NCFR Sections have planned stimulating special topic workshops, symposia and posters covering a wide range of topics in family sciences.

In addition to over 350 presentations, you can network with colleagues, meet NCFR Board members and Section Chairs, and learn from several of NCFR’s Fellows at “Fellows Round Tables.”

Contacting you
Please leave your cell phone number or hotel room number with family and workplaces. Locating you in an emergency can be difficult. You can add emergency contacts to your conference registration record if you did not do that earlier.

Accommodations for special needs
The Hyatt Regency Hotel and NCFR want to insure that all may fully participate in the conference. If you have questions or accommodation requests, notify staff at the conference registration desk or the hotel front desk. (NCFR and hotel staff are not available to provide personal assistance services.)

Other questions about the conference or logistics
Stop at the NCFR Conference Registration desk located on the main floor (Registration Desk #1).

Refund Policy
Refund deadline was October 8, 2012. For exceptions related to medical emergency (only), contact NCFR staff.

Wear your conference badge!
Badges must be worn at all times and are required for admission to all educational sessions, receptions, and activities.

Your conference registration fee covers admission to the following events:
• Plenaries, symposia/workshops, papers, round tables, posters
• Special sessions, Section and Focus Group business meetings
• Exhibits
• Newcomers’ Reception, open to first and second time attendees
• All receptions and workshops except the following which are invitation only or require pre-registration: all pre-conference workshops on Tuesday, Oct. 30; CFLE Reception; Legacy Circle; Affiliate Councils Workshop; Student Affiliates Breakfast

Continuing Education Hours
NCFR is approved for continuing education hours by the National Board of Certified Counselors, the National Association of Social Workers and NASW-AZ, the California Board of Behavioral Sciences, for up to 33.75 hours, and for NCFR Certified Family Life Educators (40 hours).

These continuing education opportunities are provided to therapists and counselors, social workers, and NCFR Certified Family Life Educators, as well as other family professionals. It is your responsibility to insure that your organization or agency accepts CEUs approved by NBCC, NASW, and CBBS.

If you registered for Continuing Education Hours, use the forms available from the Registration Desk. If you didn’t sign up for CEUs initially, you can add CEU registration at the conference registration desk. There is a $25 fee (does not apply to CFLE CEUs). Certificates of attendance will be mailed by January 15, 2013. One hour attendance verification is given for each clock hour in content sessions. (Breaks and introductions are excluded.)

Learn about NCFR
Feel free to ask questions of the Board members and other committee officers who are wearing colored ribbons on their name badges. Visit the NCFR Booth in the Exhibits area for membership information. Be sure to attend sessions or business meetings sponsored by Sections and Focus Groups that interest you. See the list of Special Events and Committee Meetings following the session listings in this booklet.

Conference services and events
Conference Registration
Registration Desk 1
Tuesday, 12pm-6pm • Wednesday, 7am-5pm
Thursday, 7am-5pm • Friday, 7am-5pm
Saturday, 7am-1pm

Cyber Cafe • Remington A
7am-10pm, W/Th/F; 7am-4pm, Sat
Computers available for use; no charge. Please limit your time when others are waiting. Sponsored by Stokes Medical Billing.

WiFi zones and log-in
WiFi is available throughout the conference meeting rooms and common spaces.
SSID: Roomnet Meeting Solutions
Passphrase: families

The Gathering Place
Cowboy Artist • 8am-12midnight,W/Th/F
Relax with friends. Open to all conference participants. WiFi access. Refreshments available (times vary).

Visit the Exhibits • Atrium—Second Floor
Wednesday, 5-8pm; Thursday, 9am-4pm; Friday, 8am-2pm
Hotel Information
Hyatt Regency Hotel
122 North Second Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
Reservations: 888-421-1442
http://phoenix.hyatt.com

The Phoenix Hyatt Regency is headquarters for the 2012
National Council on Family Relations Annual Conference. All
presentations, meetings, poster sessions, exhibits and events will
be held at the hotel.

Hotel amenities
• Fitness center
• Outdoor pool/spa
• Einstein Bros. Bagel Cafe
• Terrace Cafe
• Networks Bar and Grill
• Compass Arizona Grill (a revolving restaurant)

Airport transfers
• Metro Light Rail ($1.75)
• Super Shuttle
• Taxi
For details, contact hotel staff

Conference tips
• Plan your conference session schedule with the online
  “Schedule Builder” or use the Personal Program Scheduler
  (inserted into this program).
• Make appointments with colleagues in advance.
• Hand out your business cards, vitae, and resumes!
• Remember personal safety. Call the hotel front desk or see
  NCFR staff with concerns.
• Networking opportunities abound! Don’t miss the Newcomers
  Reception, the University Receptions, many sessions for
  Students/New Professionals (S/NP) including job market
  discussion, applying to graduate school, and “Speed Mentoring.”

Things to do
First Fridays–Art Crawl
Friday, November 2, it’s a celebration of art, with more than 70
Phoenix participating galleries and venues…special hours and
free shuttles, offered by nonprofit Artlink Phoenix. Check in
October for updates on First Friday the month we’ll be there.

CityScape (two blocks south of the Hyatt)
Located in the heart of downtown, CityScape Phoenix is a place
where people come together for dining, nightlife, shopping,
entertainment, business, community events and celebrations
of all kinds. This authentic urban space connects people and
generates energy, creativity and excitement all day, every day in
one central location.

Arizona Center (two blocks north of the Hyatt)
More shopping, dining, nightlife within easy walking distance.
2012 BOARD MEMBERS

President
Elaine A. Anderson, University of Maryland

President-Elect
Paul Amato, Pennsylvania State University

Secretary/Treasurer
Carolyn Henry, Oklahoma State University

Board Members-at-Large
I. Joyce Chang, University of Central Missouri
Jennifer V. Hardesty, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Maureen Perry-Jenkins, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Bradley Van Eeden-Moorefield, Montclair State University

Affiliate Councils President-elect
Rose Allen, University of Minnesota Extension

Student/New Professional Representative
Andrew O. Behnke, North Carolina State University

Student/New Professional Representative-elect
Lyndal Khaw, Montclair State University

Ex Officio
NCFR Executive Director: Diane L. Cushman
NCFR Manager of Governance and Operations/Board and Section Liaison: Jeanne A. Strand

NCFR Board of Directors. Front row: Jennifer Hardesty; Lyndal Khaw; I. Joyce Chang; Elaine Anderson
Back row: Rose Allen; Carolyn Henry; Andrew Behnke; Bradley Van Eeden-Moorefield. Not pictured: Paul Amato; Maureen Perry-Jenkins

2013 BOARD MEMBERS
(Newly elected members are seated after the conference)

President
Elaine A. Anderson, University of Maryland

President-Elect
Paul R. Amato, Pennsylvania State University

Secretary/Treasurer
Carolyn S. Henry, Oklahoma State University

Board Members-at-Large
I. Joyce Chang, University of Central Missouri
Jennifer L. Hardesty, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Maureen Perry-Jenkins, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Bradley Van Eeden-Moorefield, Montclair State University

Affiliate Councils President-elect
Rose Allen, University of Minnesota Extension

Student/New Professional Representative
Lyndal Khaw, Montclair State University

Student/New Professional Representative-elect
To be filled in 2013 elections for 2014 (serves one year on board, ex officio, then takes SNP Representative position)

Ex Officio
NCFR Executive Director: Diane L. Cushman
NCFR Manager of Governance and Operations/Board and Section Liaison: Jeanne A. Strand
CONFERENCE PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Program Chair
Leigh Leslie, University of Maryland

Program Chair-Elect
Judith Fischer, Texas Tech University

Section Chairs/Affiliate Councils/SNP
Education and Enrichment: Susan Walker, University of Minnesota
Ethnic Minorities: Yvette Perry, University of Toledo
Family and Health: B. Jan McCulloch, University of Minnesota
Family Policy: Tammy Henderson, Oklahoma State University
Family Science: Tammy S. Harpel, Illinois State University
Family Therapy: Thomas Blume, Oakland University
Feminism and Family Studies: Elizabeth Sharp, Texas Tech University
International: Michael Mbito, Messiah College
Religion and Family Life: Joanne Roberts, Hardin-Simmons University
Research and Theory: Tom Holman, Brigham Young University
Affiliate Councils Program Chair: Deb Cashen, Texas Council on Family Relations
Students/New Professionals Program Rep: Cassandra Dorius, University of Michigan
TCRM Workshops Chair: Jay Fagan, Temple University, and Karina Shreffler, Oklahoma State University
Inclusion and Diversity Committee Representative: Maresa Murray, Indiana University

Ex-officio/staff
NCFR President: Elaine A. Anderson, University of Maryland
NCFR President-Elect: Paul Amato, Pennsylvania State University
NCFR Executive Director: Diane L. Cushman
Conference Program Consultant: Cindy Winter, CMP
NCFR Conference and Meeting Planner: Judy Schutz
NCFR Membership/Marketing Director: Charles Cheekebrough
NCFR Program Content Consultant: Nancy Gonzalez
Exhibits Coordinator: Judy Schutz
Information Technology Manager: Jason Samuels
Photographer: Sothy Eng

JOURNAL EDITORS
Journal of Marriage and Family: David Demo, University of North Carolina-Greensboro; Kelly R. Raley (incoming editor), University of Texas-Austin
Family Relations: Interdisciplinary Journal of Applied Family Studies: Ronald Sabatelli, University of Connecticut
Journal of Family Theory & Review: Robert Milardo, University of Maine

AFFILIATE COUNCILS BOARD

President: Minnell Tralle, University of Minnesota Extension
President-elect: Rose Allen, University of Minnesota Extension
Program Chair: Deb Cashen, Texas Council on Family Relations
Secretary: Amanda Williams, Oklahoma State University
Student/New Professional Rep: Claire Kimberly, University of Southern Mississippi
Student Affiliate Advisor Representative: Sterling Wall, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Past President/Chair, Nominating Committee: Chloe Merrill, Weber State University
Staff Liaison: Allison Wickler

AFFILIATE COUNCILS-PRESIDENTS
California: tba
Illinois: Mikki Meadows
Mid-Atlantic: Michele Lee Kozimore-King
Minnesota: San Ha
Northwest: Duane Dowd
Ohio: Ruben Viramontez Anguiano
Oklahoma: Sheree Whiteside
Southeast Council: Lee Ann Rawlins
Texas: Tyler Smith
Utah: Don Herrin
Wisconsin: Christine Ellis

STUDENT AFFILIATE COUNCILS-ADVISORS
Bowling Green State University: Ruben Viramontez Anguiano
Central Michigan University: Chris Latty
East Carolina University: Sharon Ballard
Eastern Illinois University: Carolyn Grasse-Bachman
Messiah College: Raeann Hamon
Purdue University: Volker Thomas
Samford University: Jonathan Davis
Stephen F. Austin State University: Tara Newman
Texas Tech University: Elizabeth Sharp
Towson University: Linda Stone
University of Central Oklahoma: Glee Bertram
University of Connecticut: Shannon Weaver
University of Illinois: Jennifer Hardesty
University of Maryland: Leigh Leslie
University of Missouri: Marilyn Coleman
University of Nebraska-Kearney: Jennifer Crosswhite
University of North Texas: Arminta Jacobson
University of Tennessee: Spencer Olmstead
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point: Sterling Wall
University of Wisconsin-Stout: Jeanne Rothaupt, Bob Salt
Utah Valley University: Ron Hammond
Weber State University: Chloe Merrill, Joyce Buck, Darcy Gregg
NCFR HEADQUARTERS
National Council on Family Relations
1201 West River Parkway, Suite 200
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Tollfree: 888-781-9331 (U.S., Canada)
Phone: 763-781-9331
FAX: 763-781-9348
info@ncfr.org
www.ncfr.org

NCFR Staff
Diane L. Cushman
Executive Director/Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Liaison
763-231-2891; dianecushman@ncfr.org

Maureen Bourgeois
Administrative Assistant
763-781-9331; maureenbourgeois@ncfr.org; info@ncfr.org

Dawn Cassidy, M.Ed., CFLE
Director of Education
763-231-2882; dawncassidy@ncfr.org

Charles Cheesebrough
Director of Membership and Marketing
763-231-2885; charlescheesebrough@ncfr.org

Nancy Gonzalez, M.Ed., CFLE
Director of Public Affairs
763-231-2887; nancygonzalez@ncfr.org

Morgan Cole
Accounting Assistant
763-231-2884; morgancole@ncfr.org

Tahera Mamdani
Director of Finance
763-231-2886; taheramamdani@ncfr.org

Jason A. Samuels
Manager of Information Technology
763-231-2888; jasonsamuels@ncfr.org

Judy Schutz
Conference and Meeting Planner
763-231-2893; judyschutz@ncfr.org

Jeanne A. Strand
Manager of Governance and Operations/Board & Section Liaison
763-231-2881; jeannestrand@ncfr.org

Allison Wickler
Online Community and Web Content Manager/Affiliate Councils Liaison
763-231-2892; allisonwickler@ncfr.org

Cindy Winter, CMP
Conference Consultant
612-759-8580 (cell); cindywinter@ncfr.org

Deborah Gentry, Ed.D., CFLE
Academic Program Liaison
309-530-5690; debgentry@ncfr.org
Program participants

A

Aaron, Lindsey (Iowa State Univ.) 410-04
Abed, Khaskia (Meir Medical Center) 326-02
Abner, Kristin S. (Univ. of Illinois at Chicago) 416-02
Acoc, Alan (Oregon State Univ.) 331
Adams-Price, Carolyn E. (Mississippi State Univ.) 145-15
Adamssons, Kari (Univ. of Connecticut) 416
Adler-Baeder, Francesca (Auburn Univ.) 303-27
Ali, Lailatul (Iowa State Univ.) 101-03
Aliello, Erin (Illinois State Univ.) 309-03
Albrecht, Erin C. (Colorado State Univ.) 401-21, 401-22
Alderson, Desiree (MDRC) 111-03
Albrecht, Erin C. (Colorado State Univ.) 401-21, 401-22
Alderson, Desiree (MDRC) 105-03
Albrecht, Erin C. (Colorado State Univ.) 401-21, 401-22
Alderson, Desiree (MDRC) 105-03
Albrecht, Erin C. (Colorado State Univ.) 401-21, 401-22
Alderson, Desiree (MDRC) 105-03
Aldoory, Linda (Univ. of Michigan) 145-05
Alderson, Desiree (MDRC) 105-03
Albrecht, Erin C. (Colorado State Univ.) 401-21, 401-22
Alderson, Desiree (MDRC) 105-03
Alderson, Desiree (MDRC) 105-03
Anderson, Jared (Kansas State Univ.) 222-16, 318-09
Anderson, Kristin (Western Washington Univ.) 145-26
Anderson, Shayne (Univ. of Connecticut) 318-31
Anderson, Stephen (Univ. of Connecticut) 401-05
Anich, Elizabeth (Colorado State Univ.) 401-18
Antle, Becky (Auburn Univ.) 111-03
Anton, Trii (Univ. of Arizona) 401-20
Arroyo, Loredana (Louisiana State Univ.) 145-05
Archuleta, Kristy L. (Kansas State Univ.) 246 (TC3B-1)
Arcury, Thomas A. (Wake Forest School of Medicine) 208-01
Arditti, Joyce A. (Virginia Tech) 204, 226, 321-02, 337-02, 413-01, 413-03
Arias, Jr., Wilfrido (Univ. of Arizona) 318-03
Artz, Trina Joyce (Texas Woman’s Univ.) 318-06
Arnold, A. Laura 228/RT
Aroz, Brigit (Alliant International Univ.) 416-21
Asay, Sylvia (Univ. of Nebraska-Kearney) 145-27
Asherman, Kadije (Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln) 401-04
Austin, Jennifer (Virginia Tech) 303-04
Austin, Justin (Virginia Tech) 131-03/FF
Awosan, Christiana (Drexel Univ.) 313

B

Badt, Kimberly (Univ. of Arizona) 222-21
Bailey, Caitlin (Univ. of Delaware) 323-01
Bailey, Deborah C. (Central Michigan Univ.) 124-29
Bailey, Megan (Texas State Univ.) 203-27
Bailey, Sandra (Montana State Univ.) 124-03, 312-1
CMF4
Ballard, Sharon (East Carolina Univ.) 140-02
Ballenger, Nicole (Univ. of Wyoming) 303-13
Baltimore, Diana (Iowa State Univ.) 300, 318, 401-18A, 417
Bámaca-Colbert, Mayra (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 318-13
Banford, Alyssa (Univ. of Connecticut) 416-04
Baptist, Joyce (Kansas State Univ.) 231-01, 408-03
Barnes, Glennia (North Carolina A & T Univ.) 108
Barnes, Jessica (Michigan State Univ.) 416-09
Barnett, Amanda (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stout) 145-17
Barnett, Melissa A. (Univ. of Arizona) 138-01, 138-02, 332-01, 337-04, 401-20
Barr, Ashley (Univ. of Georgia) 107-03
Barrow, Katherine (Virginia Tech) 124-19, 131-1/FF
Barry, Elaine (Penn State Univ.-Fayette) 100-19, 401-21, 401-23
Bartholomy, Suzanne (Ohio State Univ.) 338-02
Bartle-Haring, Suzanne (Ohio State Univ.) 203-18, 222-17, 401-12, 416-13
Bartolomeo, Sue (Univ. of Florida) 109-02
Barton, Allen W. (Univ. of Georgia) 219-03, 403-01
Bates, James (Ohio State Univ.) 215; 303-24, 303-25
Bates, John (Indiana Univ.) 401-15
Baumann, Sheri (Univ. of Arizona) 110-02
Baxter, Katherine (Colorado State Univ.) 401-18
Beckmeyer, Jonathon (Univ. of Missouri) 337-02
Behan, Kate (Kansas State Univ.) 145-23, 329
Behnke, Andrew (North Carolina State Univ.) 0100-2; 137-02, 226, 237-1, 315, 401-17
Bellow, Casey (Texas State Univ.) 203-27
Belone, Lorenda 208-03
Belous, Christopher (Univ. of Akron) 318-25
Belter, Donald (Univ. of West Florida) 203-07
Benson, Kristen (North Dakota State Univ.) 124-15, 124-16, 200A, 412
Benson, Mark J. (Virginia Tech) 243 (TC2A-2)
Bentley, Gai E. (Texas Tech Univ.) 304 (TC4A-1)
Berk, Debra (Wilmington Univ.) 100-18
Bermudez, Milton (Universidad de los Andes) 203-23
Bernard, Donte L. (Kansas State Univ.) 140-01
Berryhill, Blake (Kansas State Univ.) 337-01
Bertram, Glee (Univ. of Central Oklahoma) 100-03, 101
BC
Betz, Drew (Washington State Univ. Ext.) 318-11
Beyer, Kaleb (Kansas State Univ.) 231-01
Bickelhaupt, Sarah (Iowa State Univ.) 222-30
Billett, Rhett (Univ. of Tennessee) 145-13
Blackenship, Benjamin (Arizona State Univ.) 124-20
Blackstone, Amy (Univ. of Maine) 203-04
Blair, Sampson (SUNY-Buffalo) 113-03/FF
Blaisure, Karen (Western Michigan Univ.) 209-03
Blank, Elaine (Univ. of Arizona) 145-11
Blank, Thomas (Univ. of Connecticut) 323-03
Blankemeyer, Maureen (Kent State Univ.) 124-22, 140-04
Blanton, Priscilla (Univ. of Tennessee) 100-06
Blickfeldt, Stephanie (Brigham Young Univ.) 124-23, 318-27
Blodgett, Christopher (Washington State Univ.) 145-23
Blow, Adrian (Michigan State Univ.) 216-03
Blume, Libby (Univ. of Detroit-Mercy) 313
Blume, Thomas (Oakland Univ.) 239
Blum, Markie L. C. (Univ. of Nevada Las Vegas) 124-17-EE, 217-03/FF, 231-03, 410-04
Bluth, Karen (Univ. of Tennessee) 145-13, 401-08
Bobrow, Joseph (Coming Home Project) 104-02
Bodemann, Guy (Univ. of Zurich) 303-07
Bodrug-Lungu, Valentina (State Univ. of Moldova) 145-27
Bogenschneider, Karen P. (Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison) 310-03, 321-03
Bohlinger, Anna (Univ. of Minnesota) 415
Boivin, Michael (Michigan State Univ.) 216-03
Bojczyk, Kathryn (Westat) 401-24
Bolzenius, Jenna (Oklahoma State Univ.) 203-13
Bolton, Debra J. (Kansas State Univ.) 318-30
Bond, Ari H. (Brigham Young Univ.) 114-01, 114-04, 145-14, 406-03/FH
Bond, Donna (Virginia Tech) 104-03
Booher, Dana (Univ. of North Texas) 303-09
Borden, Lynne M. (Univ. of Arizona) 124-07, 124-09, 128-03, 249, 318-03
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Bordoloi, Samit 318-22
Borenstein, Michael 234
Bosch, Leslie (Univ. of Arizona) 124-09
Botero, Carolina (Universidad de los Andes) 203-23, 222-11
Bourn, Chelsea 323
Boushey, Carol (Univ. of Hawaii) 406-02/FH
Bowen, Gary L. (Univ. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) 228/RT, 321-04
Bowers, Jill (Univ. of Illinois) 205-04
Boyce, Lisa (Utah State Univ.) 401-11
Bracamonte Wiggs, Christine (Univ. of Arizona) 110-02, 124-09, 128-03
Bradford, Kay (Utah State Univ.) 100-05, 203-11
Bradley, Kelly (Univ. of Kentucky) 411-01
Bradley, Renay P. Cleary (Univ. of Georgia) 403-01
Brandon, Denise (Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville) 223
Braun, Bonnie (Univ. of Maryland) 128-01, 401-03
Bravo, Diamond (Arizona State Univ.) 114-01, 205-04
Buck, Joyce (Weber State Univ.) 101 AC
Buehler, Cheryl (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 124-13
Burant, Christopher (Montana State Univ.) 124-01
Burr, Brandon (Stephen F. Austin State Univ.) 145-03, 403-03
Busby, Dean M. (Brigham Young Univ.) 114-04, 203-31, 222-26
Busk, Paul (Weber State Univ.) 318-08
Butler, J.L. A. (Univ. of Arizona) 145-11, 222-12
Butler, Mark (Utah State Univ.) 232-01
Byrd, Melissa (Alliant International Univ.) 203-09

Cabeza De Baca, Tomás (Univ. of Arizona) 337-04, 401-20
Cabrera, Victoria (Universidad de los Andes) 203-23, 222-11
Caleagni, Jessica (Univ. of Arizona) 138-01
Caldwell, Cleopatra (Univ. of Michigan) 222-08, 332-03
Call, Vaughn (Brigham Young Univ.) 406-03/FH
Calvin, Victoria (Univ. of North Texas) 330
Campbell, Jacquelyn (Johns Hopkins Univ.) 126
Cancel-Tirado, Doris (Western Oregon Univ.) 104-04
Cannon, Dylan (East Carolina Univ.) 100-25
Card, Noel (Univ. of Arizona) 124-09
Carmino, Kamella (Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville) 401-14
Carrillo, Sonia (Universidad de los Andes) 203-23, 222-11
Carroll, Elizabeth Ann (East Carolina Univ.) 214
Carroll, Jason (Brigham Young Univ.) 114-04, 203-31
Cavanaugh, Alyson (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 219-04
Carvall-Martini, Kimberly (Village for Children & Families) 333-02
Casper, Debra (Univ. of Arizona) 124-09
Cassidy, Dawn (NCFR CMUT3, 107-1, 08W1, 151, 305-1
CMF3, 316
Cavanaugh, Alyson (Univ. of North Carolina-Greensboro) 219-04
Chancey, Dudley (Oklahoma Christian Univ.) 145-04
Chandler, Kristie (Samford Univ.) 145-22
Chang, I. Joyce (Univ. of Central Missouri) 203-29, 222-06, 233, 410-03
Chang, Young-Eun (Chung-Ang Univ.) 142-03
Cheek, Cheryl (Penn State Univ.-Mont Alto) 100-04
Cheesebrough, Charles (NCFR Staff) 101 AC, 0300-1
Chen, Yen-Chun Cheryl (Univ. of Cambridge) 142-02
Chia, Edward (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 124-13
Chiu, Lena Hsin-Yao (Brigham Young Univ.) 222-24
Cho, Junhan (Univ. of Georgia) 107-01, 107-04
Choau, Sophorn (Lorna Linda Univ.) 203-17
Choi, Heejeong (Penn State Univ.-Altoona) 414-04
Choi, Saeuen (Seoul National Univ.) 222-28
Choi, Seung-won (Penn State Univ.) 305 (TC4B-1)
Christensen, Carey (Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas) 145-10
Chan, Hee jung (New Mexico State Univ.) 416-11
Chung, Grace (Seoul National Univ.) 132-04, 319
Chung, Hye-Eun (Chung-Ang Univ.) 142-03
Cichy, Kelly (Kent State Univ.) 222-12
Circosta, Carrie (Kent State Univ.) 140-04
Claridge, Amy (Florida State Univ.) 222-03, 303-21
Clarkwest, Andrew (Mathematica Policy Research) 105-04
Clemmer Mayo, Nicole (Texas Tech Univ.) 416-04
Cobo-Rodriguez, Sarai (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 416-23
Cocci, Catherine C. (Florida State Univ.) 207-03
Cochrane, Deborah (Juniper Ridge Clinic) 104, 108, 203-29, 233, 410-03
Cooper, Ryan (Univ. of Illinois-Chicago) 318-02
Coleslough, Yoshiko Yamashita 208-04
Coleman, Marilyn (Univ. of Missouri) 131-04, 134-02, 203-24, 303-27A, 303-27B
Colwell, Nicole (Univ. of Illinois-Chicago) 203-05
Conger, Katherine J (Univ. of California-Davis) 126
Conger, Rand D. (Univ. of California, Davis) 126, 203-03, 204, 226
Connell, Jessica (Univ. of Minnesota) 124-26, 308-01, 308-03
Contreas, Samantha (Univ. of Arizona) 222-21
Cook, Ily (Univ. of Maryland) 104-02, 124-10
Cooley, Morgan (Florida State Univ.) 124-06 A
Corkery, Shannon (Univ. of Arizona) 100-20, 100-21, 100-22, 114-02, 145-11, 222-20
Cottle, Nate (Univ. of Central Oklahoma) 101 AC
Coughlin, DeAnna (East Carolina Univ.) 140-02
Courtney, Mark (Univ. of Chicago) 334-01
Cowen, Carolyn Pape (Univ. of California-Berkeley) 105-02
Cowen, Philip (Univ. of California-Berkeley) 105-02
Cox, Natasha (Virginia Tech) 131-04/FF
Cox Jr., Ronald (Oklahoma State Univ.) 137-02, 236 TCRM, 410-02
Coyne, Sarah (Brigham Young Univ.) 124-24, 401-03
Crain, A. Lauren (HealthPartners Research Found.) 135-01
Crapo, Jessica (Brigham Young Univ.) 323-04
Crase, Sedahlia Jasper (Iowa State Univ.) 401-18A
Crawford, Jennifer (Washington State Univ. Ext.) 100-11, 318-11
Crnic, Keith (Arizona State Univ.) 138
Cronin, Vicki Thresher (Duluth Public Schools) 125-01
Crossman, Kimberly (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 218-02
Crow, Janet (Baylor Univ.) 145-06
Cui, Lixian (Indiana Univ.-Purdue Univ. at Fort Wayne) 407-02

Bryant, Chandra M. (Univ. of Georgia) 206-04, 219-03
Buchanan, Christy (Wake Forest Univ.) 401-13
Buck, Joyce (Weber State Univ.) 101 AC
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Cui, Ming (Florida State Univ.) 318-19, 329-03, 416-19
Calatta, Elizabeth (Univ. of Georgia) 107-04
Cunningham, Mick (Western Washington Univ.) 145-26
Curran, Melissa (Univ. of Arizona) 114-02, 222-19, 222-20, 222-21, 235 TCRM, 337, 412-04
Cushman, Diane (NCFR)
CMTU5, 135-3 CMW5, 222-1, 1 CMTH5

D
Dansie, Sharon (Univ. of Minnesota) 245 (TC3A-2)
Dansie, Loni (Univ. of Missouri) 222-18
Darling, Carol A. (Florida State Univ.) 207-03
Datubo-Brown, Christiana (Auburn Univ.) 401-09
Davidson, Christine (Univ. of California, Davis) 207-01
Davis, Ayrian F. (East Carolina Univ.) 124-28
Davis, BreAnna (Univ. of Maryland) 206-02
Davis, K. Laurel (Univ. of Minnesota) 244 (TC2B-2)
Davis, Kelly (Penn State Univ.) 326-01
Day, Randal D. (Brigham Young Univ.) 112-03, 124-23, 124-24, 145-07
Deenanath, Veronica (Univ. of Minnesota) 404-03
de Guzman, Maria (Univ. of Nebraska) 137-03
Dekel, Rachel (Bar Ilan Univ.) 132
Delevi, Rakel (California State Univ.) 326-05
Delgado, Melissa (Texas State Univ.-San Marcos) 401-06
DeLuca, Stephen (Drexel Univ.) 416-05
Demo, David H. (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 115-1 CMW2, 224-1 CMTH5
Denham, Sharon (Ohio Univ.) 309-01
Denton, Wayne (Florida State Univ.) 124-06 A
Derlan, Chelsea (Arizona State Univ.) 229-03
Devall, Esther (New Mexico State Univ.) 416-11
Dew, Jeffrey (Utah State Univ.) 320, 338-01
Dickey, Bryce (Western Michigan Univ.) 209-02
Diehl, David (Univ. of Florida) 207-04
DiGregorio, Nikki 140
Diston, Thomas (Arizona State Univ.) 327-02
Distelberg, Brian (Loma Linda Univ.) 222-02, 222-31
Do, Anh (Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln) 401-04
Dodge, Kenneth (Duke Univ.) 401-15
Doherty, William J. (Univ. of Minnesota) 103-04
Doll, Kevin (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stout) 100-15
Dollahite, David (Brigham Young Univ.) 133-01
Domínguez, Jessica (Univ. of Texas) 134-03
Domínguez, Maria (Kansas State Univ.) 145-24
Doneker Mancini, Karen (Towson Univ.) 309-04
Donnellan, M. Brent (Michigan State Univ.) 126
Dooley, Brigette (Univ. of Kentucky) 145-19
Dorius, Cassandra (Univ. of Michigan) 226, 246, 340
Dorsey, Simone (Kansas State Univ.) 145-25
Dorvil, Peggy (Univ. of Florida) 109-02
Doty, Jennifer L. (Univ. of Minnesota) 244 (TC2B-2), 308-03, 415
Doudna, Kimberly (Iowa State Univ.) 411-02
Dove, Linda (Western Michigan Univ.) 209-01, 209-04
Dowd, Duane (Central Washington Univ.) 124-27, 207-04
Dowdy, Jamie (Oklahoma State Univ.) 137-02, 410-02
Downey, Jaci (Iowa State Univ.) 215-04
Drew, Elizabeth (East Carolina Univ.) 303-24
Duarte, Christian (California State Univ., Northridge) 329-02
Duggal, Mili (Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) 128-01
Dugger, Kayla (Winthrop Univ.) 100-28
Duncan, Stephen (Brigham Young Univ.) 403-02
Duncan Lane, Crystal (Virginia Tech) 104-01
Dunkerley, Samantha (Texas Tech Univ.) 416-22
Dynst, Carl (Morgan State Univ.) 310-01
Durstchi, Jared A. (Kansas State Univ.) 303-18, 337-01, 407-03, 416-14
Dworkin, Jodi (Univ. of Minnesota) 124-26, 308-03
Dykes, Tina (Brigham Young Univ.) 323-04
Dyer, W. Justin (Brigham Young Univ.) 124-23, 305 TCRM

E
Ebata, Aaron (Univ. of Illinois) 128-02, 205-04
Edwards, Adrienne (Virginia Tech) 100-28
Edwards, Lindsay L. (Univ. of Connecticut) 115, 335-01/FF
Ehle/Meyer, Robin K. (East Carolina Univ.) 100-25
Ehmkne, Mariah (Univ. of Wyoming) 303-13
Elledge, Jennifer (Utah State Univ.) 232-01
Ellis, Jamie (Arizona State Univ.) 124-20
Ellis, Bruce J. (Univ. of Arizona) 337-04, 401-20
Ellis, Kris 101 AC
El-Sheikh, Mona (Auburn Univ.) 324-01
Eng, Sothy (Lehigh Univ.) 318-28
Engler, Rachel (Texas Tech Univ.) 222-15, 415
English, Dev (George Washington Univ.) 206-02
Epstein, Norman (Univ. of Maryland) 311-04
Erah, Stephen (Auburn Univ.) 232-03
Ernsky, Alicia (Univ. of Arizona) 114-02
Escobar-Chew, Ana-Rocio (Michigan State Univ.) 100-10
Eudave, Yanet (Montana State Univ.) 208-02
Ewaida, Marriam (George Mason Univ.) 230-03
F
Faas, Caitlin (Virginia Tech) 243 (TC2A-2)
Fagan, Jay (Temple Univ.) 305 TCRM; 317
Falconier, Mariana (Virginia Tech) 303-04, 303-07
Fararo, Adam (Brigham Young Univ.) 203-31, 414-02
Farr, Debbie (Univ. of North Texas) 222-09
Farr, Rachel (UMass Amherst) 328-01
Farrell, Anne F. (Univ. of Connecticut) 108, 117, 228/RT, 304, 334-02, 334-03
Faukner, Angela (West Virginia Univ.) 100-07
Fauth, Elizabeth (Utah State Univ.) 100-01
Feeney, Sarah (Washington State Univ.) 318-20
Fein, David (Abt Associates) 105-03
Feistman, Richard (Univ. of Missouri) 134-01, 134-02
Feng, Xin (Ohio State Univ.) 401-26
Ferrerrilino (Univ. of California, Davis), 203-02, 203-03
Ferrity, Megan M. (Ohio State Univ.) 408-01
Fern, Andrew (Virginia Tech) 100-28, 131/FF, 303-26
Fidler, Carlene (Loma Linda Univ.) 137
Fiese, Barbara (Univ. of Illinois) 226, 227
Fife, Stephen (Univ. of Nevada Las Vegas) 141-02/FF, 145-10
Fincham, Frank (Florida State Univ.) 102, 111-02, 205-01, 245 (TC3A-2), 329-01
Finkley, Clarissa (Utah State Univ.) 110-04
Fine, Mark A. (Univ. of North Carolina-Greensboro) 339
Fisch, Casey (Florida State Univ.) 222-03, 303-21
Fischer, Judith (Texas Tech Univ.) 202-2 CMTM2, 207-04, 222-15, 301-02 CMF1, 416-10
Fish, Jessica (Florida State Univ.) 124-06 A
Fitzpatrick, Jacki (Texas Tech Univ.) 145-29, 145-30
Fletcher, Sandra (Univ. of Arizona) 318-04
Flittner, Allison (Iowa State Univ.) 103-02
Fly, Adrienne (Brigham Young Univ.) 401-10
Fogarty, Kate (Univ. of Florida) 109-02
Ford, Annalise (Arizona State Univ.) 333-04
Ford, Dee (Medical Univ. of South Carolina) 145-09
Ford, Gabrielle (Winthrop Univ.) 100-28
Forthun, Larry (Univ. of Florida) 109-02, 207-04, 222-13
Fortner-Wood, Cheryl (Winthrop Univ.) 100-28
Fox, Curtis (Loma Linda Univ.) 313
Fox, Jonathan J. (Ohio State Univ.) 338-02
Fraki, Mona (Univ. of Minnesota) 145-16
Franks, Melissa M. (Purdue Univ.) 130-02, 216, 406-01/FF, 406-02/FF
Program participants

Frederick, Helyne (Eastern Kentucky Univ.) 222-15
Frey, Laura (Univ. of Kentucky) 145-19, 303-28
Frye, Nicky (Univ. of Missouri) 203-24
Frye-Cox, Nick (Univ. of Missouri) 203-24, 414-01
Fu, Mei (New York Univ.) 406-04/FH
Fujimoto, Ken (Univ. of Illinois-Chicago) 203-05
Futris, Ted G. (Univ. of Georgia) 205-02, 403-01
Gaede, Alicia (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stevens Point) 100-27
Galardi, Tasha (Oregon State Univ.) 303-20
Galick, Aimee (Loma Linda Univ.) 106, 118
Galovan, Adam (Univ. of Missouri) 338-03
Gambhir, Sahil (Michigan State Univ.) 216-03
Ganong, Lawrence (Univ. of Missouri) 112, 114-03, 134-01, 134-02, 203-24, 407-01
Garcia-Huldobro, Diego (Univ. of Minnesota) 245 (TC3A-2)
Gardner, Brandt (Oklahoma State Univ.) 145-03, 203-13, 403-03
Garneau, Chelsea (Auburn Univ.) 114, 244 TCRM
Garrison, Brittany (Ball State Univ.) 303-08
Gavazzi, Stephen M. (Ohio State Univ.) 112-06
Gentry, Joseph (Gentry Pediatric Behavioral Services, PLLC) 139
Gentry, Sarah (Gentry Pediatric Behavioral Services, PLLC) 139
George, Sivan (Bar Ilan Univ.) 326-02
Gerst, Katherine (Texas Tech Univ.) 415
Giaimo-Ballard, Cindy (Univ. of La Verne) 318-07
Gibbons, Colleen (Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) 323-02, 416-23
Gibbons, Frederick X. (Dartmouth Coll.) 0588
Gilbert, Kathleen R. (Indiana Univ.) 304 (TC4A-2)
Gillen, Martie (Univ. of Kentucky) 325-01/FH/E/E, 325-02/FH/E/E
Gillette, Meghan (Iowa State Univ.) 103-02, 303-27
Ginter, Amanda (Univ. of Maryland) 216-02
Giordani, Bruno (Univ. of Michigan) 216-03
Glass, Valerie (Virginia Tech) 124-19
Glebova, Tatiana (Alliant Intern. Univ.) 203-09
Goddard, H. Wallace (Univ. of Arkansas Coop. Ext.) 133-02, 321-05
Godfrey, Wesley B. (Brigham Young Univ.) 145-14, 406-03/FH
Godwin, Gail (Univ. of Delaware) 323-01
Gold, Robert (Univ. of Maryland) 331
Goldberg, Abbie E. (Clark Univ.) 328-03, 339
Goldfarb, Katia Paz (Montclair State Univ.) 206-03, 224, 318-12
Gonzales, Nancy (Arizona State Univ.) 404-02
Gonzales-Backen, Melinda (Florida State Univ.) 318-13
Gonzalez, Henry (Univ. of Arizona) 138-02, 332-01
Gonzalez, Nancy (NCFR Staff) 0100-1
Goodman, Michael (Brigham Young Univ.) 133-01
Goodman, Rebecca (Auburn Univ.) 203-20
Goodrich, Samantha (Univ. of Connecticut) 334-03
Goodsell, Todd L. (Brigham Young Univ.) 201, 244 (TC2B-1)
Gordon, Mellissa (Florida State Univ.) 137-04, 329-03
Gordon, Rachel A. (Univ. of Illinois-Chicago) 203-05, 318-02, 416-02
Goyer, Amy (Montana State Univ.) 124
Grasalk, Erika (Virginia Tech) 124-18
Grange, Christina M. (Univ. of Georgia) 107-01, 107-04
Gray, Katie (Montana State Univ.) 208-02
Greder, Kimberly (Iowa State Univ.) 215-04, 230-02, 318-29, 411-02
Green, Mary Sue (Texas Woman’s Univ.) 124-17-EE, 217-01/FF, 231-03
Green, Parris M. (Texas Woman’s Univ.) 124-17-EE, 231-03
Greenfield, Betty (Council of American Indian Elders) 136
Greene, Shannon (Univ. of Texas) 134-03, 203-22
Gregson, Kim (Auburn Univ.) 216-20, 217-02/FF
Gring-Pemble, Lisa (George Mason Univ.) 230-04
Grutzmacher, Stephanie K. (Univ. of Maryland) 207-02, 401-01, 409-03
Grzywacz, Joseph G. (Oklahoma State Univ.) 135-01, 208-01, 245, 340, 401-13
Gubernskaya, Zoya (Univ. of Minnesota) 245 (TC3A-1)
Guistwite, Julie (Messiah Col.) 100-02
Gurr, Barbara (Univ. of Connecticut) 412-01
Gustafson, Katie B. (Brigham Young Univ.) 145-14, 406-03/FH
Guttmann, Rodney (Univ. of West Florida) 203-07
Haan, Pam (Michigan State Univ.) 216-03
Habeeb, Hannah (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 218-02
Hadfield, Kristin (Trinity Col., Dublin) 203-25
Hagues, Rachel (Univ. of Georgia) 324-03
Hall, Melissa (John Brown Univ.) 303-19
Hall, Scott (Ball State Univ.) 408-02
Halpenny, Ann Marie (Trinity Col., Dublin) 416-20
Hamm, Young-Hoon (Univ. of Minnesota) 308-04
Hammond, Ron J. (Univ. of Utah) 416-06
Hamon, Raeann R. (Messiah Col.) 100-02, 125-06, 321-06
Hanoch, Hod (SHIBA Medical Ctr.) 326-02
Hans, Jason (Univ. of Kentucky) 145-18, 145-19, 231-02, 325-01/FH/E/E, 325-02/FH/E/E
Hansen, Cathale H. (Indiana Univ.) 304 (TC4A-2)
Hanson, Carrie (Univ. of Minnesota) 103-04
Hanson, Shirley M. H. (Emeritus, Oregon Health Sciences Univ.) 115-2 CMW3
Harcourt, Kate Taylor (Auburn Univ.) 318-14
Hardesty, Jennifer (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 145-21, 218-01, 218-02, 218-03
Harty, Nathan (Kansas State Univ.) 222-16
Hardman, Alisha (Univ. of Minnesota) 020-01
Harke, Maureen (Central Michigan Univ.) 124-29
Harpel, Tammy (Illinois State Univ.) 100-23, 248
Harper, Whitney (Michigan State Univ.) 416-09
Harris, Caleb (Alliant Intern. Univ.) 416-21
Harrison, Donal (Univ. of West Florida) 203-07
Harrist, Amanda W. (Oklahoma State Univ.) 103-03
Harbauer, Amber (Univ. of Central Missouri) 100-29
Hartenstein, Jaimee L. (Kansas State Univ.) 140-01
Hartwell, Erica E. (Native American Community Clinic) 303-01
Harvey-Mendoza, Elizabeth C. (Arizona State Univ.) 318-15, 318-16
Haselschwerdt, Megan (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 218-03
Hashimoto, Kayo (Ochanomizu Univ.) 336-07
Hauger, Angela (Col. of St. Scholastica) 222-10
Hawks, Alan (Brigham Young Univ.) 105
Hawks, Stacy (Univ. of Arizona) 124-07, 124-09, 249, 318-03
Hayashi, Yoko (Ochanomizu Univ.) 336-02
Hayford, Sarah (Arizona State Univ.) 315
Hayes, Jason M. (Ohio State Univ.) 203-07
Henderson, Janis (Texas Tech Univ.) 302 AC
Henderson, Janis (Texas Tech Univ.) 302 AC
Program participants

Henderson, Tammy (Oklahoma State Univ.) 147
Hengstebek, Natalie (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 203-15
Henry, Carolyn (Oklahoma State Univ.), 143, 401-17
Hernandez, Barbara (Loma Linda Univ.) 118
Hernandez, Daphne (Penn State Univ.) 340
Hernandez-Reif, Maria (Univ. of Alabama-Crimson)
Hertlein, Katherine (Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas) 217-03/FF
Hertzog, Jodie (Wichita State Univ.) 205-03
Hickey, Katherine (Univ. of Central Missouri) 222-06
Higginbotham, Brian J. (Utah State Univ.) 100-05, 203-11, 203-26
Hildreth, Gladys J. (Univ. of North Texas) 330
Hill, Jeffrey (Brigham Young Univ.) 150
Holladay, Hayley (Brigham Young Univ.) 303-11
Holm, Kristen (National Jewish Health) 145-09
Holman, Elizabeth (Univ. of Illinois) 412-03
Holman, Thomas B. (Brigham Young Univ.) 121, 222-24
Holmes, Erin (Brigham Young Univ.) 303-11, 401-16
Holowacz, Eugene (Ohio State Univ.) 222-17
Holtzworth-Munroe, Amy (Indiana Univ.) 401-15
Honn Qualls, Sara (Univ. of Colorado, Colorado Springs) 406-04/FH, 417
Hooper,ma (Ohio State Univ.) 401-26
Horst, Kyle (Kansas State Univ.) 145-24, 145-25
Horstman, Lori (Miami Univ.) 406-04/FH
Hoshiko, Heather (Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas) 141-02/FF
Hough, Nathan (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stout) 100-15
Houlthber, Benjamin J. (Indiana Univ.-Purdue Univ. at Fort Wayne) 407-02
Hrapczynski, Katie (Univ. of Maryland) 303-22
Hsuc, JoAnn (MDRC) 105-03
Hubbs-Tait, Harriet (Oklahoma State Univ.) 103-03
Hubler, Daniel (Oklahoma State Univ.) 145-03, 222-04, 403-03
Huenergardt, Douglas (Loma Linda Univ.) 106
Huey, Cassandra (Texas Tech Univ.) 324-02
Huey, Erron (Univ. of North Texas) 125-05
Huff, Nichole (Univ. of Kentucky) 133-03, 145-28
Hughes, Jenica (West Virginia Univ.) 124-08
Hughes Jr., Robert (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 226
Hunt, James (Univ. of Arizona) 100-20; 100-21, 100-22
Hunter, Jennifer (Univ. of Kentucky) 145-28
Hwang, woo Sang (Yonsei Univ.) 124-12, 210-04
Hyman, Heather (Illinois State Univ.) 125-03
Iida, Masumi (Arizona State Univ.) 315, 333-04
Im, Youngjo (Univ. of Chicago) 401-19
Irving, Carmen (Kent State Univ.) 100-08
Ishii-Kuntz, Masako (Ochanomizu Univ.) 336-01
Ivey, David (Texas Tech Univ.) 416-04
Izenstark, Dina (Univ. of Illinois) 128-02
Jackson, Jeffrey B. (Alliant International Univ.) 100-26, 203-10
Jackson, Mark (Utah State Univ.) 338-01
Jackson, Melanie (Univ. of Minnesota) 216-04
Jackson, Shera (Texas Tech Univ.) 302 AC
Jacobson, Arminta (Univ. of North Texas) 330
Jagpal, Anjana (Miami Univ.) 216-01
Jahromi, Laudan B. (Arizona State Univ.) 229-01, 229-02, 229-03, 318-15, 413-01, 413-02
James, Anthony (Univ. of Missouri) 232-02
Jamison, Tyler (Univ. of Missouri) 114-03, 134-01, 134-02, 338-03
Jang, Juyeong (Univ. of Minnesota) 404-03
Jeanblanc, Alexandra (Montana State Univ.) 124-01
Jensen, Alexander C. (Purdue Univ.) 220-02
Jensen, Jakob (Auburn Univ.) 414-03
Jeong, Yu-Jin (Oregon State Univ.) 318-21
Jessop, Kristin (Winthrop Univ.) 100-28
Joe, Sheryl (Lisa (Univ. of Memphis) 327-02
Johnson, David R. (Penn State Univ.) 321-07
Johnson, Eric (Drexel Univ.) 203-21, 416-05
Johnson, Leslie (Ohio Univ.) 309-01
Johnson, Matthew (Kansas State Univ.) 222-16
Johnson, Sara K. (Univ. of Connecticut) 115, 333-02
Johnson, Susan (North Dakota State Univ.) 124-16
Johnson, Carol (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 318-04
Johnston, Christine (Mississippi State Univ.) 145-15
Jones, Deb (Univ. of Alaska) 110-04
Jones, Edith (Texas State Univ.) 203-27
Jones, Marion Moser Univ. of Maryland) 245 (TC3A-1)
Jones, Sarah (Univ. of West Georgia) 124-19
Joo, Yoon Hae (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 203-15
Joo, Young (Yonsei Univ.) 100-19
Jordan, Ashley (Univ. of Arizona) 337-04, 401-20
Jordan, Erica (Univ. of West Florida) 203-07
Jorgensen, Bryce L (East Carolina Univ.) 124-04, 145-07
Jung, Eunju (Univ. of Connecticut) 222-08, 401-05
Jurich, Joan (Ohio Univ.) 100-12, 100-13, 126, 205
Kacci, Cheryl (West Virginia Univ.) 100-07
Kaeastr, Robert (Univ. of Illinois-Chicago) 203-05, 318-02, 416-02
Kalisch, Hilary (East Carolina Univ.) 140-02
Kamp Dush, Claire M. (Ohio State Univ.) 235, 246, 340, 401-25, 408-01
Kang, Sunwoo (South Dakota State Univ.) 414-04
Kang, Young Joo (Loma Linda Univ.) 203-17
Kanter, Jeremy (Univ. of Illinois) 205-04
Kato, Chiharu (Michigan State Univ.) 318-23
Kato, Kuniko (Utsumomiyah Kwoda Univ.) 336-04
Kearney, Katina (George Mason Univ.) 230-03
Keiley, Margaret (Auburn Univ.) 203-20, 217-02/FH, 401-09
Keim, Robert (Emeritus, Northern Illinois Univ.) 240
Kellison, Joshua (Arizona State Univ.) 124-20
Kelly, Nicole (Illinois State Univ.) 309-03
Kemp, Christine (Colorado State Univ.) 401-21, 401-22
Kennedy, Denise (Univ. of La Verne) 318-07
Kern, Bobby (Oklahoma State Univ.) 401-17
Kerpelman, Jennifer (Auburn Univ.) 111-01, 243 TC, 410-01
Ketring, Scott (Auburn Univ.) 203-20
Keyser, Jamie 101 AC
Khalil, Ghadir (Kansas State Univ.) 302 AC
Kim, Holly (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 401-27
Kildare, Cory (Central Washington Univ.) 124-27
Killewald, Alexandra (Mathematica Policy Research) 105-04
Killoren, Sarah E. (Colorado State Univ.) 220-03, 401-18
Kim, Jee (Yonsei Univ.) 124-12, 210-02
Kim, Jiyoung (Univ. of Georgia) 318-01
Kim, Jinhoo (Chung-Ang Univ.) 142-03, 222-28
Kim, Seongeun (Penn State Univ.-Brandywine) 201
Kim, Sow.H. (H & H) 318-18
Kim, Yaebin (Univ. of Nevada Coop. Ext.) 100-14
Kimberly, Claire (Univ. of Kentucky) 231-02, 302 AC, 411-01
Kimbrbell, Monica (Virginia Tech) 104-03
King, Jessica (East Carolina Univ.) 303-24
Kinkler, Lori A. (Clark Univ.) 313, 328-03
Kirby-Wilkins, Jacqueline (Ohio State Univ.) 128, 137-01, 308
Kirk, Kate (Oklahoma State Univ.) 222-04
Ladd, Linda (Texas Woman’s Univ.) 303-06
Lambert, Nathaniel (Brigham Young Univ.) 401-10
Lamson, Angela (East Carolina Univ.) 140-02
Landor, Antoinette M (Univ. of Georgia) 107-02
Lanigan, Jane (Washington State Univ.) 215-03
Lanier, Jeffry (Brigham Young Univ.) 201-03
Larson, Jeffry H. (Alliant International Univ.) 100-26
Larson-Meyer, D. Enette (Univ. of Wyoming) 303-13
Larson, Triflany (Brigham Young Univ.) 401-16
Larzelere, Robert (Oklahoma State Univ.) 113-02/FF
Lauer,ma (Arizona State Univ.) 124-20
Lauer, Sean (Univ. of British Columbia) 246 TCRM, 246 (TC3B-2)
Laumann, Gary (Eastern Illinois Univ.) 202
Law, David (Utah State Univ.) 250
Layton,illy (Brigham Young Univ.) 133-01
Lazarevic, Vanja (Univ. of Illinois) 311-02
Leavens, Larissa (Univ. of California, Davis) 207-01
LeBrun, Cassandra (Wichita State Univ.) 205-03
Lechtenberg, Marcie (Kansas State Univ.) 145-24, 145-25
Ledwell, Maggie (Penn State Univ.) 215-02
Lee, Chih-Yuan Steven (Montclair State Univ.) 311-01, 318-09
Lee, Ching-Fen (National Open Univ.) 318-26
Lee, Gary R. (Bowling Green State Univ.) 321-08
Lee, Jaerim (Yeungnam Univ.) 311-01
Lee, Kyung-Hee (Virginia Tech) 135-03
Lee, NaYeon (Yonsei Univ.) 124-12, 210-04
Lee, Se (Yonsei Univ.) 124-12, 210-01
Lee, Sook Hyun (Yonsei Univ.) 124-12, 210-02
Lee, Soomi (Penn State Univ.) 326-01
Lee, Soyoung (Montclair State Univ.) 409-01
Lee, Tae Kyong (Univ. of Georgia) 129-01
Lentz, Antoinette (Miami Univ.) 216-01
Lesane, Shakara M. (East Carolina Univ.) 124-28
Leslie, Leigh A. (Univ. of Maryland) 126, 213, 226, 303-22, 313, 331, 417
Lester, Ashlie (Univ. of Missouri) 232-02, 232-03
Letiecq, Bethany L. (Montana State Univ.) 124-03, 208-02, 226, 230
Levchenko, Polina (Univ. of Minnesota) 203-16
Levitt, Chelom (Brigham Young Univ.) 414-02
Lewis, Melissa (Native American Community Clinic) 303-01
Leyman, Tanya (Bowling Green State Univ.) 303-05
Li, Cuiting (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stevens Point) 100-27, 146, 318-10
Li, Jui-Chung Allen (Academia Sinica) 142-02
Li, Pei-Fen (Univ. of Georgia) 142-04
Lianekhammy, Joann (Univ. of Kentucky) 133-03, 203-06
Liechty, Janet (Univ. of Illinois) 401-02
Likins, Peter (Univ. of Arizona) 337-03
Lin, Ju-Ping (National Taiwan Normal Univ.) 222-27
Lindley, Denise 228/RT
Lindley, Katherine (Texas Tech Univ.) 302 AC
Lin, Jui-Chung Allen (Academia Sinica) 142-02
Liu, Yaxin (Louisiana State Univ.) 145-05
Lucier-Greer, Lucine (Univ. of California-Davis) 222-27
Luo, Jinping (National Taiwan Normal Univ.) 222-27
Lloyd, Sally (Miami Univ., Ohio) 218
Lloyd, Tiffany D. Stevenson (Univ. of Maryland) 409-03
Lohman, Brenda J. (Iowa State Univ.) 103-02, 222-30, 230-01, 244 TC, 303-27
Love, Dreama (Purdue Univ.) 109-03
Lowe, Katie (Purdue Univ.) 226
Luar, Sharon (Kansas State Univ.) 222-14
Program participants

McCaulley, Janeal M. (Early Childhood Educator, Lake Charles, LA) 401-29 AC
McCaulley, Graham (Univ. of Missouri) 338-03
McCoy, Shuntay (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 206-01
McCulloch, B. Jan (Univ. of Minnesota) 145-16, 216-04, 341, 411
McDaniel, Brandon (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 333-01
McDougall, Sarah (North Dakota State Univ.) 412
McElroy, John (Western Michigan Univ.) 209-01
McElwain, Alyssa (Auburn Univ.) 410-01
McGeorge, Christi (North Dakota State Univ.) 335-02/FF, 335-03/FF
McGraw, Lori (Central Michigan Univ.) 303-14
McGuigan, William (Pennsylvania State Univ.-Shenango) 416-08
McHale, Susan (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 219-02, 220-01, 220-03
McKee, Catherine (Univ. of New Brunswick) 327-01
McKinley, Brandyn-Dior (Univ. of Connecticut) 222-08
McNeil, Sharde (Florida State Univ.) 110-01
Meadows, Mikki (Eastern Illinois Univ.) 205-04
Meadows, Sarah (RAND Corp.) 305 TC
Medford, Libby (Texas Tech Univ.) 324-02
Melby, Janet N. (Iowa State Univ.) 107-02
Memaj, Eron (Kent State Univ.) 140-04
Mendenhall, Tai (Univ. of Minnesota) 136
Mendez, Marcos (Kansas State Univ.) 145-24, 145-25
Merrifield, Peggy (Virginia Tech) 104-01, 104-03, 416-15
Meyers, Benjamin (Univ. of South Carolina, Upstate) 232-04
Michaels, Marcia (Alliant International Univ.) 416-21
Michalopoulou, Charles (MDRC) 105-03
Middlemiss, Wendy (Univ. of North Texas) 125-05
Milardo, Robert (Univ. of Maine-Orono) 116, 302-1 CMF2, 339
Miller, Marianne (Alliant International Univ.) 133
Miller, Richard B. (Brigham Young Univ.) 203-10, 222-24
Minner, James (Kansas State Univ.) 145-24, 145-25
Mitchell, Yolanda T. (Kansas State Univ.) 140-01
Mohlman-Berge, Jerica (Univ. of Minnesota) 103-01, 103-04, 207, 407-01
Mollova, Sevim (California State Univ., Northridge) 329-02
Monahan, Shannon (Mathematica Policy Research) 105-04
Monk, Kale (Kansas State Univ.) 416-14
Moore, Darren (Virginia Tech) 303-26
Moore, Quinn (Mathematica Policy Research) 105-04
Moore, Todd (Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville) 401-14
Morgan, Kari (Univ. of Wyoming) 303-13
Morris, Amanda (Indiana Univ-Purdue Univ. at Fort Wayne) 407-02
Morris, Michael (Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville) 401-28
Mortensen, Jennifer (Univ. of Arizona) 138-01, 332-01, 416-07
Mosseri, Morris (Meir Medical Center) 326-02
Moyer, April M. (Clark Univ.) 328-03
Mullova, Sevim 329-02
Mulsow, Miriam (Texas Tech Univ.) 124-06, 302 AC, 318-28
Munger, Ashley L. (Univ. of Maryland) 409-03
Muraco, Joel (Univ. of Arizona) 412-04
Murphy, Megan J. (Antioch Univ. New England) 231-03
Murray, Colleen I. (Univ. of Nevada-Reno) 236 (TC1B-2), 241
Murray, Maresa (Indiana Univ.) 0100-2 CMW1
Murtagh, Paige (Miami Univ.) 216-01
Musil, Carol (Montana State Univ.) 124-01
Muza, Robin (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stout) 100-15
Myers, Sarah (Wake Forest Univ.) 401-13
Myers-Bowman, Karen (Kansas State Univ.) 100-12, 100-13
Myers-Walls, Judith A. (Purdue State Univ.) 321-09
Myhra, Laurelle L. (Native American Community Clinic) 303-01
Nakagawa, Mari (Ochanomizu Univ.) 336-04
Nan, Liu (Ochanomizu Univ.) 336-03
Nathans, Laura (Univ. of North Texas) 125-05
Nazarini Roy, Rudabeh (Kansas State Univ.) 124-11
Negash, Sesan (Florida State Univ.) 205-01
Nelson, Larry (Brigham Young Univ.) 222-14
Nepl, Tricia (Iowa State Univ.) 126, 203-01, 329-04
Nesteruk, Olena (Montclair State Univ.) 318-24
Neumark-Sztainer, Dianne (Univ. of Minnesota) 103-01
Newkirk, Catherine (Univ. of Massachusetts-Amherst) 113-04/FF, 328-04
Newman, Tara (Stephen F. Austin State Univ.) 145-03
Nicoleau, Alicia (Loma Linda Univ.) 203-17
Nielsen, Samantha (Samantha Nielsen) 218-01
Nievar, Angela (Univ. of North Texas) 303-09
Nixon, Elizabeth (Trinity Col., Dublin) 203-25, 416-20
Nomaguchi, Kei (Bowling Green State Univ.) 336-03
Norman, Jacqueline (Univ. of Kentucky) 145-18
Norton, Aaron (Kansas State Univ.) 408-03
Novak, Liz (North Dakota State Univ.) 335-03/FF
Nussbeck, Fridtjof (Univ. of Nebraska) 416-14
Ooms, Theodora (Consultant, Washington, DC) 310-02
Osuch, Janet (Michigan State Univ.) 216-03
Oswald, Ramona (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 149, 412-03
Overath, Renee (Washington State Univ. Ext.) 318-11

O

O’Brien, Nicole (Univ. of Connecticut) 335-01/FF
Oates, Shannon K. (IU Health Arnett) 406-02/FF
Ogle, Nick (John Brown Univ.) 303-19
Ogolsky, Brian (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 125-03
Oka, Megan (Brigham Young Univ.) 203-10
Okamura, Rie (Ochanomizu Univ.) 336-01
Okolo, Zainab (Univ. of Maryland) 124-10
Olmstead, Spencer B. (Univ. of Tennessee) 305 (TC4B-2), 329-01
O’Neal, Catherine Walker (Univ. of Georgia) 129-01, 129-02, 129-03
Ong, Thai (Arizona State Univ.) 124-20
Ontai, Lenna (Univ. of California, Davis) 207-01
Ooms, Theodora (Consultant, Washington, DC) 310-02
Oravec, Linda (Towson Univ.) 100-17, 109-01
Ortega, Alex (UCCLA) 213
Orthner, Dennis K. (Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) 214, 321-10
Ortiz, Abel (Annie E. Casey Foundation) 310-02
O’Sullivan, Janet (Michigan State Univ.) 216-03
Osmond, Ramona (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 149, 412-03
Overath, Renee (Washington State Univ. Ext.) 318-11

P

Padilla-Walker, Laura (Brigham Young Univ.) 124-24, 401-10
Page, Melanie (Oklahoma State Univ.) 103-03
Palkovitz, Rob (Univ. of Delaware) 243 TC, 245 TC, 407
Palmer, Angela (Winthrop Univ.) 100-28
Palmer, Angela (Univ. of Arizona) 222-21
Pandit, Mayuri (Loma Linda Univ.) 203-19
Park, Jeong-Yun (Chung-Ang Univ.) 116, 207-01
Parr, K. (Connecticut Center for Economic Analysis) 340-03
Perry, Trent (Univ. of Kentucky) 203-12, 411-01
Parra, Gilbert R. (Univ. of Memphis) 327-02
Parra-Cardona, Ruben-Jose (Michigan State Univ.) 100-10
Parris Stephens, Mary Ann (Kent State Univ.) 406-01/FH
Paschall, Katherine (Univ. of Arizona) 138-03
Pasley, B.Kay (Florida State Univ.) 246 TCRM, 329-01
Patrick, Elizabeth (Loma Linda Univ.) 118
Patterson, Charlotte J. (Univ. of Virginia) 328-01, 328-02
Paulk, Amber (Central Washington Univ.) 124-27
Pavkov, Thomas (Purdue Univ. Calumet) 110-01
Payne, Pamela (Univ. of Arizona) 100-20; 100-21, 100-22, 140-03
Pearce-Morris, Jennifer (Texas A & M Univ.-Kingsville) 305 (TC4B-1)
Pearson, Kim (TransYouth Family Allies) 402
Peck, Terrill (West Virginia Univ.) 100-07
Peng, Shuling (Univ. of Minnesota) 318-05
Perez, Yesenia (Auburn Univ.) 203-20
Perez-Brena, Norma (Arizona State Univ.) 303-17, 318-16
Perlman, Daniel (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 219
Perry, Martha (Univ. of Kentucky) 133-03, 203-12, 235 (TC1A-2), 326-04, 408
Perry, Yvette V. (Univ. of Toledo) 238, 247
Perry-Jenkins, Maureen (Univ. of Massachusetts-Amherst) 113-04/FF, 135-2 CMW4, 328-04
Peterson, Gary W. (Miami Univ. of Ohio) 321-11
Peterson, Ryan (Univ. of Central Missouri) 100-29
Petren, Raymond E. (Florida State Univ.) 243 TCRM
Pettit, Gregory (Auburn Univ.) 318-14, 401-15
Philbrook, Lauren (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 333-01
Pidcock, Boyd (Lewis & Clark Col.) 207-04
Piercy, Kathleen (Utah State Univ.) 325-01/FH/EE
Pierson, Colin (Texas State Univ.-San Marcos) 401-06
Pittman, Joe (Auburn Univ.) 401-15, 410-01
Plunkett, Scott (California State Univ.-Northridge) 143, 329-02, 401-17
Pocock, Alexandra M. (Univ. of Georgia) 107-04
Poggi, Gwenyth (Alliant International Univ.) 203-09
Ponappa, Sujata (Ohio State Univ.) 401-12
Popp, Jill (Connecticut Children’s Medical Center) 323-03
Porter, Laura (Consultant Public Strategies) 130-01
Potter, Daniel (American Institutes for Research) 124-21
Potter, ma (Virginia Tech) 124-21
Poulsen, Franklin (Brigham Young Univ.) 215-03
Power, Thomas (Washington State Univ.) 322
Pratt, Kariga (Kansas State Univ.) 145-02
Price, Laura (Samford Univ.) 145-22
Priest, Jacob (Florida State Univ.) 124-06 A
Pritchard, Kayla (Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln) 303-15
Proulx, Christine (Univ. of Missouri) 114-03
Pruett, Kyle (Yale School of Medicine) 105-02
Q
Qin, Shen (Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln) 401-04
Quandt, Sara (Wake Forest School of Medicine) 135-01, 208-01
R
Radina, M. Elise (Miami Univ. of Ohio) 100-04, 216-01, 406-04/FH
Rae, Rebecca 208-03
Rafaeli, Eshkol (Bar Ilan Univ.) 326-02
Raffaelli, Marcela (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 145-21, 218-01, 218-02, 311-02
Raley, Kelly R. (Univ. of Texas) 116
Razandi, Kamala (Syracuse Univ.) 348
Randall, Kellie G. (Univ. of Connecticut) 334-02
Rappleyea, Damon L. (East Carolina Univ.) 100-25
Ratliff, Gary Cole (Kansas State Univ.) 303-18
Rauer, Amy (Auburn Univ.) 133-04, 324-01, 414-03
Reck, Katie H. (Utah State Univ.) 203-26, 325-01/FH/EE, 401-11
Reddock, Ebony (Univ. of Michigan) 332-03, 410
Reed, Kay (Auburn Univ.) 111-04
Reed, Rebecca G. (Univ. of Arizona) 222-23
Reina, Angelica (Iowa State Univ.) 230-01, 318-29
Reinke, Jennifer (Univ. of Minnesota) 309-02
Reinsfelder, Tom (Penn State Univ.-Mont Alto) 100-19
Reyes, Adriana (Penn State Univ.) 305 (TC4B-1)
Reyes, Robert (Goshen Col.) 224, 404-01
Rhoades, Galena (Univ. of Denver) 105-01
Rich, Amanda (Univ. of Delaware) 323-01
Richards, Leslie (Oregon State Univ.) 318-20
Richardson, Judee (Univ. of Illinois) 128-02
Richardson, Rhonda (Kent State Univ.) 100-08
Ricklefs, Tonya (Kansas State Univ.) 100-12, 100-13
Riera, Kate C. (Univ. of Maryland) 409-03
Riffe, Jane (West Virginia Univ.) 100-07
Ripoll, Karen (Universidad de los Andes) 222-10
Roberson, Patricia (Univ. of Tennessee) 145-13, 305 (TC4B-2), 329-01
Roberts, Joanne (Hardin Simmons Univ.) 345
Roberts, Kelly (Oklahoma State Univ.) 145-03, 222-04, 403-03
Robertson, Janet (Univ. of Connecticut) 335-01/FF
Robila, Mihaela (Queens Col.) 123, 145-27
Robins, Richard (Univ. of California-Davis) 203-03
Robinson, JoAnn (Univ. of Connecticut) 323-03
Roche, Kathleen (Georgia State Univ.) 331
Rodas, Jose (Montclair State Univ.) 206-03
Rodas Riveras, Jose (Montclair State Univ.) 318-12
Rodriguez, Rebecca (Wichita State Univ.) 205-03
Rodriguez, Sue A. (Arizona State Univ.) 220-03
Rodriguez, Yuliana (Univ. of North Carolina-Greensboro) 203-15, 219-04
Roehekepartain, Eugene (Searchst.) 411-03
Romero, Andrea (Univ. of Arizona) 110-02
Romero de Slowing, Flor (Iowa State Univ.) 230-02, 318-29
Ronis, Scott (Univ. of New Brunswick) 327-01, 327-02
Rook, Karen (Univ. of California, Irvine) 406-01/FH
Roosa, Mark (Arizona State Univ.) 404-02
Roper, Susanne Olsen (Brigham Young Univ.) 215-03, 304 TCRM, 323-04
Rose, Andrew (Univ. of Connecticut) 334-02
Ross, Maisiein (Univ. of Florida) 109-02
Roth, Veronica (Penn State Univ.) 305 (TC4B-1)
Roundy, Garret (Brigham Young Univ.) 203-08
Roy, Kevin (Univ. of Maryland) 245 (TC3A-1), 304 TC
Rubin, Roger H. (Univ. of Maryland) 321-13
Rudd, Shelby (Univ. of Florida) 109-02
Rush-Ossenbeck, Marilyn (Miami Univ.) 216-01
Russell, Beth (Univ. of Connecticut) 333-02
Russell, Luke (Univ. of Missouri) 203-24
Russell, Stephen (Univ. of Arizona) 412-04
Russo, Theresa (SUNY Oneonta Col.) 100-23
Ryan, Aubrey (Auburn Univ.) 401-09
Ryherd, Lisa M. (Iowa State Univ.) 222-01
S
Sabatelli, Ronald M. (Univ. of Connecticut) 112-02, 116, 244 TCRM, 320-1 CMF6, 401-05
Sabey, Allen (Auburn Univ.) 133-04
Sahin, Seda (Purdue Univ.) 406-02/FH
Saint-Eloi Cadely, Hans (Auburn Univ.) 135, 401-15
Sams, Juli (Univ. of Tennessee) 145-13
Samtani, Satabdi (Texas Tech Univ.) 100-20
Samuels, Jason (NCFR Staff) 101 AC
Program participants

Samuelson, Anne (Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison) 308-02
Sandberg-Thoma, Sara (Ohio State Univ.) 333-03
Sandhuis, Sandy (National Jewish Health) 145-09
Sankar, Sudha (Michigan State Univ.) 303-23
Sano, Yoshie (Washington State Univ. Vancouver) 318-29
Sasaki, Takayo (Ochanomizu Univ.) 336-02
Saulino, Marian (Univ. of Delaware) 323-01
Savla, Jyoti (Virginia Tech) 104-01
Sawada, Yutaka (Kanazawa Univ.) 319-03
Schneider, Charles J. (Univ. of Pennsylvania) 222-25
Schmer, Kimm (Univ. of Illinois) 207-01
Schneider, Christine (Michigan State Univ.) 318-26
Schneider, Jennifer (Iowa State Univ.) 329-04
Settles, Barbara (Univ. of Delaware) 145-12, 321-13
Shamai, Michal (Univ. of Haifa) 132
Shapiro, Alyson (Arizona State Univ.) 333-04
Shapiro, Constance (Univ. of Illinois) 141-03/FF
Sharp, Elizabeth (Texas Tech Univ.) 339-1, 342, 346, 416-22
Shelton, Lawrence (Univ. of Vermont) 100-09, 223
Sen, Arup (Univ. of Maryland) 216-02
Shields, Cleveland G. (Purdue Univ.) 406-02/FF
Shih, Kristy Y. (Central Michigan University) 247, 319
Shilo, Jessica (Univ. of California, Davis) 207-01
Shills, Mical (California State Univ., Sacramento) 207-01
Shimabukuro, Shizuka (Okinawast. of Science and Technology) 142-01, 318-25
Shin, Hye Rim (Yonsei Univ.) 124-12, 210-02
Shipley, Allison (Univ. of Central Missouri) 100-29
Shojaei, Malak (University of Tehran) 318-31
Shoup, Julienne (Univ. of Florida) 222-13
Shreffler, Karina (Oklahoma State Univ.) 236 TCRM, 317, 401-03, 240-03
Shriver, Bethanne (National Louis Univ.) 401-24
Shriver, Michael (National Louis Univ.) 401-24
Shriver, Lenka (Oklahoma State Univ.) 103-03
Silva, Kerry (Univ. of Connecticut) 318-31
Simons, Leslie Gordon (Univ. of Georgia) 107-02, 129-02, 222-29
Simonson, Kevin (Iowa State Univ.) 232-04
Skogrand, Linda (Utah State Univ.) 100-05, 110-04, 203-11
Skoyen, Jane (Univ. of Arizona) 145-11
Slesnick, Natasha (Ohio State Univ.) 416-12
Small, Stephen (Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison) 308-02
Smedley, Brian (Health Policystitute, Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies) 313, 314
Smit, Ria (Univ. of Johannesburg) 311-03
Smith, Catherine (East Carolina Univ.) 214
Smith, Delores (Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville) 401-14
Smith, Donna (Univ. of Kentucky) 411-01
Smith, J. L. (Univ. of Georgia) 219-03
Smith, Jesse (Univ. of Colorado) 232-04
Smith, Jocelyn (Univ. of Maryland) 110-03
Smith, Justin D. (Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas) 217-03/FF, 327-03
Smith, Michael F. (Shippensburg Univ.) 203-29, 410-03
Smith, Nathan (Brigham Young Univ.) 124-24
Smith, Paula (Univ. of Connecticut) 335-01/FF
Smith, Suzanne (Washington State Univ. Vancouver) 125-06
Smith, Trent (Wichita State Univ.) 205-03
Smith, Tyler (Univ. of North Texas) 303-09
Smith-Bynum, Mia (Univ. of Maryland) 206-02
Snyder, Anastasia (Ohio State Univ.) 326-03
Solheim, Catherine A. (Univ. of Minnesota) 203-16, 309-02, 311-01, 404-03
Sollie, Donna (Auburn Univ.) 010-2 CMW1
Solumeyer, Anna (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 220-01
Soloski, Kristy L. (Kansas State Univ.) 407-03, 416-14
Song, Hye-Rim (Chung-Ang Univ.) 142-03
Speirs, Katherine E. (Univ. of Maryland) 135-02, 207-02, 401-01, 409-03
Springer, Nicole (Texas Tech Univ.) 304 (TC4A-1)
Stahl, Lauren (Stephen F. Austin State Univ.) 403-03
Stankic, Christine E. (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 219-02
Stanton, M. Duncan (The Morton Ctr) 321-14
Stephens, Tonya K. (East Carolina Univ.) 124-28
Stewart, Pearl (Montclair State Univ.) 206-03, 318-12
Stewart, Wade (Utah State Univ.) 203-11
Stith, Sandra (Kansas State Univ.) 145-24, 145-25
Stockdale, Gary (Univ. of California-Davis) 203-03
Stone Carlson, Thomas (North Dakota State Univ.) 335-02/FF, 335-03/FF
Strand, Jeanne (NCFR) CMT5, 135-4 CMW6, 220-2
CMT5H
Strange, Charlie (Medical Univ. of South Carolina) 145-09
Strong, Erica (Miami Univ.) 216-01
Su, Jinni (Univ. of North Carolina-Greensboro) 219-04
Sudano, Laura (Virginia Tech) 131-02/FF
Sung, Jeehee (Texas Tech Univ.) 416-04
Supple, Andrew J. (Univ. of North Carolina-Greensboro) 145-09
Surjadi, Florensis F. (Northern Illinois Univ.) 222-26
Sutter, Carolyn (Univ. of California, Davis) 207-01
Sutton, Tara (Univ. of Georgia) 205-02, 222-29
Swann, Marquitta (Central Michigan Univ.) 124-29
Swenson, Andrea (Virginia Tech) 135-03
Swick, Danielle 228/RT
Syvertsen, Amy (Searchstitute) 411-03
Szajdaj-Murray, Brittany (Ohio State Univ.) 416-12

T
Tafoya, Greg 208-03
Tailleci, Peter (Univ. of Utah) 416-06
Tambling, Rachel (Univ. of Connecticut) 203-09, 318-31
Tang, Shain-May (National Open Univ.) 318-26
Taylor, Alan C. (East Carolina Univ.) 100-25, 124-28, 150, 303-24, 303-25
Taylor, Angela (Univ. of Arizona) 140-03
Taylor, Lisa (Eastern Illinois Univ.) 218
Taylor, Miles (Florida State Univ.) 401-25
Taylor, Sherria (Loma Linda Univ.) 222-02
Teddier, Milicia (Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville) 145-20, 401-14
Tein, Jenn (Arizona State Univ.) 404-02
Teti, Douglas (Pennsylvania State Univ.) 333-01
Thoele, Brooke (Univ. of Texas) 203-22
Program participants

Thomann Mitchell, Elissa (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 145-21
Thompson, David (Kansas State Univ.) 231-01
Thompson, Stacy (Southern Illinois Univ.) 303-10
Thomson, Kimberly (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 145-21 F
Thomte, Nicole (Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas) 124-17-E
Tilley, Elizabeth (Univ. of Arizona) 332-01, 401-20
Tobe, Erica (Michigan State Univ.) 124-05, 124-14
Tobias, Scott (Kent State Univ. at Stark) 113
Toepfer, Steven (Kent State Univ.) 222-12
Toews, Michelle (Texas State Univ.) 203-27, 203-28, 324-04
Tolhurst, Nicole (Univ. of Arizona) 124-07
Tolmazc, Rami (Bar Ilan Univ.) 326-02
Toomey, Russell B. (Arizona State Univ.) 229-01, 229-03, 335-02/FF, 402
Topham, Glade (Oklahoma State Univ.) 103-03
Tornello, Samantha L. (Univ. of Virginia) 328-02
Totenhagen, Casey (Univ. of Arizona) 222-19, 318-03
Townsend, Marilyn (Univ. of California, Davis) 207-01
Tracey, Allison (Wellesley Col.) 110-01
Tralle, Min nell (Univ. of Minnesota) 101 AC, CMTU4, 321-2 CMF7
Trask, Bahira (Univ. of Delaware) 236 TCRM, 326
Treas, Judith (Univ. of California, Irvine) 125-02
Trip, Bradley G. (Winthrop Univ.) 337-02
Troilo, Jessica (West Virginia Univ.) 124-08, 303-27A, 303-27B
Trudeau-Hern, Stephanie (Univ. of Minnesota) 141-01/FF
Turner, Josh (Mississippi State Univ.) 145-15

U
Umaña-Taylor, Adriana J. (Arizona State Univ.) 113-01/FF, 219-01, 220-03, 229-01, 229-02, 229-03, 303-17, 318-15, 318-16, 413-01, 413-02
Updegraff, Kimberly A. (Arizona State Univ.) 113-01/FF, 219-01, 220-03, 229-01, 229-02, 229-03, 303-17, 315, 318-15, 318-16, 413-01, 413-02

V
Valencia, Celina (Univ. of Arizona) 110-02
Vallejos, Quirina (Wake Forest School of Medicine) 208-01
Van Campen, Kali (Univ. of Arizona) 203-30
Vanden-Moorefield, Brad (Central Michigan Univ.) 124-15
Van Gelder, Sienna (Univ. of Arizona) 222-21
Vannatta, Mara (Montana State Univ.) 124-03
Van Ness, Kristen (Univ. of Connecticut) 339-1
Vaterlaus, J. Mitch (Utah State Univ.) 100-05
Vesely, Colleen K. (George Mason Univ.) 230-03
Vest, Andrea (Arizona State Univ.) 401-06
Vieten, Cassandra (California Pacific Medical Center Researcher) 104-02
Vilchinsky, Noa (Bar Ilan Univ.) 326-02
Villalobos, Guillermo (Univ. of Nevada-Reno) 236 (TC1B-2)
Viramontez-Anguiano, Ruben (Goshen Col.) 404-01

W
Walker, Alexis (Oregon State Univ.) 126
Walker, Anthony B. (Univ. of Texas) 145-08
Walker, Kathleen (Kent State Univ.) 124-22, 140-04
Walker, Susan K. (Univ. of Minnesota) 120, 136, 308-01, 308-03, 308-04, 347
Wall, Sterling (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stevens Point) 100-27, 146, 0200-2, 302 AC, 318-10
Wallerstein, Nina 208-03
Walls, Jill (Ball State Univ.) 303-08
Wamboldt, Frederick (National Jewish Health) 145-09
Wampler, Karen (Michigan State Univ.) 142-01, 231-04, 312-1 CMF4
Wampler, Richard (Michigan State Univ.) 318-25
Ward, Rebecca (Shippensburg Univ.) 203-29, 233, 410-03

Warner, Camille (Montana State Univ.) 124-01
Washington, Nedra (Texas Woman’s Univ.) 318-06
Waters, Mallory (Miami Univ.) 216-01
Watson, Courtney (Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas) 410-04
Weaver, Shannon (Univ. of Connecticut) 339-1
Webb, Farrell J. (Kansas State Univ.) 145-02, 332-02
Weiner, Judith (Miami Univ.) 412-02
Weisskirch, Robert (California State Univ.) 326-05
Werner-Wilson, Ronald (Univ. of Kentucky) 203-06, 203-12, 303-28, 326-04, 411-01
Weymouth, Bridget (Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro) 124-13
Wheeler, Brandon (Auburn Univ.) 124-25
Wheeler, Lorey A. (Arizona State Univ.) 219-01
Wherry, Jeffrey (Texas Tech Univ.) 324-02
White, Rebecca (Arizona State Univ.) 404-02
White, Ruth A. (National Center on Housing & Child Welfare) 334-03
White, Vera (Kansas State Univ.) 332-02
Whiteman, Shawn D. (Purdue Univ.) 220-02
Whittaker, Amy (West Ridge Academy) 401-11
Wickel, Katharine (Univ. of Minnesota) 215-01
Wickrama, Kandaura A. S. (Univ. of Georgia) 129-01, 129-02, 129-03, 142-04, 203, 206-04, 318-01, 401-07
Widaman, Keith (Univ. of California-Davis) 203-03
Wiersma, Jacquelyn (Univ. of Arkansas) 416-10
Wilder, Allison (NCFR Staff) 101 AC
Wiley, Angela R. (Univ. of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 148
Wilkes, McKenzie (Texas Tech Univ.) 207-04
Wilkins, Tamekia (Univ. of Illinois at Urbana Champaign) 416-23
Williams, Amanda L. (Oklahoma State Univ.) 226, 243 (TC2A-1)
Williams, Ashley C. (Kent State Univ.) 124-22, 140-04
Williams, Kirstee (Loma Linda Univ.) 106
Williams, Patricia (Univ. of Maine at Farmington) 109-01
Williams Reade, Jackie (Johns Hopkins Univ.) 405, 416-04
Willoughby, Brian (Brigham Young Univ.) 114-01, 114-04, 203-31, 414-02
Willox, Lara (Univ. of West Georgia) 124-19
Wilmoth, Joe D. (Mississippi State Univ.) 145-15, 301
Wilson, Stephan M. (Mississippi State U.) 112-04
Winter, Cindy (NCFR) 107-1
OSW1, 120, 312-2 CMF5, 330-1 CMF8
Wolff, Melanie (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stevens Point) 146
Wolfinger, Nicholas H. (Univ. of Utah) 102
Wong, Alison (Univ. of Connecticut) 141-01/FF, 318-31
Wood, Nathan (Univ. of Kentucky) 203-12
Wood, Robert G. (Mathematica Policy Research) 105-04
Woods, Sarah (Florida State Univ.) 124-06 A
Wray, Wendy (Loma Linda Univ.) 222-31
Wu, Joanna (Univ. of Illinois at Urbana Champaign) 416-23

X
Xia, Yan Ruth (Univ. of Nebraska) 137-03, 401-04
Xiong, Zha Blong (Univ. of Minnesota) 318-05, 409-02

Y
Yang, Yun Jung (Texas Tech Univ.) 324-02
Yare, Robin (Pennsylvania State Univ.-Mont Alto) 125-05
Yazdedjian, Ani (Texas State Univ.) 203-27, 203-28, 324-04
Yim, Gloria (Arizona State Univ.) 416-01
Yodanis, Carrie (Univ. of British Columbia) 246 (TC3B-2), 305 TCRM
Yong, Lily (Texas Tech Univ.) 303-16
Yoo, Hana (Ohio State Univ.) 203-18, 326-03
Yoon, Yesel (Univ. of Massachusetts) 113-04/FF
Yorgason, Jeremy B. (Brigham Young Univ.) 145-07, 145-14, 300A, 406-03/FF, 414-04
Program participants

You, Hyun-Kyung (Central Michigan Univ.) 303-14, 313
Young, Rebekah (Penn State Univ.) 245 (TC3A-1)
Young, Sheena (Auburn Univ.) 134, 324
Young, Valerie (Hanover Col.) 222-19
Younkin, Felisha (Ohio State Univ.) 416-13
Yun, Hye Jung (Florida State Univ.) 416-19

Z
Zaloudek, Julie (Univ. of Wisconsin-Stout) 100-15, 100-16, 145-01, 232
Zapata Roblyer, Martha (Oklahoma State Univ.) 137-02, 410-02
Zaremba-Morgan, Ali (Auburn Univ.) 217-02FT/FF, 401-09
Zausniewski, Jaclene (Montana State Univ.) 124-01
Zeiders, Katharine (Arizona State Univ.) 113-01/FF, 404-02
Zhang, Jing (Virginia Tech) 416-15
Zhao, Jia (Nemours Health and Prevention Services) 145-12
Zimmerman, Kevin (Univ. of South Carolina, Upstate) 222, 222-22, 232-04
Zipper, Irene Nathan 228/RT
Zomerlei, Daniel (Michigan State Univ.) 216-03
Zvonkovic, Anisa M. (Virginia Tech) 112-01, 126, 135-03, 245 TCRM, 304 (TC4A-1), 321-1 OAF2, 339
Why become a member?

We are NCFR
...the premier professional association for the multidisciplinary study of families. NCFR attracts professionals from all areas of research, teaching, practice, policy analysis, and human services.

Our members' interests—as diverse at their careers and backgrounds—are focused on topics and efforts that yield a common benefit: strengthening families.

Our organization
The National Council on Family Relations, established in 1938, is a nonpartisan, nonprofit professional organization focused solely on family research, policy and practice. Our 3300 members represent the nation’s leading family researchers, educators, and practitioners.

Our journals
Journal of Marriage and Family . . . JMF, for 70 years the premier journal in the area of marriage and family. Editor: David Demo

Family Relations: Interdisciplinary Journal of Applied Family Studies . . . FR provides an applied focus for practitioners, educators, and policy professionals. Editor: Ronald Sabatelli

Journal of Family Theory & Review . . . New in 2009, JFTR provides a new option for exploring family and relationship theory; complimentary distribution to all journal-subscribing members in 2010. Editor: Robert Milardo

Our CFLE credential...the standard for family life educators
Certification is provided to family life educators through the Certified Family Life Educator designation. The NCFR CFLE curricular requirements have been incorporated into degree programs at more than 110 colleges and universities.

Stay informed
NCFR Report, the member magazine is published quarterly and features a “Family Focus” section with contributed articles on key topics. Network is the CFLE newsletter that includes book reviews, best practices, and news from CFLEs around the world. The “Zippy News” e-newsletter provides weekly updates and announcements on family matters.

Local connections
A dozen state affiliate councils gives NCFR a local flavor. Stay in touch with members in your area through conferences, events, and communications. Plus, 20 student affiliates offer a great option to build your resume and connect your academic experience to real-world opportunities. The Affiliate Councils provide communication options and conference program events to share information with other local affiliate members.

Shared interests...NCFR sections make it happen for you
There are ten sections within NCFR, each with a particular area of emphasis. Section members communicate through listservs and web page announcements. Many presentations at the Annual Conference are determined by section submission, review, and sponsorship.

Annual Conference...professional development plus
Stimulating and enlightening...that describes the NCFR annual conference. You’ll find major presentations by leading professionals, break-out sessions of all kinds, and informal networking. Grow professionally, establish new contacts, and build lasting relationships.

Membership options that fit your career
• Special rates for students and emeritus members
• Professional levels with choice of journals
• New! “New Professional” option in 2010 for recent graduates

www.ncfr.org
888-781-9331
info@ncfr.org
Notes, phone numbers, email addresses
### NCFR Past Presidents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>Leland J. Axelson (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972-73</td>
<td>Murray A. Straus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-72</td>
<td>Eleanore B. Luckey (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-71</td>
<td>Gerald R. Leslie (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969-70</td>
<td>Richard N. Hey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968-69</td>
<td>Elizabeth Force (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967-68</td>
<td>William F. Kenkel (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966-67</td>
<td>William M. Smith Jr. (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-66</td>
<td>F. Ivan Nye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964-65</td>
<td>Clark Vincent (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963-64</td>
<td>Blaine R. Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962-63</td>
<td>Wallace C. Fulton (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-62</td>
<td>David Mace (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-61</td>
<td>Harold T. Christensen (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959-60</td>
<td>Aaron Rutledge (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958-59</td>
<td>Henry Bowman (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957-58</td>
<td>Mildred I. Morgan (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956-57</td>
<td>David Treat (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955-56</td>
<td>Judson Landis (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Gladys Groves (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Dorothy Dyer (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953-54</td>
<td>Robert Foster (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-52</td>
<td>John O’Grady (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950-51</td>
<td>Nadina Kavinoky (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-50</td>
<td>Ernest G. Osborne (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946-48</td>
<td>Lawrence Frank (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944-46</td>
<td>Sidney Goldstein (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942-44</td>
<td>Ernest W. Burgess (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-42</td>
<td>Ernest Groves (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939-40</td>
<td>Adolf Meyer (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-39</td>
<td>Paul Sayre (deceased)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NCFR Fellows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Karen A. Roberto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Paul C. Rosenblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Roger H. Rubin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Ronald M. Sabatelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Walter R. Schumm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Karen Seccombe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Barbara H. Settles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Constance L. Shehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Graham Spanier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Michael J. Sporakowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Jetse Sprey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>M. Duncan Stanton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Maximiliane Szinovacz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Jay D. Teachman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Patricia Voydanoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Shelly MacDermid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Wadsworth 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Alexis J. Walker (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Lynda H. Walters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>James M. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Lynn White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Stephen M. Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Gary L. Bowen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Maxine Hammonds-Smith (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Pamela A. Monroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Gay C. Kitson (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Carol A. Darling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>J. Kenneth Davidson, Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Randal D. Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>David H. Demo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Peggye Dilworth-Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>William J. Doherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Margaret Feldman (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Charles R. Figley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Francis D. Fincham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Mark A. Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Judith L. Fischer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Greet Litton Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Lawrence H. Ganong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>H. Wallace Goddard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Harold D. Grotevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Raeann R. Hamon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Shirley M.H. Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Gladyes J. Hildreth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>M. Janice Hogan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Armita Jacobson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>David R. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Michael P. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Stephen Jorgensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Diane K. Kieren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Gay C. Kitson (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>David M. Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Judith Landau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Jeffrey H. Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Gary R. Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Leigh A. Leslie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Edith A. Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Jay A. Mancini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Stephen R. Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>William Marsiglio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Harriett P. McAdoo (deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Patrick C. McKenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Phyllis Moen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Pamela A. Monroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Judith A. Myers-Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Patricia Noller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>David H. Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Dennis K. Orthner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>B. Kay Pasley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Gary W. Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Joe F. Pittman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Joseph Pleck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Blaire R. Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Sharon Price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We are NCFR

We are NCFR... the premier professional association for the multidisciplinary understanding of families. The NCFR Annual Conference attracts professionals from all areas of research, teaching, practice, policy analysis, and human services.

Our members’ interests—as diverse as their careers and backgrounds—are focused on topics and efforts that yield a common benefit: understanding and strengthening families.

Our organization
The National Council on Family Relations, established in 1938, is a nonpartisan, nonprofit professional organization focused solely on family research, policy and practice. Our 3,500 members represent the nation’s leading family researchers, educators, and practitioners.

Our journals
Journal of Marriage and Family
JMF, for 75 years the premier journal in the area of marriage and family. Editor: David Demo

Family Relations: Interdisciplinary
Journal of Applied Family Studies
FR provides an applied focus for practitioners, educators, and policy professionals. Editor: Ronald Sabatelli

Journal of Family Theory & Review
New in 2009, JFTR provides a new option for exploring family and relationship theory; complimentary distribution to all journal-subscribing members in 2012. Editor: Robert Milardo

Our CFLE credential...the standard for family life educators
Certification is provided to family life educators through the Certified Family Life Educator credential. The NCFR CFLE curricular requirements have been incorporated into degree programs at more than 125 colleges and universities.

Stay informed
NCFR Report, the member magazine is published quarterly and features a “Family Focus” section with contributed articles on key topics. Network is the CFLE newsletter that includes book reviews, best practices, and news from CFLEs around the world. The “Zippy News” e-newsletter provides weekly updates and announcements on family matters.

Local connections
A dozen state and regional affiliate councils gives NCFR a local flavor. Stay in touch with members in your area through conferences, events, and communications. Plus, 20 student affiliates offer a great option to build your resume and connect your academic experience to real-world opportunities. The Affiliate Councils provide communication options and conference program events to share information with other local affiliate members.

Shared interests...NCFR sections make it happen for you
There are ten sections within NCFR, each with a particular area of emphasis. Section members communicate through listservs and web page announcements. Many presentations at the Annual Conference are determined by section submission, review, and sponsorship.

Annual Conference...professional development plus
Stimulating and enlightening...that describes the NCFR annual conference. You’ll find major presentations by leading professionals, break-out sessions of all kinds, and informal networking. Grow professionally, establish new contacts, and build lasting relationships.

Membership options that fit your career
• Special rates for students and emeritus members
• Professional levels with choice of journals
• New! “New Professional” option added in 2010 for recent graduates